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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

This report presents the findings from analysis of existing financial and non-financial incentives that support 
the development of eco-industrial parks (EIPs) in Ukraine, as well as related interventions that will ensure 
practical implementation of the EIP model, industrial symbiosis, as well as cleaner and resource-efficient 
production.  

This report is based on findings, conclusions and recommendations of reports developed within the 
GEIPP Ukraine Project, in particular the Policy Gap Analysis (2021), the EIP Policy Roadmap (2021), 
Stakeholder Mapping (2021), Stakeholder Mapping Update (2022), as well as the International Proposals to 
EIP Policy Vision and Roadmap (2022) and the Draft IP Strategy by 2030 with the EIP Perspective developed 
with the support of the GEIPP Ukraine Project. 

In Ukraine, based on international recommendations for EIPs, and in order to ensure their economic success, 
the national EIP concept must be attractive to investors and consider relevant access to resources, value 
chains and the labour force. This will ensure attractiveness for long-term investors, while incentivizing 
domestic and foreign direct investment in EIPs in Ukraine. 

The EIP policy development in Ukraine is influenced by the factors outlined below. 

As a Member of the United Nations, Ukraine has joined the global process of sustainable development 
towards achieving Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). On 23 June 2022, Ukraine received the status of 
candidate for European Union membership. This will strengthen a process that began in 2017 with the 
implementation of the European Union-Ukraine Association Agreement, which serves as a strategic guideline 
for systematic socio-economic reforms in Ukraine and includes the obligation of implementing European 
Union legislation in areas related to ecology and environment, energy efficiency, renewable energy sources 
and sustainable development. In 2021, it was announced that Ukraine officially intended to join the European 
Green Deal, which aims to overcome the impact of climate change, create new green supply chains and 
reorient economic activity towards greener production. A component of the European Green Deal is the 
European Union’s new circular action plan, which is the essence of the EIP model.  

The National Economic Strategy until 2030 prescribed stimulating the development of a circular economy 
that includes the creation of transparent and competitive markets for secondary raw materials by improving 
and harmonizing the legislation of Ukraine with the relevant legislation and the norms and rules of the 
European Union, stimulating the reduction of waste generation and the formation of a circular economy 
policy. In addition, with the support of the GEIPP Ukraine Project, the Government of Ukraine has prioritized 
the introduction of the EIP model in the country within the National Economy Strategy by 2030. 

The EIP policy is therefore in line with the scope of national policies in regional, industrial, social and 
economic spheres in Ukraine. The EIP model can play an exemplary practical role in the implementation of 
European Union directives and a circular economy in Ukraine, together with the principles of resource 
efficiency, clean production and industrial symbiosis. 

The economic conditions for operating EIPs do not currently differ from conditions for the operation of 
industrial parks (IPs). Despite the adoption of the Tax and the Customs Codes, which was adopted in the 
2021-2022 package of amendments to the IP Law and introduced the list of instruments for IP support , there 
is insufficient support for the establishment/transformation of IPs into EIPs and/or the establishment of 
new EIPs. This is due to the fact that instruments for IP support relate mostly to arranging infrastructure and 
do not foresee support for implementing clean production and industrial symbiosis. It should be noted that 
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financial support in the shape of state budget expenditure for IP arrangement is undermined by a lack of 
resources in the current budget year, mostly as a result of the ongoing military conflict in Ukraine. 

Regarding instruments for financial support for EIPs, Ukraine currently has at its disposal instruments of eco-
banking, international donor support and programmes related to environmentally friendly technologies for 
the realization of projects to contribute to EIP development.  

In addition, non-financial mechanisms to incentivize EIP are in place, namely the basic IP Law, national 
framework in the areas of urban planning, labour relations and collective agreements, national standards in 
for energy and environmental management, social corporate responsibility, as well as a national certification 
system related to the above-mentioned standards.  

Within this report, a total of 59 support instruments for EIPs (32 financial and 27 non-financial) were assessed. 
However, there is a lack of systematic and targeted EIP incentives, both financial and non-financial, as many 
of these depend on the availability of budget funds or temporary support from international institutions. As 
a result, 12 instruments of financial support targeted at EIPs are proposed within this report.  

Available financial instruments include funding from the State Regional Development Fund (SRDF) for 
arranging IP infrastructure, as well as three budget programmes under the IP Law to develop IP infrastructure.  

In terms of environmental performance, a pressuring ecology taxation acts as a motivating factor for 
resource-efficient and cleaner production. The “green” bonds mechanism is in place as the instrument of the 
financial market. The feed-in tariff for electricity from renewable sources is in place. In addition, further 
instruments are provided by international institutions. These include support for small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs) from the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), the Loan 
Guarantee Fund for industrial enterprises (UNIDO), the Finland Ukraine Trust Fund from the Nordic 
Environment Finance Corporation (NEFCO), eco-banking (e.g. Ukrgasbank) and the International Finance 
Corporation (IFC). In Ukraine, there are customs privileges for IPs, compensation of the loan rate to IP tenants 
to provide economic activities, as well as preferential rates of customs duty for importing goods originating 
from member countries of the World Trade Organization. Loans of 5-7-9% percent within the State 
Programme for SMEs, the mechanism of “investment nannies”, the possibility of receiving loans under 
government guarantees and state insurance of foreign economic agreements (contracts). 

The Government of Ukraine embarked upon the National Programme of Relocation of Enterprises to Western 
Ukraine, with almost one and a half thousand companies expected to relocate. Most of the businesses 
involved in the relocation programme operate in the manufacturing, food industry, light industry, machinery, 
and wholesale sectors. These will now move their logistics centres, including warehouses1, to Western 
Ukraine.  

In this regard, the development and promotion of EIPs in Ukraine can support efforts aimed at strengthening 
industrial potential in Ukraine and reconstructing the industrial sector more sustainably and competitively. 
EIPs can be considered a “ready solution” for many companies relocating to Western Ukraine due to the 
consequences of the armed conflict. EIPs can also provide jobs for internally displaced persons in the country. 

The above leads to the conclusion that it is necessary today to improve the national legal/regulatory basis 
and bring it into compliance with the recommendations of the International Frameworks for EIPs developed 
by UNIDO, GIZ and the World Bank. Furthermore, it is important to develop guidance for different categories 
of stakeholders (EIP initiators, management companies and tenants) for the development of EIPs. Further 
development of market instruments, such as green finance – including green credits, bonds, insurance funds 
and industry funds for promoting circular economy projects – are vital both for supporting EIPs and for 

 

1 https://me.gov.ua/News/Detail?lang=uk-UA&id=c7389f37-951b-449e-9037-6960b860527f&title=ProgramaRelokatsii-465-
PidprimstvPeredaniDliaTransportuvannia-178-PerevezeniVBezpechniRegioni  

https://me.gov.ua/News/Detail?lang=uk-UA&id=c7389f37-951b-449e-9037-6960b860527f&title=ProgramaRelokatsii-465-PidprimstvPeredaniDliaTransportuvannia-178-PerevezeniVBezpechniRegioni
https://me.gov.ua/News/Detail?lang=uk-UA&id=c7389f37-951b-449e-9037-6960b860527f&title=ProgramaRelokatsii-465-PidprimstvPeredaniDliaTransportuvannia-178-PerevezeniVBezpechniRegioni
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developing targeted mechanisms for EIPs, such as national programmes that can contribute to EIP 
development across Ukraine. 

Given the rapidly evolving environment in Ukraine, due to urgent plans to adopt national reforms regarding 
the country’s candidate status for European Union membership, this report reflects the status quo as of 
July 2022. In addition, in order to keep abreast of developments, the GEIPP Ukraine Project is constantly 
monitoring the changes. 

Nevertheless, the conclusions and recommendations on EIP stimulus and support mechanisms reflect the 
systematic and comprehensive approach of the International Frameworks for EIPs and may be mainstreamed 
in a short- and medium-term perspective.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Global EIP Programme (GEIPP) 

 

The GEIPP is implemented in developing and transition countries by UNIDO and funded by the Government 
of Switzerland through its State Secretariat of Economic Affairs (SECO). The objective of the GEIPP is to 
demonstrate the viability and benefits of EIPs by scaling up the resource productivity and economic, 
environmental and social performances of businesses, thereby contributing to inclusive and sustainable 
industrial development in developing and transition economies. 

The project “Global Eco-Industrial Parks Programme – Ukraine: Country-level intervention” (GEIPP Ukraine 
Project) aims to address EIP development in Ukraine within the global framework of the GEIPP. The specific 
expected outcome of country-level intervention in Ukraine is the improved environmental, economic and 
social performance of industries in Ukraine through the implementation of EIP approaches in selected pilot 
IPs and the increased role of EIP in environmental, industrial and other relevant policies at the national level. 

Component 1 (Country-level interventions) of the GEIPP Ukraine Project is as follows:  

Outcome 1: EIP is incentivized and mainstreamed in relevant policy and regulations, leading to an increased 
role of EIP in environmental, industrial and other relevant policies in Ukraine.  

The underlying objective, as described in the Global Project Document, is to increase the role of EIP in 
relevant policies at the national level, aligned with the National Circular Economy approach. The GEIPP in 
Ukraine will therefore include a local and regional level for Outcome 1, to the extent possible. 

Outcome 2: EIP opportunities identified and implemented, with environmental (e.g. resource productivity), 
economic and social benefits for enterprises achieved and confirmed. 

Component 2 (Global Knowledge Development) focuses on the development of specific EIP tools and 
publications, as well as the dissemination of lessons learned from international EIP experiences. 

 

1.2 Objectives of the report, methodology and sources of information 

The present report is part of the Ukraine country-level intervention project, which was launched in 
October 2019 and will be implemented for four years. In particular, the report contributes to Outcome 2, 
Output 2.3 – “EIP requirements implemented by park management and tenant SMEs” – of the GEIPP Ukraine 
project document, which includes the following activities: 
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» Activity 2.3.3, “Develop incentive suggestions and align them with financial instruments established 
by other related projects and the PCP”, to support the sustainability of EIPs and ensure the attraction 
of new companies and investments. An assessment of existing financial and non-financial incentive 
schemes is to be carried out, as outlined in the GEIPP Ukraine Project Document. 

» Activity 2.3.4, “Support implementation of RECP and industrial synergy opportunities”. The main 
aspect of GEIPP support is to facilitate the development of bankable projects in Ukraine, where all 
parties concerned can perceive the potential benefits (direct or indirect) and contribute to 
establishing incentive schemes that support the projects. 

EIP policy implementation covers a range of policy sectors: environmental, social, economic, industrial, 
investment and fiscal. For an EIP to be economically successful, the concept must be attractive to investors 
and industries and offer resources and human capital. A key goal for EIP developers is to attract strategic 
investors and incentivize domestic and foreign direct investment. Support to help EIPs to meet these goals 
can be offered by providing economically, environmentally and socially aligned services, as well as plans to 
meet the sustainability agendas of industrial areas.  

This requires the assessment of existing incentives, including relevant local policies and regulations, of the 
governance structures relevant to EIP policy mainstreaming and of economic and financial mechanisms and 
instruments, as well as the identification of the sufficiency of existing incentives for EIP development. 

The objectives of this report are as follows: 

» to identify existing financial and non-financial incentives close to EIPs in Ukraine;  
» to provide the informational basis for national and regional authorities and the Interdepartmental 

Working Group for EIP policy development in Ukraine to develop incentives for EIPs to support their 
sustainability and ensure the attraction of new companies and investments. 

This report is based on UNIDO approaches and recommendations for EIPs 2,3,4,5,6 and the relevant terminology. 

It includes information on existing non-financial and financial incentive schemes for EIP development in 
Ukraine taken from the following sources:   

» news and updates on the official web pages of state bodies and institutions; 
» national legislation, economic and socio-environmental strategies and policies from the official web 

pages and research by scientific institutions; 
» available draft legislation on the official web pages, developed during 2021-2022; 
» interviews with stakeholders through the questionnaire (Annex 1) developed via Google Forms as a 

result of both COVID-19 restrictions and the armed conflict in Ukraine ongoing since 24 February 
2022 (consulted within the UNIDO Headquarters in Vienna). A total of 25 respondents provided their 
input to the questionnaire (including six regional and local bodies, six non-governmental 
organizations [NGOs], representatives of three national authorities, three academics, three IP 
representatives, two business representatives and two banks). See Annex 27; 

» meetings of the Advisory Board of the GEIPP Ukraine Project during the 2021-2022 period. 

 

2 Handbook for Eco-Industrial Parks (2017) https://open.unido.org/api/documents/7523639/download/UNIDO%20Eco-
Industrial%20Park%20Handbook_English.pdf 
3 An International Framework For Eco-Industrial Parks (Version 2.0, 2021): 
https://tii.unido.org/sites/default/files/publications/International%20EIP%20Framework%20v2%20online%20high%20final%20%281%29.pdf  
4 An International Framework For Eco-Industrial Parks (December 2017) 
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/29110/122179-WP-PUBLIC-
AnInternationalFrameworkforEcoIndustrialParks.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y 
5 A Practitioner's Handbook For Eco-Industrial Parks Implementing the International EIP Framework (September 2018) 
https://www.unido.org/sites/default/files/files/2019-09/A%20Practitioners%20Handbook%20for%20Eco-Industrial-Parks..pdf  
6 Practitioner’s Guide to Strategic Green Industrial Policy (2016) https://www.unido.org/sites/default/files/2016-
11/practitioners_guide_to_green_industrial_policy_1__0.pdf 
7  The information on personal data is not to be disseminated publicly, according to the Law of Ukraine On Personal Data Protection: 
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2297-17#Text. 

https://open.unido.org/api/documents/7523639/download/UNIDO%20Eco-Industrial%20Park%20Handbook_English.pdf
https://open.unido.org/api/documents/7523639/download/UNIDO%20Eco-Industrial%20Park%20Handbook_English.pdf
https://tii.unido.org/sites/default/files/publications/International%20EIP%20Framework%20v2%20online%20high%20final%20%281%29.pdf
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/29110/122179-WP-PUBLIC-AnInternationalFrameworkforEcoIndustrialParks.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/29110/122179-WP-PUBLIC-AnInternationalFrameworkforEcoIndustrialParks.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://www.unido.org/sites/default/files/files/2019-09/A%20Practitioners%20Handbook%20for%20Eco-Industrial-Parks..pdf
https://www.unido.org/sites/default/files/2016-11/practitioners_guide_to_green_industrial_policy_1__0.pdf
https://www.unido.org/sites/default/files/2016-11/practitioners_guide_to_green_industrial_policy_1__0.pdf
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2297-17#Text
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All official web pages were accessed between February and July 20228. 

To ensure proper involvement and collaboration with stakeholders, the GEIPP Ukraine Project team has, at 
each stage of the project, consulted widely within UNIDO Headquarters in Vienna and further afield, involving 
international UNIDO EIP experts in the process, to ensure alignment with global best practices in this area. 

 

 

  

 

8 As of July 2022, due to issues of national security owing to the military conflict in Ukraine, some references in this report, in the form of links provided 
by national bodies and authorities, may be unavailable. These are expected to be available once the military conflict in Ukraine has ended.  
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2. BACKGROUND OF INDUSTRIAL 
PARKS DEVELOPMENT IN UKRAINE 

 
The implementation of the IP instrument in Ukraine began after the adoption of the Concept of the Creation 
of Industrial Parks in 20069. The Concept stipulates that the production sites of unattractive investment 
enterprises in industrial zones, as well as areas free of construction (especially in regions with developed 
infrastructure), can become “points of regional growth” if IPs are created. The Concept set out that the 
formation of a network of state and regional IPs should be carried out following the main directions of the 
development of state and regional industrial policy, considering the tasks associated with the development 
of urban agglomerations. According to the Concept, IPs were included in the legislation and in national and 
regional socio-economic development strategies.  

According to the Concept, the principles of IP creation were defined in the basic Law on Industrial Parks10, or 
IP Law. The purpose of the IP Law is to ensure economic development and increase the competitiveness of 
territories, intensify investment activities, create new jobs and develop modern production and market 
infrastructure.  

Since the adoption of the IP Law, the development of IPs has not increased significantly, mainly due to a lack 
of incentives, and the challenges faced in terms of investment activity (including low awareness and capacity) 
and industrial development.  

The Ministry of Economy of Ukraine (hereinafter Mineconomy) is the recognized authority in the area of IPs, 
forming IP policy and with responsibility for its implementation.  

Mineconomy is the official beneficiary of the GEIPP – Ukraine Project. 

According to the IP Law, an IP is a territory defined by the IP initiator, following urban construction 
documentation and equipped with the appropriate infrastructure, within which IP tenants can conduct 
business activities connected to the processing of industrial and/or household waste (except waste disposal), 
scientific research and information and telecommunications activities, under the conditions defined by the 
law and by an agreement on the conduct of business activity within IPs. 

The land plots on which an IP is launched must be industrial lands and must be available for industrial use 
considering the conditions and restrictions defined by the relevant urban planning documentation.  

 

9 Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine; Concept of the establishment of Industrial Parks from 01.08.2006 № 447. 
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/447-2006-p 
10 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/5018-17#Text 

https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/447-2006-p
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/5018-17#Text
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An IP can be located on one or more adjacent land plots, with an area of 10 to 1 000 hectares. It can be 
located between the land plots of the IP – where the objects of engineering and transport infrastructure are 
located – following urban planning documentation. 

An IP is to be created for at least 30 years. 

The IP management company must be a resident legal entity elected under the IP Law, and its function is to 
ensure the IP activities. IP tenants are the business entities registered on the territory of the administrative 
unit of Ukraine in which the IP is located. 

As of July 202211, 55 IPs have been included in the National Register of IPs. Being included in the National 
Register provides IPs with the possibility to obtain state support and use state incentives. 

 

Diagram 1. Dynamics of IP creation in Ukraine 
Source: Mineconomy 

 

As of July 2022, most IPs are concentrated in the Kyiv (11) and Western (12) regions. More than half of IPs 
are located on communal lands. Only 32 IPs had a management company, while only eight had attracted 
tenants12. In light of these figures, the existence of more than 80 percent of IPs is documented and does not 
provide operational activities. 

There is therefore a situation in which IPs included in the National Register do not show significant 
development. Some IPs in Ukraine have already begun their activities, but most are still under development, 
in particular as a result of systemic shortcomings that negatively affect the investment climate, the high cost 
of initial investment costs for logistics and engineering infrastructure and the lack of experience of IP 
initiators in attracting management companies as tenants and investors in IP establishment and operation, 
all of which lead to significant delays in their implementation. 

 

11 According to the information of the Mineconomy as of January 2022: https://me.gov.ua/Documents/List?lang=uk-UA&id=6463d3ba-aa13-4e54-
8db9-0f36642c43d9&tag=IndustrialniParkiVUkraini, and governmental decisions on the inclusion of four parks in the Register in 2022: 
https://www.kmu.gov.ua/npas/pro-vklyuchennya-industrialnogo-parku-maramuresh-do-reyestru-industrialnih-promislovih-parkiv-453-030622 
https://www.kmu.gov.ua/npas/pro-vklyuchennya-industrialnogo-parku-l-taun-park-do-reyestru-industrialnih-promislovih-parkiv-454-030622 
https://www.kmu.gov.ua/npas/pro-vkliuchennia-industrialnoho-parku-enerhiia-bukovyny-do-reiestru-industrialnykh-s616-190722 
https://www.kmu.gov.ua/npas/pro-vkliuchennia-industrialnoho-parku-khotyn-invest-do-reiestru-industrialnykh-s617-190722  
and the governmental decision on excluding one park from the Register in 2022: 
https://www.kmu.gov.ua/npas/pro-viklyuchennya-industrialnogo-parku-z-reyestru-industrialnih-promislovih-parkiv  
12 As of July 2022, the information about management companies and attracted tenants in four new IPs is not available. 
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https://www.kmu.gov.ua/npas/pro-vklyuchennya-industrialnogo-parku-l-taun-park-do-reyestru-industrialnih-promislovih-parkiv-454-030622
https://www.kmu.gov.ua/npas/pro-vkliuchennia-industrialnoho-parku-enerhiia-bukovyny-do-reiestru-industrialnykh-s616-190722
https://www.kmu.gov.ua/npas/pro-vkliuchennia-industrialnoho-parku-khotyn-invest-do-reiestru-industrialnykh-s617-190722
https://www.kmu.gov.ua/npas/pro-viklyuchennya-industrialnogo-parku-z-reyestru-industrialnih-promislovih-parkiv
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Meanwhile, as of January 2022, according to Mineconomy, at least 14 IPs in Ukraine are not included in the 
National Register. However, these IPs are in operation. 

On 7 September 2021, the Parliament adopted the Law on Amendments to the Ukraine’s IP Law, which was 
aimed at attracting investment in the industrial sector of the economy by introducing incentives for IPs. The 
IP Law amendments involved proposals of two drafts: № 4416-113, initiated by the Member of Parliament Mr 
Dmytro Natalukha, the Chairman of the Parliament Committee on Economic Development, and № 502114, 
developed by Mineconomy on behalf of the Government of Ukraine. The final text of the adopted law is the 
result of collaboration between the Parliament Committee on Economic Development and Mineconomy 
during its preparation for the second reading.  

The amended law still applies the “greenfield” approach to supporting IPs. Thus, IP can be included in the 
Register in case if during 10 years no industrial facilities were put into operation within the IP borders, and 
during 5 years no production facilities were operated within the IP borders. This means that an IP can be 
included in the Register if the production facilities have not existed on its territory in the last ten years and/or 
if production facilities have not been in operation in the last five years. Prior to this new innovation, the only 
condition for the inclusion of the IP in the Register was the absence of the integral property complex that 
allows production activity. 

According to the newly adopted changes, the inclusion of IPs in the National Register shall be approved by 
the decision of the Government (instead of the decision of Mineconomy). 

In addition, the Law on Amendments defined the following mechanisms of state incentives for the 
development and operation of IPs:  

» full or partial compensation of the interest rate for loans (bank credits) for the arrangement and/or 
development of business within the IPs;  

» granting irrevocable funds for IPs’ development and/or ensuring the construction of joint 
infrastructure facilities (motorways, communications lines, heat, gas, water and electricity supplies, 
engineering communications, etc.) needed for the establishment and operation of IPs;  

» compensating the costs for the connection to the engineering and transport networks;  
» providing tax15 and customs16 incentives, in line with laws adopted on 22 June 2022 (see Section 4.4).  

According to the 2021 amendments, the Law provides the establishment of the new state authority (other 
than Mineconomy) as the central executive body that implements the state policy on the establishment and 
operation of IPs, which shall be coordinated by the Government. The new state authority shall perform the 
following functions: 

» monitors the functioning of IPs, and develops the Strategy of IP development; 
» receives and publishes, on a six-monthly basis, the results of IP operation from the IP 

management companies, according to the form approved by Mineconomy (N.B. the form for 
reporting was not previously provided); 

» appeals to public authorities, enterprises, institutions and organizations to address issues 
related to the establishment and operation of IPs; 

» provides favourable conditions for the creation and operation of IPs; 
» maintains the IP Register; 
» provides informational and consulting support to initiators and management companies and 

promotes the attraction of tenants; 
» provides access to public information related to IP activities; 

 

13 http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/zweb2/webproc4_1?pf3511=70639  
14 http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/zweb2/webproc4_1?pf3511=71012  
15 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2330-IX#Text  
16 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2331-IX#Text  

http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/zweb2/webproc4_1?pf3511=70639
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/zweb2/webproc4_1?pf3511=71012
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2330-IX#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2331-IX#Text
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» informs Mineconomy, the State Tax Service, the State Customs Service and relevant local 
state administrations and municipalities about IP initiators, management companies and 
tenants; 

» ensures support for IPs by state funds; 
» analyses and summarizes international experience in the area of IPs and attracting 

investment; 
» provides publication on its official website of generalized information on operating IPs. 

According to the 2021 law amendments, the Government is to implement the following: 

» by 1 January 2025, establish a central executive authority that implements the state policy on IP 
establishment and operation (see above). Until the establishment of such a body, these functions are 
entrusted to Mineconomy; 

» within six months of the date of entry into force of the Law, create a state institution to support the 
IP initiators, management companies and tenants, and to implement the IP development strategy; 

» for the next four years envisage expenditure of the State Budget, not less than UAH 2 billion annually 
(up to EUR 54 million as per the National Bank of Ukraine [NBU] rate as of 29 July 2022), as follows: 

• for partial compensation of loan rate to IP management companies and initiators; 
• for full or partial compensation of loan rate to IP tenants for carrying out economic activity 

and/or IP arrangement; 
• to provide funds on a non-refundable basis to IP management companies and initiators for 

IP arrangement and/or for the creation and development of engineering and transport 
infrastructure; 

• for the establishment and functioning of a state institution to support the IP initiators, 
management companies and tenants, and to implement the IP development strategy; 

» within six months of the date of entry into force of the Law, approve the IP development strategy. 

According to the Ministry of Regional Development 17 18, the Government plans to build infrastructure for 
25 IPs over the next three years, a project added to the President of Ukraine’s “Big Construction 
Programme”19. This can have a positive impact on the development of EIPs, given that the improvement of 
the environmental, social and economic indicators of IPs is a priority of the National Economic Strategy by 
2030. 

The National Economic Strategy by 2030 outlines that state policy in the IP sphere is aimed at increasing 
investment attractiveness, including the expansion and creation of new IPs and the creation of conditions for 
doing business within existing IPs. The target indicator is the attraction of USD 8 billion through IPs by 2030.  

Since 24 February 2022, due to the armed conflict in Ukrainian, the country’s industrial production has 
significantly decreased, with the industrial sector seriously undermined as a result. Meanwhile, the 
Government has launched the National Programme of Relocation of Enterprises to Western Ukraine (more 
than 1 500 businesses are expected to relocate)20.  

 

17https://www.minregion.gov.ua/press/news/oleksij-chernyshov-uryad-planuye-pobuduvaty-infrastrukturu-dlya-25-ty-industrialnyh-parkiv-
protyagom-najblyzhchyh-troh-rokiv/?fbclid=IwAR0OY-LnijoEMJitw0jlHl_2U4G3CGhedvO-JrJYRw2WnLKzpjAZPNP_V_E  
18https://www.minregion.gov.ua/press/news/oleksij-chernyshov-predstavnykam-gromad-ne-zvolikajte-iz-rozbudovoyu-merezhi-industrialnyh-
parkiv/  
19 https://www.minregion.gov.ua/press/news/stymuly-dlya-industrialnyh-parkiv-komitet-vr-pidtrymav-vidpovidnyj-proyekt-zakonu-do-drugogo-
chytannya/  
20 https://me.gov.ua/News/Detail?lang=uk-UA&id=c9eb8166-51c6-4444-9ea7-
51f714119a30&title=IzZoniBoiovikhDiiVRamkakhProgramiRelokatsiiPeremischeno98-Pidprimstv  

https://www.minregion.gov.ua/press/news/oleksij-chernyshov-uryad-planuye-pobuduvaty-infrastrukturu-dlya-25-ty-industrialnyh-parkiv-protyagom-najblyzhchyh-troh-rokiv/?fbclid=IwAR0OY-LnijoEMJitw0jlHl_2U4G3CGhedvO-JrJYRw2WnLKzpjAZPNP_V_E
https://www.minregion.gov.ua/press/news/oleksij-chernyshov-uryad-planuye-pobuduvaty-infrastrukturu-dlya-25-ty-industrialnyh-parkiv-protyagom-najblyzhchyh-troh-rokiv/?fbclid=IwAR0OY-LnijoEMJitw0jlHl_2U4G3CGhedvO-JrJYRw2WnLKzpjAZPNP_V_E
https://www.minregion.gov.ua/press/news/oleksij-chernyshov-predstavnykam-gromad-ne-zvolikajte-iz-rozbudovoyu-merezhi-industrialnyh-parkiv/
https://www.minregion.gov.ua/press/news/oleksij-chernyshov-predstavnykam-gromad-ne-zvolikajte-iz-rozbudovoyu-merezhi-industrialnyh-parkiv/
https://www.minregion.gov.ua/press/news/stymuly-dlya-industrialnyh-parkiv-komitet-vr-pidtrymav-vidpovidnyj-proyekt-zakonu-do-drugogo-chytannya/
https://www.minregion.gov.ua/press/news/stymuly-dlya-industrialnyh-parkiv-komitet-vr-pidtrymav-vidpovidnyj-proyekt-zakonu-do-drugogo-chytannya/
https://me.gov.ua/News/Detail?lang=uk-UA&id=c9eb8166-51c6-4444-9ea7-51f714119a30&title=IzZoniBoiovikhDiiVRamkakhProgramiRelokatsiiPeremischeno98-Pidprimstv
https://me.gov.ua/News/Detail?lang=uk-UA&id=c9eb8166-51c6-4444-9ea7-51f714119a30&title=IzZoniBoiovikhDiiVRamkakhProgramiRelokatsiiPeremischeno98-Pidprimstv
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At the same time, given the above-mentioned circumstances in the country, the Government of Ukraine21 
and the Parliament Committee on Economic Development22 consider it important to rebuild the industrial 
potential of IPs.  

The Parliament continues its work to incentivize further development of IPs. According to the Parliament 
Committee on Economic Development23, IPs are considered to be an important tool for economic recovery 
and a platform that can be easily incentivized to rebuild the industry, in particular through fiscal incentives. 

Businesses themselves24 25 believe that the relocation of companies to IPs in Ukraine has advantages. Firstly, 
there are ready-made modern premises, certified following international standards, complete with the 
necessary communications and sufficient capacity. Secondly, the IP management company provides tenants 
with all of the necessary administrative tools and services, including a closed area, round-the-clock security 
with video surveillance, maintenance of engineering and transport infrastructure, cleaning, recruitment, etc. 
Thirdly, residents cooperate and create common supply chains, making it possible to send goods through the 
logistics centre located in the IP. 

The regions of Western Ukraine are expected to be among the areas targeted for IP development in Ukraine. 
For instance, plans are in place in the Transcarpathia region to launch and develop new IPs26. It is foreseen 
by the Transcarpathia regional administration that IPs will attract relocated companies27. 

 

IPs have existed for a decade in Ukraine, numbering over 50, however their effect on the economy has 
not been felt. 

In 2021, the legal framework for IPs was updated and endorsed and formed the prerequisite for 
systematic support for the arrangement of IP infrastructure from the state budget. 

For the first time, in 2022, the state budget allocated UAH 400 million (up to EUR 10.8 million as per the 
NBU rate as of 29 July 2022) to co-finance the development of IP infrastructure. Due to the 
circumstances of the military conflict, however, it appears that it will not be possible to provide these 
funds for the development of IP infrastructure. 

The Government is actively involving local authorities with an interest in developing IPs in their 
community. IPs are expected to contribute to the modernization of the economy of communities and to 
the creation of new jobs.  

The Government expects IPs to constitute development hubs for Ukraine’s economy 28 . Access to 
infrastructure, logistics, manpower, tax and customs benefits, which will be available at these facilities, 
will create opportunities for unhindered business activities, which are of particular importance in 
wartime. IP creation is expected to be important tool in overcoming the shortage of jobs. According to 
Mineconomy, one hectare of IP territory can provide 50 jobs, while one medium-sized IP will create 
around 1 000 new jobs29. 

  

 

21 https://www.kmu.gov.ua/en/news/premyer-ministr-kozhen-iz-nas-maye-pracyuvati-zaradi-ukrayini-ta-nashoyi-peremogi  
22 https://komprompol.rada.gov.ua/news/main_news/73862.html  
23 https://www.rada.gov.ua/news/razom/222172.html  
24 https://gmk.center/opinion/preimushhestva-relokacii-proizvodstv-v-industrialnye-parki/  
25 According to the information of business representatives during the third meeting of the Advisory Board of the GEIPP Ukraine Project on 21 April 
2022. 
26 https://druzhba.uz.ua/news/tyachiv/6634-ndustralniy-park-u-solotvin-planuyut-zapustiti-sche-do-kncya-vesni.html  
27 http://ekonomika.ko.net.ua/?p=25136  
28 https://www.kmu.gov.ua/en/news/uryad-prodovzhuye-robotu-z-rozbudovi-merezhi-industrialnih-parkiv-v-ukrayini  
29 https://www.kmu.gov.ua/en/news/minekonomiky-stvorennia-industrialnykh-parkiv-vazhlyvyi-instrument-podolannia-defitsytu-robochykh-mists  

https://www.kmu.gov.ua/en/news/premyer-ministr-kozhen-iz-nas-maye-pracyuvati-zaradi-ukrayini-ta-nashoyi-peremogi
https://komprompol.rada.gov.ua/news/main_news/73862.html
https://www.rada.gov.ua/news/razom/222172.html
https://gmk.center/opinion/preimushhestva-relokacii-proizvodstv-v-industrialnye-parki/
https://druzhba.uz.ua/news/tyachiv/6634-ndustralniy-park-u-solotvin-planuyut-zapustiti-sche-do-kncya-vesni.html
http://ekonomika.ko.net.ua/?p=25136
https://www.kmu.gov.ua/en/news/uryad-prodovzhuye-robotu-z-rozbudovi-merezhi-industrialnih-parkiv-v-ukrayini
https://www.kmu.gov.ua/en/news/minekonomiky-stvorennia-industrialnykh-parkiv-vazhlyvyi-instrument-podolannia-defitsytu-robochykh-mists
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3. ECO-INDUSTRIAL PARKS POLICY 
DEVELOPMENT 

 
In Ukraine, Mineconomy is committed to introducing the EIP model following the international EIP 
frameworks, principles of the circular economy and resource-efficient production. The EIP approach is in line 
with current trends in national policy and international obligations in Ukraine, while the prerequisites for 
development are outlined below. 

Ukraine has joined the global process of sustainable development launched in 2015 with the document of 
the United Nations-hosted Sustainable Development Summit, “Transforming our World: The 2030 Agenda 
for Sustainable Development”, which identified 17 SDGs. Each SDG was reviewed, taking into consideration 
the specifics of the national context. This process resulted in the establishment of the national system, which 
consists of 86 national development targets30. On 30 September 2019, the President of Ukraine issued the 
Decree “On Sustainable Development Goals of Ukraine for the period to 2030” 31  in support of the 
achievement of sustainable development32. The provisions connected to the achievement of SDGs are being 
incorporated into national legislation. 

In 2017, the European Union – Ukraine Association Agreement entered into force and defined a new format 
of relations between Ukraine and the European Union based on "political association and economic 
integration", serving as a strategic guideline for systematic socio-economic reforms in Ukraine. The 
agreement includes provisions that are closely connected to the achievement of the SDGs in Ukraine, 
including the obligation to implement European Union Directives (which carry more stringent standards than 
Ukrainian regulatory acts) in areas related to ecology and the environment, energy efficiency, renewable 
sources of energy and sustainable development.  

In 2021, Ukraine officially announced its intention to join the European Green Deal33,34, the main goals of 
which are to overcome the impact of climate change, to create new green supply chains and to reorient 
economic activity towards greener production. A component of the European Green Deal is the European 
Union’s new circular action plan35, which is the essence of the EIP model. The National Economic Strategy by 
2030 also prescribes stimulating the development of a circular economy, in particular through the creation 
of transparent and competitive markets for secondary raw materials. This is to be achieved by improving and 

 

30 Official web page of the Government of Ukraine: https://www.kmu.gov.ua/en/cili-stalogo-rozvitku-ta-ukrayina-eu   
31 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/722/2019?lang=en#Text  
32 https://www.undp.org/content/dam/ukraine/docs/SDGreports/SDGs_NationalReportEN_Web.pdf  
33 Official web page of the Government of Ukraine: https://www.kmu.gov.ua/en/news/olga-stefanishina-ukrayina-pershoyu-oficijno-
zapochatkovuye-dialog-z-yes-shchodo-zaluchennya-do-yevropejskogo-zelenogo-kursu  
34 Official web page of the Government of Ukraine: https://www.kmu.gov.ua/news/premyer-ministr-ukrayina-ye-nevidyemnoyu-chastinoyu-
realizaciyi-cilej-yevropejskogo-zelenogo-kursu  
35 https://ec.europa.eu/environment/strategy/circular-economy-action-plan_en  

https://www.kmu.gov.ua/en/cili-stalogo-rozvitku-ta-ukrayina-eu
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/722/2019?lang=en#Text
https://www.undp.org/content/dam/ukraine/docs/SDGreports/SDGs_NationalReportEN_Web.pdf
https://www.kmu.gov.ua/en/news/olga-stefanishina-ukrayina-pershoyu-oficijno-zapochatkovuye-dialog-z-yes-shchodo-zaluchennya-do-yevropejskogo-zelenogo-kursu
https://www.kmu.gov.ua/en/news/olga-stefanishina-ukrayina-pershoyu-oficijno-zapochatkovuye-dialog-z-yes-shchodo-zaluchennya-do-yevropejskogo-zelenogo-kursu
https://www.kmu.gov.ua/news/premyer-ministr-ukrayina-ye-nevidyemnoyu-chastinoyu-realizaciyi-cilej-yevropejskogo-zelenogo-kursu
https://www.kmu.gov.ua/news/premyer-ministr-ukrayina-ye-nevidyemnoyu-chastinoyu-realizaciyi-cilej-yevropejskogo-zelenogo-kursu
https://ec.europa.eu/environment/strategy/circular-economy-action-plan_en
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harmonizing the legislation in force in Ukraine with the relevant legislation, norms and rules of the European 
Union, stimulating the reduction of waste generation and the formation of the circular economy policy. 

The deepening of Ukraine's relations with the European Union presupposes the formation of an individual 
approach to the application of the Carbon Border Adjustment Measure (CBAM36) to Ukraine as a state that 
has committed itself to political association and economic integration with the European Union under the 
Association Agreement, as well as the revision of Annexes XXX and XXXI to the Agreement (on environmental 
protection and climate). 

On 14 July 2021, the European Commission introduced its proposal for the European Union CBAM, a novel 
trade measure that would require importers to pay a carbon levy on certain products. The CBAM would apply 
from 1 January 2026, after a three-year transition period beginning in January 2023, when only reporting 
obligations would be imposed upon importers. As of January 2026, importers would need to purchase “CBAM 
certificates” for their imported products, in amounts that correspond to the embedded emissions of their 
imports and mirror the emissions trading system (ETS) price. The European Parliament proposes a gradual 
entry into force of the CBAM from 2027, i.e. a one-year delay compared to the Commission proposal, and 
full implementation from 2032, when free allowances would be completely phased out, i.e. three years 
earlier than the Commission proposal. The EU Council agrees with the Commission’s proposal to phase in the 
CBAM over the 2026-2035 period but proposes a different phase-in rate, which would be slower at the outset 
and faster towards the end of the ten-year period (following on from the Council's stated position on the 
progressively accelerating reduction rate of free allowances in the ETS, as noted above). 

The European Commission proposed that the CBAM should cover the sectors37 of imported cement, iron and 
steel, aluminium, fertilizers and electricity, with a possible further extension of the scope after its entry into 
force. The Council endorsed the Commission's proposal, while the European Parliament proposes that the 
scope should be extended to include hydrogen and – following an assessment by the Commission –organic 
chemicals and polymers. 

Along with tendencies evident in Ukrainian policy, United Nations Development Programme Ukraine 
research (2020)38 showed that more than half of Ukrainians believe that taking urgent and immediate 
action to combat climate change would be good for both the environment and the economy. Almost 
86 percent of Ukrainians believe that the economy is not to be developed at the cost of environmental 
degradation, with the same proportion believing that the Government does not pay sufficient attention to 
environmental issues. This leads to the conclusion that the public believes that greater clean production is 
needed in the country. 

In view of the above, in order to support EIP policy development in Ukraine, the GEIPP Ukraine Project 
support is based on UNIDO’s approaches for EIPs. In particular, the progress of implementing the EIP policy 
includes the following (Figure 1): 

 

 

36 https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/files/carbon_border_adjustment_mechanism_0.pdf  
37 https://www.whitecase.com/publications/alert/european-parliament-and-council-adopt-positions-ets-and-cbam-proposals-next  
38 https://undpukraine.medium.com/ukraines-environmental-priorities-in-13-visual-infographics-ede751b30061  

https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/files/carbon_border_adjustment_mechanism_0.pdf
https://www.whitecase.com/publications/alert/european-parliament-and-council-adopt-positions-ets-and-cbam-proposals-next
https://undpukraine.medium.com/ukraines-environmental-priorities-in-13-visual-infographics-ede751b30061
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Figure 1. Progress in EIP policy development in Ukraine 

 

To support the implementation of EIP policy in Ukraine, the GEIPP Ukraine Project developed the Stakeholder 
Mapping Report (2020) and Policy Analysis Report (2021) to involve relevant stakeholders and compare 
national policies with the UNIDO international framework for EIPs.  

The Policy Analysis Report aimed to identify conditions for the development of EIPs in Ukraine in close 
cooperation with the national and regional authorities, representatives of business associations and IPs. 
Based on the findings provided by this analysis, the GEIPP – Ukraine Project enhances the approach to cover 
IP development policies and regulations and supports the updating of existing policies for IPs and their 
harmonization with UNIDO’s international recommendations for EIPs.  

The Policy Analysis Report led to the conclusion that EIP policy meets the priorities of national regional, 
industrial, social and economic policy spheres in Ukraine. The obligation of implementing European Union 
Directives is closely connected to creating conditions for implementing EIPs policy in Ukraine, which includes 
the creation of general nationwide conditions, which in turn are designed to create more clean industries in 
which EIPs can be pioneers and play an exemplary role. Indeed, as part of the fulfilment of obligations under 
the European Union - Ukraine Association Agreement, the EIP policy can become a practical tool with an 
indicative function on the implementation of European Union Directives in the areas of environmental 
management, waste and resource management, energy efficiency, air quality, industrial pollution, and 
industrial safety, climate change adaptation , labour law, anti-discrimination and gender equality, labour 
protection and safety. International commitments to the implementation of European Union Directives in 
Ukrainian legislation affect the conditions for EIP policy in the country, which include the creation of general 
national conditions to encourage responsible businesses and cleaner industries. 

The comparative analysis of the national conditions with UNIDO’s international recommendations for EIPs 
demonstrates that one of the main gaps experienced in EIP development in Ukraine is that legal provisions 
for IPs include prerequisites for industrial development and attracting investments. Although economic 
conditions for operating within IPs do not differ from usual practices, the conditions are not in place to 
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introduce an environmental and social perspective for EIP development and operations, while there is also a 
lack of regulations for establishing an effective park management system and master planning on a national 
scale. 

The GEIPP Ukraine Project developed a roadmap of EIP policy implementation in Ukraine to support the 
activity of the Interdepartmental Working Group on EIP policy development (see below), which was officially 
created by Mineconomy. 

Based on the mutual support and collaboration between the GEIPP Ukraine Project and Ukraine’s 
Mineconomy, the Government outlined strategic provisions for EIP development at the beginning of 2021.  

On 3 March 2021, the Government of Ukraine adopted the National Economic Strategy by 2030, which 
includes the strategic course for industrial development and, among others, the prerequisites for EIP 
development. In particular, the National Economic Strategy by 2030 stipulates that the Government will 
provide financial support to officially registered IPs to scale up their economic, environmental and energy 
performance in order to introduce and sustain the model of EIPs. In this way, the Government aims to 
promote the EIP model, based on cooperation among IP tenants. The above-mentioned approach is defined 
as the task of achieving the strategic goal of creating new production facilities through the stimulation of 
innovative enterprise activities in all regions of the country. 

Based on the complex, multidimensional nature of EIPs and the recommendations featured in the UNIDO 
Implementation Handbook for EIPs (2021), a multistakeholder approach that would broaden collaboration 
and synergies was proposed within the Stakeholder Mapping Report (2020), with the creation of the 
working group on EIP policy development in Ukraine. Based on the proposals mentioned, the Mineconomy, 
by the Order of 5 May 2021, established the Interdepartmental Working Group for EIP policy development 
in Ukraine (hereinafter the IWG).  

The IWG aims to prepare recommendations and proposals to create a legal and regulatory framework for EIP 
development in Ukraine. It comprises 21 representatives from 15 institutions: the Committee of the 
Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine on Economic Development, Mineconomy, the Ministry for Regional 
Development, Building and Housing, the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Education and Science, the 
Ministry of Energy, the Ministry of Environment, the State Agency for Energy Efficiency and Energy Saving, 
the Chamber of Commerce and Industry, the Federation of Trade Unions, the Federation of Employers, the 
State Enterprise “Office for Attracting and Supporting Investments”, the Association of Ukrainian Cities, the 
Public Association “Ivano-Frankivsk Regional Agrarian Chamber” and the European Business Association. As 
of 31 July 2022, membership of the IWG is being updated by Mineconomy. Specifically, the IWG will include 
additional members who are representatives of the Anti-Monopoly Committee of Ukraine and the NGO 
Living Planet, bringing the total of institutions involved to 17. 

The first (constituent) meeting of the IWG was held on 23 June 2021 and led to discussion between 
Mineconomy and the Ministry for Territorial and Community Development of Ukraine on elaborating the 
Concept for the Development of IPs for 2021-2024. The second meeting of the IWG was held on 
7 October 2021 and was a forum for discussion between the ministries, central authorities and associations 
on provisions of the IP Strategy with the perspective of EIP development in the country to support the 
achievement of SDGs and the decarbonization approach. The second meeting of the IWG resulted in the 
following outputs: 

» the IWG approved the EIP Policy Action Plan; 

» the IWG approved the need to develop a draft Law of Ukraine on amendments to the IP Law and other 
laws in the country for the introduction of the EIP model; 

» the IWG discussed the issues to be included in the draft IP Strategy, namely provisions on the perspective 
for EIP development;  

» the IWG was informed that the GEIPP Ukraine Project would support the development of the strategy. 
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The third meeting of the IWG is planned for September 2022 and will be aimed at discussing: 

» the draft IP Strategy with the EIP perspective for its finalization prior to approval by the Government (the 
EIP perspective provisions developed within the GEIPP Ukraine Project); 

» the draft Law of Ukraine on amendments to the IP Law and other laws of Ukraine for introducing the EIP 
model (developed within the GEIPP Ukraine Project);  

» the draft proposal on establishing EIP Award in Ukraine (developed within the GEIPP Ukraine Project).  

Ukraine’s Mineconomy notes that the IWG was created under the GEIPP Ukraine Project to prepare 
recommendations and proposals for the EIP policy and relevant framework. Mineconomy appreciates the 
support of UNIDO in implementing the EIP model in the country. The functioning of the IWG showed that 
this form of collaboration is effective for raising discussions between decision-makers and influencing 
associations, stimulating interest among different stakeholders on the EIP model, the exchange of knowledge 
on current stakeholders’ activities that can contribute to the promotion and development of EIPs, as well as 
the coordination of stakeholder action for targeted EIP development. 

In 2021, the adopted Law on Amendments to the Law of Ukraine “On IPs” (see Section 2), expanded the 
terminology of IPs and, in particular, defines their activities. IP is the area defined by its initiator through 
planning documentation and equipped with proper infrastructure, within which members of the IP can 
provide economic activity in the areas of the processing industry, waste management (with the exception 
of waste disposal), scientific and technical activities and activities in the area of information and 
telecommunications. It should be noted that the 2021 law amendments are in line with the International 
EIP Framework, as a result of the GEIPP Ukraine Project raising awareness and capacity-building activities.  

Among the changes, it is important to mention that the environmental component was included in the IP 
definition (see above). International experience demonstrates that the EIP concept is a valid and sustainable 
approach to promoting environmental protection in existing and new IPs (pages 11, 13, 15 and 17 of the 
International EIP Framework). 

The Law on Amendments to the Law of Ukraine “On IPs” includes provisions on support for the development 
of IP infrastructure, which is also important for EIP development (see Section 2). Thus, amendments foresee 
state support to create infrastructure for IPs and transform them into a driving force for economic and 
industrial development through the introduction of low-investment incentives, which, in turn, correspond to 
the tendencies apparent in the modern world and increase the competitiveness of domestic IPs in attracting 
direct investment for the creation of new industries.  

The Law on Amendments to the Law of Ukraine “On IPs” obliged the Government to establish a governmental 
body to implement the policy, in relation to IP operation before January 2025 (see Section 2). The 
governmental body will also implement the policy in relation to EIP operation issues. The creation of this 
body is in line with the recommendations of the International EIP Framework (pages 16, 31 and 38). 

In addition, the Law obliged the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine to adopt the Strategy for IP development in 
Ukraine (see Section 2) within six months of the amendments coming into force. 

Mineconomy requested that the GEIPP Ukraine Project provide support for the preparation of provisions 
on the EIP perspective for the draft IP Strategy. In response, in consultation with international experts, the 
GEIPP Ukraine Project and Mineconomy together elaborated provisions on EIP development in the country, 
which are to be further approved by the Government as an integral part of the IP Strategy (Annex 3). 
International experts were involved in the development of proposals for the IP Strategy and the international 
experience of UNIDO was considered, as well as Policy Gap Analysis (2020), the Stakeholder Mapping 
Report (2020) and the Road Map of EIP Policy Development in Ukraine (approved by the IWG). The GEIPP 

https://geipp-ukraine.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/EIP-International-Framework-for-EIP-Version-2.0-1.pdf
https://geipp-ukraine.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/EIP-International-Framework-for-EIP-Version-2.0-1.pdf
https://geipp-ukraine.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/EIP-International-Framework-for-EIP-Version-2.0-1.pdf
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Ukraine Project also held discussions with Mineconomy, the Governmental Office of Reforms and the 
Ministry for Communities and Territories Development of Ukraine (Minregion) to develop the 
above-mentioned proposals on 2 and 30 November 2021, respectively. 

The proposals described above include the following provisions on EIP, which were included in the draft IP 
Strategy39 on the advice of the GEIPP Ukraine Project (published on the official web site of Mineconomy for 
public discussions): 

» in Ukraine, the implementation of SDGs, the Association Agreement, intentions to join the 
European Green Deal and the National Economy Strategy by 2030 lay the foundations for the 
transformation of IPs into EIPs, while the EIP model is considered a tool to solve regional and 
sectoral development challenges within the framework of sectoral strategies and socio-economic 
regional development strategies; 

 

 

Figure 2: Key provisions on EIP of the draft IP Strategy in Ukraine by 2030 

 

» The key goals of the IP Strategy are (Figure 2):  

Strategic Goal 1: improving the legal framework for the creation, operation and 
development of IPs, including deregulation of certain types of business activities within 
IPs, to implement the model of EIPs targeted to increase economic, environmental and 
social indicators of their activity, legislative definition and the practical implementation 

 

39 https://www.me.gov.ua/Documents/Detail?lang=uk-UA&id=3270a004-437c-4187-833a-
6fee78a11224&title=ProektRozporiadzhenniaKabinetuMinistrivUkraini-proZatverdzhenniaStrategiiRozvitkuIndustrialnikhParkivNaPeriodDo2030-
Roku-  

https://www.minregion.gov.ua/en/ministry-for-development-of-communities-and-territories-of-ukraine
https://www.me.gov.ua/Documents/Detail?lang=uk-UA&id=3270a004-437c-4187-833a-6fee78a11224&title=ProektRozporiadzhenniaKabinetuMinistrivUkraini-proZatverdzhenniaStrategiiRozvitkuIndustrialnikhParkivNaPeriodDo2030-Roku-
https://www.me.gov.ua/Documents/Detail?lang=uk-UA&id=3270a004-437c-4187-833a-6fee78a11224&title=ProektRozporiadzhenniaKabinetuMinistrivUkraini-proZatverdzhenniaStrategiiRozvitkuIndustrialnikhParkivNaPeriodDo2030-Roku-
https://www.me.gov.ua/Documents/Detail?lang=uk-UA&id=3270a004-437c-4187-833a-6fee78a11224&title=ProektRozporiadzhenniaKabinetuMinistrivUkraini-proZatverdzhenniaStrategiiRozvitkuIndustrialnikhParkivNaPeriodDo2030-Roku-
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of the EIP model in Ukraine, including measures on industrial symbiosis and cooperation 
with local municipalities. 

Strategic Goal 9: encouraging the development (transformation) of IPs based on the EIP 
model 

» One of the basic principles of the IP Strategy was to ensure a unified approach to the 
understanding of the concepts of "IP" and “EIP”, their criteria in Ukraine and their observance. 

 
 

 

Figure 3: The draft Operational plan of the IP Strategy to be implemented in 2022-2024 

 

The draft Operational plan of the IP Strategy to be implemented in 2022-2024 (Figure 3) includes the 
following provisions directly related to EIP implementation: 

» developing amendments to the IP Law to introduce the EIP model; 

» improving the legislative and regulatory framework for the implementation of industrial 
symbiosis within IPs and EIPs; 

» developing a procedure for determining the level of compliance with EIP criteria, as well as a 
benchmarking system, as part of the EIP model implementation; 

» developing tools (incentives) to stimulate and support EIPs and industrial symbiosis, including 
through budget funds, support tools with low impact on budgets and programmes to support 
environmental, energy-efficient and resource-efficient projects at state, regional and local levels, 
as well as with the involvement of the banking and financial sectors; 

» developing the state support programme for IP initiators, management companies and tenants 
to pass procedures for determining compliance with management standards, and technological 
processes that are necessary for the recognition of IPs as EIPs; 

» implementation of EIP pilot projects; 
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» including topics such as EIPs, industrial symbiosis, resource efficiency and cleaner production in 
the curriculum of higher educational institutions; 

» identifying the most promising economic spheres and activities for EIPs; 

» promoting the establishment and operation of the platforms to exchange resources, secondary 
raw materials and waste for the development of industrial symbiosis in IPs and EIPs. 

The current legislation on IPs is being considered by the Government as a basis for the implementation of 
EIPs throughout the country. The existing IP regulatory basis still lacks the necessary prerequisites for the 
effective introduction of the EIP approach, and its related benefits, across the country. For instance, there 
remain significant regulatory barriers to industrial symbiosis, and insufficient requirements to incorporate 
environmental and social aspects into IP development and operations. Another shortcoming relates to 
regulations for the promotion of effective park management systems and master planning at the national 
scale.  

The further GEIPP Ukraine Project activity will be aimed at reviewing and supporting an amendment of 
policies (support to develop updated policy and regulation proposals within the IWG and with the 
involvement of business representatives). This activity will provide policy advice to the relevant stakeholders 
and, with their collaboration, draft updated policy or regulation proposals to contribute to the mainstreaming 
of EIPs. In addition, according to the needs of stakeholders, the preparation of tailor-made capacity-building 
and awareness-raising materials on EIP development is within the scope of the GEIPP Ukraine Project 
activities (see Stakeholder Mapping Report (2020) and Stakeholder Mapping Report Update (2021)). 

It should be noted that the EIP approach has begun to be widely recognized by researchers and businesses 
as a crucial approach for introducing principles of circular economy and cleaner production in Ukraine. Thus, 
the following assumptions for EIP development are considered within scientific articles: 

» in Ukraine, EIPs can be a sustainable form of innovation parks – one of the conditions for advanced 
sustainable development is the creation of a national programme to support the transformation of 
innovation parks into their environmental versions 2.0 and 3.0, as well as investing in greenfield EIPs40; 

» EIPs can be a basis for recycling and revitalization task-solving by Ukrainian industrial cities41; 

» the EIP model is to be implemented in Ukraine, for which there should be additional incentives, together 
with the promotion of benefits from sustainable development projects42. 

  

 

40 https://www.researchgate.net/publication/357643503_Towards_sustainable_development_in_a_transition_economy_The_case_of_eco-
industrial_parks_in_Ukraine  
41 https://ecsdev.org/ojs/index.php/ejsd/article/view/1301  
42 https://biz.nv.ua/ukr/experts/eko-promislovi-parki-v-ukrajini-chi-mozhlivo-ce-novini-ukrajini-50117954.html  

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/357643503_Towards_sustainable_development_in_a_transition_economy_The_case_of_eco-industrial_parks_in_Ukraine
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/357643503_Towards_sustainable_development_in_a_transition_economy_The_case_of_eco-industrial_parks_in_Ukraine
https://ecsdev.org/ojs/index.php/ejsd/article/view/1301
https://biz.nv.ua/ukr/experts/eko-promislovi-parki-v-ukrajini-chi-mozhlivo-ce-novini-ukrajini-50117954.html
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The Government of Ukraine has prioritized the introduction of the EIP model in Ukraine according to the 
National Economy Strategy by 2030. The EIP model is expected to be based on ensuring effective 
management, as well as the ecological, social and economic performance of IPs. 

The GEIPP Ukraine Project support resulted in the creation by Mineconomy of the official IWG on EIP 
policy development, which gathered twice, approving the EIP policy roadmap and agreeing on the need 
to develop amendments to the IP Law for introducing the EIP model, which is now under preparation 
with the support of the present project. 

In 2022, the legal framework for IPs was updated and resulted in the amendment of the IP definition, 
with new kinds of activities, such as the processing industry and waste management, standing in line 
with the International EIP Framework as a result of the activities of the GEIPP Ukraine Project. The 
amendments also foresee the development by Mineconomy and the approval by the Government of 
the IP Strategy. Mineconomy, with the support of the GEIPP Ukraine Project, is developing the 
IP Strategy with the EIP perspective. 

The draft IP Strategy foresees strategic goals aimed at encouraging the development of the EIP model 
and improving the legal framework to implement the model of EIP targeted to increase economic, 
environmental and social indicators of their activity. The draft Operational Plan for implementing IP 
Strategy contains detailed measures for EIP development, which have been elaborated with the support 
of the GEIPP Ukraine Project.  

https://geipp-ukraine.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/EIP-International-Framework-for-EIP-Version-2.0-1.pdf
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4. EXISTING FINANCIAL AND NON-
FINANCIAL SUPPORT AND 
INCENTIVES RELATED TO THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF EIPS 

 

This section includes information on existing financial and non-financial incentives for the development of 
EIPs in Ukraine by four groups of International recommendations for EIPs (Park management, Ecological, 
Social and Economic performance; Annex 5), as outlined in the GEIPP Ukraine Project document: 

» non-financial incentives shall refer to the legal and regulatory frameworks for the advancement of 
EIPs; 

» financial incentives shall refer to tax and customs stimulus, direct financial support and programmes 
at national and regional levels, as well as available market mechanisms to attract economic and 
financial support. 

According to the International Guidelines for Industrial Parks 43, the most common incentives in IPs are 
subsidized serviced land and infrastructure. Fiscal incentives are also frequently offered, while direct financial 
incentives are less common. 

Considering the provisions of the International Guidelines for Industrial Parks, the key principles for EIP 
incentives should reflect the following:  

» incentives are to be applied “smartly”, having public costs; 
» ease of use and transparency; 
» the measurable impact of incentives; 
» relevance to the specific conditions, resources and comparative advantages (e.g. location, 

infrastructure, sectors); 
» incentives must consider the international rules-based investment framework. 

The right incentive structure (comprising both financial and non-financial incentives) is one of the success 
factors for EIP development44. Incentives can be as simple as legal requirements, or simply financial incentives. 

 

43 https://www.unido.org/news/unido-publishes-international-guidelines-industrial-parks  
44 Mid-Term Evaluation Global Eco-Industrial Parks Programme (GEIPP), December 2021 (Section 4.2.b). 

https://www.unido.org/news/unido-publishes-international-guidelines-industrial-parks
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Among different stakeholder groups, the Government and its agencies are expected to adjust the regulatory 
framework and create incentives for IPs to become EIPs45. 

This section considers that the draft IP Strategy with the EIP perspective is based on ensuring a unified 
approach to the understanding of the concept of “IP” and “EIP” in Ukraine, which specifically assumes the 
possibility of potential EIPs using existing benefits for IPs. The draft IP Strategy also assumes that more 
supporting mechanisms will be developed for EIPs.  

While developing and implementing non-financial incentives, which refer to the legal and regulatory 
frameworks for the advancement of EIPs, the challenge of assuring compliance with legal and regulatory 
frameworks 46 should be noted. Legal and regulatory frameworks that are too strict do not help, while it is a 
challenge to find the right balance between “carrot and stick”, i.e. to design or adapt the regulatory 
framework, which is not only based on penalties in the case of non-compliance, but also creates an incentive 
culture. If the regulatory framework has a conducive incentive structure, this can become a success factor. 
In addition, any changes to the regulatory framework take a long time to occur. 

According to the GEIPP Mid-Term Evaluation, there is no certainty that the legal and regulatory frameworks 
at national level will be adjusted in an “EIP-friendly” manner in the country. While policy efforts need to 
continue, measures should be considered in each country on how to achieve broader adoption despite 
unfavourable or imperfect regulatory frameworks at the national level. Local governments and municipalities 
can perhaps mitigate some of the disincentives of unfavourable national regulations.  

 

 

 

Diagram 1. Sufficiency of financial and economic opportunities for EIP development 
in Ukraine (left); sufficiency of awareness and understanding in Ukraine on how to 
establish new (greenfield) EIPs and to operate them (centre); sufficiency of 
awareness and understanding in Ukraine on how to transform existing IPs into EIPs 
(brownfield) (right) 
Source: Interviews with stakeholders 

 

 

 

45 Mid-Term Evaluation Global Eco-Industrial Parks Programme (GEIPP), December 2021 (Section 4.2.a). 
46 Mid-Term Evaluation Global Eco-Industrial Parks Programme (GEIPP), December 2021. 
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Most of the respondents said described a low level of awareness and understanding in Ukraine on how to 
establish new (greenfield) EIPs and operate them, as well as a lack of awareness and understanding of how 
to transform existing IPs into EIPs (brownfield) (Diagram 1). Meanwhile, only 12 percent of respondents 
believe that there are enough financial and economic opportunities for the development of EIPs in Ukraine. 

 

 

Reconstruct damage in a sustainable way 

Sustainability to enter new markets  

Competitiveness of production 

Resilience to future market shocks 

Higher production quality standards 

Attract support and green financing and 
international investments  

Reducing environmental footprints 

Efficiency gains and cost-effectiveness to enlarge 
the profitability of a business 

Support of the community  

More responsible image 

Avoid non-compliance in the long run 

 
 

Diagram 2. The motivation for adopting an EIP approach for IPs in Ukraine 
Source: Interviews with stakeholders 

 

The interviews with stakeholders showed that the leading motivating factor behind the adoption of an EIP 
approach for IPs in Ukraine are attracting financial support, “green” financing and international investments 
to reconstruct or improve business and reduce environmental footprints (Diagram 2). Having that reducing 
environmental footprints also among the most motivation factors, it appears that a more responsible image 
of business companies for national/regional/local governments in Ukraine will be created through 
sustainable industrial operations that provide environmental protection, climate change mitigation, resource 
efficiency and higher social quality standards. In addition, respondents believe that the EIP approach can lead 
to more responsible image and higher sustainability in terms of entry into new markets (e.g. Western 
European markets), as well as in gaining cost efficiency to enlarge the profitability of business (including 
reducing environment taxation payments). 

 

60 percent of respondents believe that incentives 
and support are more relevant to developing new 
EIPs (greenfield), while 40 percent say that support 
is needed to adopt EIP practices in existing IPs 
(brownfields) in Ukraine. 

 

92 percent of respondents think that IPs and EIPs 
can be a “ready solution” for many companies that 
are relocating to Western Ukraine due to the 
consequences of the military conflict. 
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4.1. Park management 

Park management services 

Non-financial incentives 

In Ukraine, the legal framework, such as the basic IP Law, provides certain provisions for the basic 
functioning of IPs considering EIP recommendations. In particular, the IP Law stipulates the following: 

» an empowered park management entity – IP management company – is in place – the IP 
management company has the right to receive payment for goods produced (works or services 
provided) for IP tenants; 

» tenants are to sign a residency contract with the IP management company; 
» engagement with the park’s stakeholders and business representation – the functions of an IP 

management company defined by the IP Law are as follows: providing IP infrastructure, 
implementing of IP business plan, attracting tenants to IP, obtaining permits and approvals from 
authorities, maintaining the land plot in proper conditions, functioning according to the IP concept 
and the agreement between the IP initiator and IP management company, submitting quarterly 
reports on the functioning of IP to the initiator of IP and Mineconomy. 

Meanwhile, the legislation doesn’t oblige business to be engaged in the dialog with the local community and 
the public (only following direct obligations within public discussions, environmental assessment, see 
Section 4.3). 

The national IP framework thereby provides the possibility for legal park management services and, in 
general, stands in line with international EIP recommendations. Meanwhile, there are no provisions that 
ensure the effectiveness of park services, nor any detailed description for the list of services to be provided 
by the management company to ensure the smooth operations of tenants. Given that the IP Law does not 
limit the scope and consistency of the agreement (Article 30) between the IP management company and 
tenants, the recommendations for introducing park services could incentivize the EIP approach for park 
management services.  

The Industry 4.0 approach can incentivize effective management in the industrial sector, on both a national 
and regional scale, as well as at the level of IPs and companies. The Government of Ukraine intends to 
implement comprehensive digitalization and automation of production processes47. The implementation of 
Industry 4.0 in Ukraine is to be provided by the Centre of Industry 4.0 and an economic entity belonging to 
Mineconomy, and is aimed at promoting business innovation and digitalization in the country. The main tasks 
of the Centre are coordination and implementation of measures to provide state support for the 
implementation of innovations in  industry, to provide consulting services on implementation of innovations 
in the real sector and to provide state support for and select projects for mainstreaming innovations in the 
industry. 

The plan is for the Centre of Industry 4.0 to be created based on the infrastructure of academia, research 
institutions and IPs, in particular, at the initiative of local bodies and businesses. 

At the time of writing, the Industry 4.0 approach does not receive state support for its development.  

At the same time, the platform “Industry 4.0 in Ukraine”48  has been created by business associations, 
businesses, engineering and machine-building producers and academia to develop Ukrainian industries with 
high added value. The platform mostly provides educational and coordination events aimed at 
mainstreaming digital management instruments in industries in the country. 

 

47 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/750-2021-%D0%BF#Text  
48 https://industry4-0-ukraine.com.ua/  

https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/750-2021-%D0%BF#Text
https://industry4-0-ukraine.com.ua/
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Financial incentives 

In Ukraine, financing the development of infrastructure of IPs included in the IP Register is possible at the 
following expenses: 

» the state budget according to the IP Law, which was amended in September 2021; 
» the State Fund for Regional Development, as provided by Article 241 of the Budget Code of Ukraine; 
» budget funds of regional and local councils within the relevant programmes (if adopted). 

The IPs that are not included in the IP Register cannot benefit from state support for the development of 
infrastructure.  

It should be noted that, in Ukraine, most of the concepts of existing IPs foresee instruments of financing 
from state and local budgets. At the same time, the IP management company does not influence the 
establishment of relevant state and local programmes for IP support. 

State support for developing IPs infrastructure. The amendments to the IP Law49 dated September 2021 
foresee the following support mechanisms for the creation of IP infrastructure, which are also basic needs for 
EIPs: 

» implementation of the budget programme of partial compensation of loan rate to IP management 
companies and IP initiators for the arrangement of IPs; 

» implementation of the budget programme to provide funds on a non-refundable basis to 
IP management companies and IP initiators for the arrangement of IPs and/or for the creation and 
development of engineering and transport infrastructure of IPs; 

» implementation of the budget programme of construction, reconstruction, repair of engineering 
and transport infrastructure of IPs, as well as the arrangement of IPs; 

» implementation of the budget programme of full or partial compensation of loan rate to IP tenants 
to provide economic activities in IPs and/or for the arrangement of IPs (this measure also regards 
economic performance); 

» establishment and functioning of a state institution to support IP initiators, IP management 
companies and IP tenants, as well as to promote the implementation of the IP Strategy. 

For the purposes outlined above, the Law on the State Budget of Ukraine for 2022 has foreseen expenditure 
of UAH 400 million (up to EUR 10.8 million as per the NBU rate as of 29 July 2022)50. Given the circumstances 
of the armed conflict in Ukraine since February 2022, the funds in question do not appear to have been 
allocated in this budget period. 

The SRDF is one of the tools that allow communities to receive public funds for the development of local 
projects. SRDF expenses are directed towards the implementation of investment programmes and projects 
aimed at regional development, fulfilling the priorities of the State Strategy for Regional Development 
(detailed later in this section), as well as regional strategies, including the creation of IP infrastructure.  

The SRDF mechanism is targeted at the financing of regional development projects on a competitive basis 
and following regional development strategies and action plans for their implementation. 

The requirement for co-financing from local budgets at the level of 10 percent has been established. 

The selection of projects for funding is carried out on a competitive basis among different kinds of regional 
development projects, which is not a mechanism of permanent investment and is limited by the amount of 
funds in the annual state budget. 

 

49 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1710-20#n5  
50 https://gmk.center/ua/opinion/u-bjudzheti-2022-peredbacheno-400-mln-grn-na-industrialni-parki/  

https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1710-20#n5
https://gmk.center/ua/opinion/u-bjudzheti-2022-peredbacheno-400-mln-grn-na-industrialni-parki/
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For preliminary project selection, regional (oblast) and Kyiv city state administrations create regional 
commissions to conduct an evaluation. Only central and local executive bodies, local self-government bodies 
and regional development agencies may act as applicants. 

For funding, the total cost of construction projects (new construction, reconstruction, restoration, overhaul) 
is to exceed UAH 5 million (up to EUR 135 000 as per the NBU rate as of 29 July 2022), with more than 
UAH 1 million (up to EUR 27 000 as per the NBU rate as of 29 July 2022) for other projects. 

The preliminary selected lists of investment programmes and projects are submitted by the oblast and Kyiv 
city state administrations to Minregion by 1 May of the year preceding that for which planning has been 
conducted. In order to evaluate investment programmes and projects, Minregion forms a Commission. Based 
on the results of the assessment carried out by the Commission, Minregion submits for the approval of the 
Government of Ukraine a proposal on the distribution of state funds for regional development by 1 August 
of the year preceding that for which planning has been conducted. 

Projects can be implemented at the expense of the SRDF in the subsequent budget period. 

Project evaluation criteria: 
» availability of co-financing from local budgets; 
» scale of project impact on the community or region; 
» project impact on solving the problem; 
» innovativeness of the project; 
» socio-economic orientation of the project. 

It is important that the implementation of the project has a direct impact, for example, on increasing the 
applicant's development budget. It should also increase the competitiveness index of the region (or city) on 
one or more indicators or create additional investment opportunities. 

Until 2021, SRDF funds earmarked for regional development projects aimed at creating infrastructure for IPs 
were insufficient. Indeed, from 2016 to 2020, only four IP projects (conducted in Svema, Trostianets and 
Novodnistrovsk) were financed, at a total cost of around UAH 8 million (up to EUR 216 000 as per the NBU 
rate as of 29 July 2022). The low financing level of projects associated with the creation of IP infrastructure 
depends primarily on the proportions of regional development priorities, which often focus on social objects 
and infrastructure. 

In 2021, after Minregion took a proactive position on the of development IPs51, the SRDF allocated funding 
for the development of three IPs (AzovAquaInvest, Zhytomyr-Skhid and Kam'yanka-Buzky) for a total of more 
than UAH 62.3 million (up to EUR 1.68 million as per the NBU rate as of 29 July 2022).  

 

Monitoring of EIP operation 

Non-financial incentives 

Official procedures on IP monitoring. In Ukraine, according to the IP Law, Mineconomy performs the 
monitoring of IP operation and develops the IP Strategy. Every six months, the Ministry obtains reports on 
the results of IPs from the IP management companies and publishes them on its official website. Mineconomy 
approves the procedure and the form for submitting the above-mentioned reports. 

The content and procedures for reporting followed by the IP management company, the initiator and 
Mineconomy are among the significant terms of the contract on IP creation and operation. 

 

51  https://www.minregion.gov.ua/press/news/oleksij-chernyshov-czogorich-z-dfrr-bude-profinansovano-stvorennya-infrastruktury-shhe-chotyroh-
industrialnyh-parkiv/  

https://www.minregion.gov.ua/press/news/oleksij-chernyshov-czogorich-z-dfrr-bude-profinansovano-stvorennya-infrastruktury-shhe-chotyroh-industrialnyh-parkiv/
https://www.minregion.gov.ua/press/news/oleksij-chernyshov-czogorich-z-dfrr-bude-profinansovano-stvorennya-infrastruktury-shhe-chotyroh-industrialnyh-parkiv/
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The IP initiator has the right to obtain reports from the IP management company on the operation of an IP 
every six months. The IP management company, in turn, has the right to obtain, every six months, reports 
from IP tenants on the fulfilment of the terms of the contract. Equally, every six months, the IP management 
company is obliged to provide reports on IP operation to the IP initiator and to Mineconomy. 

To date, special requirements for the above-mentioned reporting have not been legally established. As a 
result, the official reporting information provided by Mineconomy on IP activities is not based on certain 
indicators, including those regarding planning.  

At the time of writing, the IP Strategy is under development and will provide the planned indicators for IP 
and EIP developments, as well as a basis for monitoring their operations and development in Ukraine. In 
addition, improvements in national planning and zoning (see below) for IP/EIP development could contribute 
to the EIP monitoring system in Ukraine. 

In terms of the establishment of measures by park management to deal with climate change adaptation and 
disaster preparedness, the national climate policy is at the formation stage – the obligations under 
international agreements are taken at national level but the policy is neither legally nor practically 
implemented. Therefore, direct obligations for industrial companies in this sphere are not currently defined. 
Such activity can be provided within the general provisions of environmental regulations that include taxes, 
permits, limits and urban planning. Therefore, monitoring of progress on climate change adaptation may be 
conducted voluntarily and/or within the energy and environmental management systems (see Section 4.2). 

 

Planning and zoning 

Non-financial incentives 

Regional and urban planning. The IP Law stipulates the creation and operation of IPs in Ukraine based, in 
particular, on free access to information on the possibility of land use for the creation of IPs. In addition, the 
operation of IPs is aimed in particular at equalizing the economic development of regions and improving the 
quality of life in Ukraine. 

The Concept of the Creation of Industrial Parks of 2006 (see Section 2) was the initial document for the 
adoption of the basic IP Law and the creation of a network of IPs in regions of Ukraine, which, in practice, 
was not implemented. As of 17 February 2022, IPs are located in almost all regions of the country, with the 
majority concentrated in the Kyiv region and in Western Ukraine (Lviv region), a factor influenced by logistical 
infrastructure and the close proximity to the European Union. IP development is foreseen by national 
strategic documents such as the Programme of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, and the State Strategy 
for Regional Development for the period up to 2027. According to Mineconomy 52 , at regional level, 
IP creation is foreseen by the regional (oblast) socio-economy and development strategies of most regions 
of Ukraine.  

The planning and development of territories are regulated by the Law of Ukraine on Regulation of City 
Planning Activity53. According to the Law, regional and local socio-economic development programmes must 
be consistent with urban planning documentation at the appropriate level. The Law of Ukraine on Principles 
of State Regional Policy54 stipulates that the implementation of the state regional policy consists of the 
system of interconnected documents and based on the Strategy of Regional Development of Ukraine, the 
general scheme for planning on the territory of Ukraine, both at regional and local levels. 

The documents of the state regional policy are as follows: 

 

52 Mineconomy. Overview of IPs development in regions of Ukraine as of 24.11.2020: https://me.gov.ua/Documents/Download?id=8ff86333-713a-
4381-b52f-f1e0f7f81e44  
53 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/3038-17#Text  
54 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/156-19#Text  

https://me.gov.ua/Documents/Download?id=8ff86333-713a-4381-b52f-f1e0f7f81e44
https://me.gov.ua/Documents/Download?id=8ff86333-713a-4381-b52f-f1e0f7f81e44
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/3038-17#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/156-19#Text
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» State Strategy for Regional Development for the period up to 202755 and the action plan for its 
implementation in 2021-202356; 

» regional socio-economy and development strategies; 
» action plans for the implementation of regional development strategies; 
» investment programmes (projects) aimed at regional development. 

The State Strategy for Regional Development for the period up to 2027 and the action plan for its 
implementation in 2021-2023 reflect developing IPs, as follows: 

» introduction of mechanisms to support cross-border industrial and technological parks, and 
economic and industrial zones on the territory of Ukraine to stimulate regional economic 
development. 

» introduction of effective mechanisms to intensify the activities of IPs in regions where coal mining 
and coal processing enterprises are being closed; 

» development of regional systems of innovation infrastructure (science and technology parks, 
technology cities, etc.); 

» developing regional programmes aimed at supporting industrial and science parks, implemented 
with local budget funding, in the Ukrainian part of the Danube region and establishing cross-border 
cooperation for developing industrial and science parks; 

» creating IPs as a tool for attracting investment in all regions of Ukraine, improving legislation on IPs, 
including ensuring their connection to the grids. 

With the objective of sustainable industrial development, draft urban planning documentation is designed 
to consider transport accessibility and specialization of planned IPs, industrial zones, separately located and 
groups of industrial companies. In addition, draft urban planning documentation should consider the 
investment plans of suppliers of resources (electricity, water, sewerage and gas supply). 

To date, most of the regional socio-economy development strategies include tasks aimed at creating IPs57, 
despite the lack of a systematic approach on a national scale for IP planning. At the same time, while 
developing the strategic development documents on the national level, provisions and priorities of the 
regional socio-economy development strategies should be considered. 

  

 

55 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/695-2020-%D0%BF#Text  
56 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/497-2021-%D1%80#Text  
57 https://me.gov.ua/Documents/Download?id=8ff86333-713a-4381-b52f-f1e0f7f81e44  

https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/695-2020-%D0%BF#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/497-2021-%D1%80#Text
https://me.gov.ua/Documents/Download?id=8ff86333-713a-4381-b52f-f1e0f7f81e44
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Diagram 3. Measures to incentivize better park management in Ukraine 

Source: Interviews with stakeholders 
 

Within the interviews conducted for the development of this report, most respondents said that the most 
important of the support measures that can incentivize better park management (Diagram 3) in Ukraine is 
the improvement of the national legal/regulatory basis concerning park management recommendations of 
the International Frameworks for EIPs developed by UNIDO, GIZ and the World Bank. Another highly 
significant factor, in the opinion of respondents, is technical assistance, which can include support for the 
development of design and technical documentation, EIP concept, energy audits, etc. for EIP development 
(targeting EIP initiators, EIP management companies and tenants). In addition, the development of unified 
guidance for different categories of stakeholders (EIP initiators, EIP management companies and tenants) 
remains of high importance. 

The results correlate with Diagram 1, which reflects low levels of awareness and understanding in Ukraine 
on how to establish new EIPs and how to transform existing IPs into EIPs. 

Despite this, the creation of a digital (web) platform of EIPs/IPs in Ukraine for information exchange and the 
establishment of a voluntary network of EIPs/IPs for dissemination of experience and exchange of knowledge 
also represent measures to incentivize the EIP approach in park management. In this context, the initiatives 
of the Government on Industry 4.0 (see above) can provide a basis for operational information exchange, 
including information exchange for establishing industrial symbiosis. 
 

In conclusion a basic legal framework is in place in Ukraine that provides functioning IPs and the 
possibility to provide legal park management services and attract tenants, in line with international EIP 
recommendations. This framework includes an empowered park management entity – the IP 
management company – through the signature of a residency contract between it and the tenants, as 
well as engagement with the park’s stakeholders and business representation. At the same time, 
however, there is a lack of incentives in the form of a legal framework to ensure the effectiveness of 
park management. 

In Ukraine, the development of EIPs is expected to be incentivized by the national system of regional 
development and urban planning. Thus, the creation of IPs in the regions is ensured by regional 
strategies and by the decisions of regional and local authorities and businesses. The reform of 
decentralization, which has been implemented over the last decade in Ukraine, certainly influences this 
tendency. At the same time, such an approach is not intended for dedicated master planning for 
IPs/EIPs at the national level, which could be more comprehensive from the perspectives of 
international and national value chains and could influence the systematic establishment of new EIPs by 
businesses in perspective development areas. 
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Meanwhile, the state provides a number of instruments for financing the development of park 
infrastructure via mechanisms of the SRDF and instruments established in 2021 by the IP Law and those 
currently under development (by-laws) by Mineconomy. These include partial compensation of the loan 
rate for the arrangement of IPs, non-refundable funds for building engineering and transport 
infrastructure, construction, reconstruction and the repair of engineering and transport infrastructure 
of IPs. The mechanisms mentioned above depend on state budget allocations and are yet to contribute 
significantly to the infrastructure development of parks. 

 

Proposals and assumptions 

Non-financial incentives 

1) In order to incentivize better park management in Ukraine, it is crucial that the national legal/regulatory 
basis be improved by integrating park management recommendations of the international frameworks for 
EIPs developed by UNIDO, GIZ and the World Bank. Indeed, it is proposed that amendments to the IP Law 
and other laws of Ukraine (see proposals in Sections 4.2, 4.3, 4.4), such as the Tax Code and the Customs 
Code, be developed as a package. In particular, this includes:  

» the criteria for park management in EIPs; 

» the obligatory provisions for the Concept of EIP creation within the IP Law; 

» the list of services recommended by Mineconomy to be provided by the management 
company to ensure the smooth operation of tenants; 

» the facilities that can be located within EIPs; 

» improvements to the planning and monitoring system at national, regional and park levels; 

» provisions on the assessment of the park as EIP and including the EIP in the National Register. 

To incentivize the creation of EIPs, technical assistance can ensure support for the development of design 
and technical documentation, EIP concept, energy audits, etc. for EIP development (targeted at EIP initiators, 
EIP management companies and tenants).  

2) With the support of Mineconomy, for effective future IP and EIP development, dissemination should be 
promoted between the companies being relocated to the West of Ukraine regarding possibilities for business 
and industrial activities within IPs. 
 
Financial incentives  

1) With the support of Mineconomy and Ukraine’s Ministry for Communities and Territorial Development, 
an extension of the SRDF instrument for financing the development of park infrastructure for EIPs should 
be provided through development of the relevant amendments to the governmental documents. These 
include EIPs in the State Strategy of Regional Development and the provisions of the SRDF with preferential 
selection criteria for financing of EIP infrastructure development. 

With the support of Mineconomy, the three national instruments for financing the development of park 
infrastructure, as established by the IP Law, should be extended to EIPs through the development of 
relevant amendments to the IP Law and sub-laws: 

2) partial compensation of loan rate for the EIP arrangement of parks; 

3) non-refundable funds for the creation of EIP engineering and transport infrastructure;  

4) extend to EIPs the planned budget programme for construction, reconstruction and repair of engineering 
and transport infrastructure for the creation and operation and arrangement of IPs.  
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4.2. Environmental performance 

Non-financial incentives 

Environmental and energy management and monitoring 

According to the Law on Technical Regulations and Conformity Assessment58, certification of environmental 
and energy management systems is not obligatory but is provided voluntarily for all legal entities in Ukraine. 
The system of the National Standards of Ukraine59 is the legalized instrument for establishing the energy and 
environmental management system in the country according to the International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO),  a worldwide federation of national standards bodies60. Environmental management 
involves stimulating the introduction of resource-saving and environmental technologies and environmental 
management decisions. 

The relevant national standards are adopted and environmental and energy management systems can be 
implemented under the requirements of the national standards of Ukraine, harmonized with international 
standards: a series of ISO 50000 standards for energy management systems have been adopted61, as well as 
ISO 14000 for ecology management systems62.  

According to the Law on Energy Efficiency 63 , business entities receiving state support (aid) for energy 
efficiency measures have the obligation to conduct energy audits or to implement energy and/or 
environmental management systems certified following the harmonized national standards. 

The monitoring of energy consumption is not obligatory and may be provided voluntarily within energy-
efficient measures or energy management systems in operation.  

At the national level, the mandatory metering of the consumption of electricity64, natural gas65, heat and 
water66 has been introduced, while the installation of metering equipment is a prerequisite for connection 
to grids. 

 

58 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/124-19#Text  
59 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1315-18#Text  
60 https://www.iso.org/home.html  
61 DSTU ISO 50001: 2020 Energy Management Systems. Requirements and instructions for use — in replacement of DSTU ISO 50001:2014; 

DSTU ISO 50002: 2016 Energy Audit. Requirements and guidelines for its conduct;  
DSTU ISO 50003: 2016 Energy Management Systems. Requirements for bodies conducting audits and certification of energy management systems;  
DSTU ISO 50004: 2016 Energy Management Systems. Guidelines for the implementation, maintenance and improvement of energy management 
systems;  
DSTU ISO 50006: 2016 Energy Management Systems. Measuring energy efficiency using baseline energy consumption levels and energy efficiency 
indicators. General principles and managerial guidelines - General principles and instructions; 
DSTU ISO 50015: 2016 Energy Management Systems. Measurement and verification of energy efficiency of organizations. General principles and 
instructions; 
DSTU ISO 50007: 2020 Energy Services. Guideline for evaluating and improving energy services for consumers; 
DSTU ISO 50047: 2020 Energy Saving. Determining the volume of energy saving in organizations. 
Also, EN 16247 Series standards for energy audits have been implemented. 

62 DSTU ISO 14000 Guide to the use of entry-level environmental performance of the enterprise; 
DSTU ISO 14000 Environmental management system. General guidelines on management principles, systems and means of support; 
DSTU ISO 14001 Environmental management system. Composition and description of elements and guidelines for their application; 
DSTU ISO 14010 Guidelines for environmental audit. General principles; 
DSTU ISO 14011 Guidelines for environmental audit. Audit procedures. Audit of environmental management systems; 
DSTU ISO 14012 Guidelines for environmental audit. Qualification requirements for environmental auditors. 

63 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1818-20#Text  
64 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/v0312874-18#Text  
65 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/3533-17#Text  
66 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2119-19#Text  

https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/124-19#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1315-18#Text
https://www.iso.org/home.html
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1818-20#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/v0312874-18#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/3533-17#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2119-19#Text
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Energy 

The Law on Energy Efficiency envisages the system of energy efficiency targets from the national level to the 
level of companies, but the system of relevant sub-law regulations and obligations is currently under 
development, together with the supporting programmes. 

In Ukraine, there is also a legal basis adopted for the application of energy service contracts (ESCO)67. In 
particular, the Law on the introduction of new investment opportunities, guaranteeing the rights and 
interests of businesses for big energy modernization provides the legal basis that introduces a mechanism 
when an energy service company is operated for profit received as a result of investment by such a company 
in energy-saving (energy efficiency) projects and measures aimed at reducing customer consumption and/or 
costs of energy resources.   

Water 

According to the Water Code of Ukraine68, industrial enterprises must obtain permits for special water use. 
The permit defines the limit of water use, water intake and discharge of pollutants for enterprises. The Tax 
Code sets the rates of rent for special water use. If water use exceeds annual limits, the fee paid is five times 
the amount consumed above the limit. Compensation must be paid to the state for the harm caused to the 
environment. In the case of implementing measures of low-waste, waste-free, energy and resource-saving 
technologies, enterprises may obtain tax, loans and other benefits (absent in practice).  

Water-saving and water reuse consumption measures may be provided voluntarily (see subsection above on 
environment and energy management and monitoring). 

 

Waste and material use 

The Law on Waste 69  obliges legal entities to provide waste disposal and waste management 
measures (20 obligations in total). The Law also obliges legal entities to obtain a permit for operations with 
waste or to declare the volume of waste generation (depending on the volume of waste generated)70. At the 
same time, penalties for waste management violations are very low compared to the cost of implementing 
waste management measures71. 

Local administrations and local councils are obliged14 to organize the collection and disposal of household 
and other waste, including waste from small producers, to create landfills, as well as to provide a separate 
collection of useful components of waste. 

Hazardous waste management requires a licence72 and/or permit for transboundary movement of hazardous 
waste11. Licence requirements set personnel, organizational and technological requirements for hazardous 
waste management.  

 

 

 

Climate change and the natural environment 

 

67 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/327-19#Text  
68 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/213/95-%D0%B2%D1%80#Text  
69 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/187/98-%D0%B2%D1%80#Text  
70 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1360-98-%D0%BF#Text  
71 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/80731-10#Text  
72 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/446-2016-%D0%BF#Text  

https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/327-19#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/213/95-%D0%B2%D1%80#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/187/98-%D0%B2%D1%80#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1360-98-%D0%BF#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/80731-10#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/446-2016-%D0%BF#Text
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The Law on Environmental Impact Assessment73 stipulates that infrastructure projects, such as industrial 
estate development projects and IPs, are likely to have a significant impact upon the environment and are 
therefore subject to the environmental impact assessment74, which includes assessment by environmental 
control bodies and public hearings. The report on environmental impact assessment includes information on 
the planned activity of the IP, its environmental impact, measures for prevention, reduction and elimination 
of negative impact on the environment, including (if possible) compensatory measures. The Ministry of 
Environment maintains the Unified Register for Environmental Impact Assessment. The territorial body of 
the Ministry determines the admissibility or substantiates the inadmissibility of the planned activity and 
determines the environmental conditions of its implementation. The territorial body determines the 
possibility of carrying out the planned activity and determines the ecological conditions of its implementation. 

The Law on Environmental Protection75 stipulates the ecological requirements for placement, construction 
design, construction, reconstruction, placing in operation and exploitation of enterprises, buildings and other 
objects. The Law sets out that during the implementation of new enterprises, the reconstruction of existing 
enterprises, the implementation of new technological processes and equipment, as well as the process of 
operating enterprises, the environmental safety, rational use of natural resources and compliance with 
environmental impact standards must be in place. This includes the utilization and disposal of harmful 
substances and waste or their complete elimination, as well as compliance with requirements for 
environmental protection and human health. 

According to the Law, emissions from stationary installations may be carried out after obtaining a permit 
issued by the territorial bodies of the Ministry of Environment and the Ministry of Health. As part of the 
environmental tax, emission tax rates are set. At the national level, emission limit values have been approved, 
the list of which may be supplemented at the local level. In case the enterprise exceeds the standards, air 
rehabilitation programmes are approved at the local level, with the damage subject to compensation. To 
reduce the harmful effect on the environment, companies must be equipped with facilities, equipment and 
devices for cleaning emissions or discharges or their disposal, as well as devices for controlling the amount 
and composition of pollutants. 

Annex XXX of the Association Agreement between Ukraine and the European Union provides for the 
implementation of the European Union Directive 2003/87/EU, which establishes a scheme for greenhouse 
gas emission allowance trading and, in particular, includes the adoption of national legislation, the 
establishment of a system for determining relevant installations and greenhouse gases, the development of 
a national plan for the distribution of quotas between installations, the introduction of a permit system for 
greenhouse gas emissions and quotas to be sold at the national level between factories/industrial complexes 
in Ukraine, the creation of a monitoring, reporting, verification and proper implementation system, as well 
as procedures for public consultations. The system of monitoring, reporting, and verification of greenhouse 

gas emissions came into force in Ukraine according to the Law76  of 1 January 2021. Companies operating in 
the following spheres are obliged to be registered in the State Register: provision of fuel combustion in 
installations, oil refining, coke production, production of iron or steel, ferrous alloys, cement clinker, nitric 
acid and ammonia. The first reliable verified data on greenhouse gas emissions will be available no earlier 
than 2022. 

Ukraine acceded to the Convention on the Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural Habitats in 1996. 
The Law on Amendments to Certain Legislative Acts of Ukraine Concerning the Implementation of the 
Convention on the Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural Habitats 77  provides for penalties for 
violations of animal protection legislation. Legal entities are obliged to compensate for the damage caused 

 

73 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/rada/show/ru/2059-19/sp:max15#Text  
74 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2059-19#Text  
75 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1264-12#Text  
76 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/377-20#Text  
77 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1832-19#Text  
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as a result of violations of legislation in the field of protection, use and reproduction of wildlife. At the same 
time, the penalties for damage to wildlife remain low. 

 

Sharing best business practices in decarbonization to implement the Green Deal78. The project is supported 
by the European Union and the International Renaissance Foundation through the EU4USociety grant 
component. The present project aimed to create opportunities for Ukrainian businesses in decarbonization 
and change the paradigm of the European Green Deal perception from “threats” to “opportunities”. For the 
purposes mentioned above, the project provides the following three complementary components: 

» research the best decarbonization technologies in terms of their effectiveness, cost and simplicity of 
implementation; 

» mapping of start-ups that already offer solutions in the field of decarbonization (within Ukraine and 
the European Union); 

» matchmaking: creating an online platform and holding Decarbonization Pitch Day, which will help 
Ukrainian start-ups and innovators to obtain financing for their projects. 

As a result, it is expected that an ecosystem of start-ups and innovative solutions for decarbonization in 
Ukraine will be created and supported. 

 

Financial incentives 

Ecology taxation. The environmental tax is not a direct mechanism for implementing “green” and 
environmentally friendly technologies. However, it motivates producers to enlarge the industrial pollution 
and therefore use more technologies that are more friendly for the environment. 

The policy of the Government of Ukraine regarding the environmental tax targets an increase79 since 1 
January 202280, in particular in the following areas: 

» the tax rate for air emissions by stationary sources of pollution increased by 5 percent; 
» the tax rate on carbon dioxide emissions has increased threefold: from UAH 10 to UAH 30 per tonne 

of emission (the tax is paid if the emissions exceed 500 tonnes per year) (the equivalent of an increase 
from EUR 0.27 to EUR 0.81 per tonne of emission, as per the NBU rate as of 29 July 2022); 

» the eco-tax for emissions into water bodies increased eightfold, and such an increase will be gradual 
by 2025: in 2022 by 30 percent of the new rates, in 2023 by 60 percent, in 2024 by 90 percent and in 
2025 by 100 percent of the new rates. 

» the eco-tax for the disposal of extremely hazardous waste increased by a total of 10 percent. 

In Ukraine, environmental taxation is mainly fiscal and is a tool that motivates polluters to take measures to 
reduce the negative impact on the environment81.  

 
“Green” bonds. In 2021, the so-called “green” bond market was officially launched due to the amendments 
adopted to the Law on Financial Markets82. Green bonds are introduced into circulation as a separate class 
of securities and the rules governing them are established for participants in this market. In particular, the 
Law stipulates the following: 

 

78 https://golocal-ukraine.com/projects/sharing-best-business-practices-in-decarbonization-to-implement-the-green-deal/  
79 https://itd.rada.gov.ua/billInfo/Bills/Card/26875  
80 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1914-IX#Text  
81 According to the Budget Code, 45% of the revenue from the environmental tax goes to the state budget, and 55% - to a special fund of the local 
budget (with a focus on local environmental activities). This system is not effective enough, as local revenues are insufficient to implement effective 
environmental measures. At the state level, tax revenues are directed to national general (non-environmental) expenditures. 
82 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/3480-15#Text  

https://golocal-ukraine.com/projects/sharing-best-business-practices-in-decarbonization-to-implement-the-green-deal/
https://itd.rada.gov.ua/billInfo/Bills/Card/26875
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https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/3480-15#Text
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» the concept of green bonds and environmental projects (with the definition of specific areas to which 
funds raised from the issue of such bonds can be directed); 

» a circle of green bond issuers (with the definition of a legal regime for those who implement and/or 
finance environmental projects); 

» corporate issuers – legal entities of private law (enterprises, corporations, banks, other financial 
institutions) – and international financial institutions have the right to issue green bonds and thus raise 
funds for the implementation/financing of alternative energy, energy efficiency projects and other 
projects of ecological follow-up; 

» principles of information disclosure by issuers, reporting procedures and use of proceeds that will be 
attracted from investors to finance and/or refinance the costs of environmental projects. 

The issue of green bonds from state and local budgets will become possible once the Government adopts 
the procedure for the selection and support of environmental projects83. Meanwhile, due to the lack of 
experience in Ukraine in issuing green bonds and their emissions costs, the State Agency of Energy Efficiency 
and Energy Saving of Ukraine is carrying out negotiations with the EBRD84 to implement pilot projects for the 
issuance of green bonds with the support of international development banks ( particularly, it is perceived 
that municipalities have high confidence in attracting credit funds and a positive bond issuance history). 

 

Feed-in tariff. According to the Law on Alternative Energy Sources85, renewable energy is promoted through 
a feed-in tariff and the guaranteed obligation of the state to purchase the electricity generated from 
renewable sources.  

The feed-in tariff is a special tariff for the purchase of electricity produced by electricity-generating facilities, 
such as solar, wind, biomass, biogas, micro-, mini-, small hydro and geothermal electric stations (the tariff 
applies only to hydropower plants up to 10 MW). It is paid for all amounts of electricity generated, excluding 
that used for the producer’s needs. 

Rates of feed-in tariff are set for each type of electric generation. The tariff is fixed at the legislative level in 
EUR until 31 December 2029. The rate of feed-in tariff is regressive and depends on the date at which the 
energy facility comes into operation (rates are lower for later dates). 

To obtain the feed-in tariff from 2020, the mandatory auction regime began for wind power plants with a 
capacity of more than 5 MW and solar power plants with a capacity of more than 1 MW.  

Ukraine Sustainable Energy Lending Facility (USELF-III Replenishment)86 is the EBRD support programme to 
commit new funds to finance private renewable energy projects under the feed-in tariff system during its 
transition to a support scheme based on competitive auctions. 

 

Loan Guarantee Fund for industrial enterprises. UNIDO, in cooperation with the partner bank Joint-Stock 
Bank “Ukrgasbank”87, has created an innovative Loan Guarantee Fund for industrial enterprises wishing to 
take out a loan for the implementation of energy management systems following ISO 50001, projects to 
optimize energy consumption systems and other measures to improve energy efficiency. The Fund is 
currently working and issuing loans. 

 

83 https://www.climatebonds.net/roadmap-ukraine-green-bond-guidelines-creation-new-market  
84 https://www.kmu.gov.ua/news/derzhenergoefektivnosti-ta-yebrr-obgovorili-perspektivi-spivrobitnictva-u-rozvitku-rinku-zelenih-obligacij-v-
ukrayini  
85 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/555-15#Text  
86 https://www.ebrd.com/work-with-us/projects/psd/51307.html  
87 http://www.ukriee.org.ua/en/proekt/komponenti/komponent-3-finansoviy-mekhanizm/  
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https://www.kmu.gov.ua/news/derzhenergoefektivnosti-ta-yebrr-obgovorili-perspektivi-spivrobitnictva-u-rozvitku-rinku-zelenih-obligacij-v-ukrayini
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/555-15#Text
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http://www.ukriee.org.ua/en/proekt/komponenti/komponent-3-finansoviy-mekhanizm/
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The Loan Guarantee Fund that has been launched and is currently functioning provides easier and cheaper 
access to capital (loans) for industrial enterprises seeking the implementation and/or certification of Energy 
Management Systems (according to ISO 50001-2018) and/or the development of energy efficiency measures. 

Through Citibank, UNIDO has provided USD 1.5 million in guarantees to Ukrgasbank to issue loans to improve 
energy efficiency in the industry. The guaranteed coverage is up to 100 percent of the loan but is limited to 
USD 150 000 per loan per beneficiary. 

After the loan is repaid, a guarantee is provided to secure subsequent loans. 

The Loan Guarantee Fund is a modality of the revolving fund and is expected to be expanded to support 
growing investment in industrial energy efficiency. 

 

Long-term investments in Ukrainian MSMEs88 is a EBRD initiative. A three-year senior unsecured loan of up 
to EUR 25 million (in its equivalent in UAH) is to be provided to Ukrgasbank to enable the bank's support to 
eligible micro-, small and medium-sized enterprises (MSMEs) under the SME Competitiveness Programme in 
the European Union's Eastern Partnership. The EBRD project enables Ukrgasbank to finance long-term 
investments of Ukrainian MSMEs in upgrading their technology and equipment in order to meet European 
Union standards in terms of product quality, health and safety measures and environmental preservation. 
At least 70 percent of all financed subleases are expected to be compliant with the EBRD Green Economy 
Transition (GET) approach. The programme provides loans of up to EUR 3 million to MSMEs wishing to invest 
in technologies that meet the best standards in product quality, health and safety and environmental and 
green standards. 

 

Climate Innovation Vouchers grant programme 89  is another EBRD initiative, with the European Union 
launching the new phase of the scheme as part of the Finance and Technology Transfer Centre for Climate 
Change (FINTECC) programme, which is aimed at increasing the competitiveness of SMEs in the development 
and implementation of climate technologies. Following successful implementation in Ukraine in 2017, with 
EUR 1 million of grant funding, the project aimed to expand by 2022. The Climate Innovation Vouchers 
programme is a component of the EBRD’s FINTECC programme, which supported by the European Union 
through its EU4CLIMATE initiative.  

Until 31 May 2022, Ukrainian entrepreneurs could apply for a grant of up to EUR 50 000 for the development 
or implementation of technologies that reduce greenhouse gas emissions, increase energy efficiency and 
prevent climate change. 

 
The Finland Ukraine Trust Fund90 is funded by Finland’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs and administered by 
NEFCO. The Fund is based on facilities of the Ukrainian partner – the State Energy for Energy Efficiency and 
Energy Saving of Ukraine91. The Fund provides grant financing to promote cooperation in the fields of energy 
efficiency, renewable energy and alternative types of energy sources in power and heat generation and 
district heating networks.  

Specifically, the Fund targets the following fields: renewable energy and waste-to-energy, smart energy and 
power systems, power and heat generation, district heating networks, IT solutions and distribution networks 
and energy efficiency. The principles of co-finance are as follows: 

 

88https://www.ebrd.com/sites/Satellite?c=Content&cid=1395298047189&pagename=EBRD%2FContent%2FContentLayout  
89 https://climate.biz/  
90 https://saee.gov.ua/uk/content/finland-ukraine-trust-fund  
91 https://saee.gov.ua/  

https://www.ebrd.com/sites/Satellite?c=Content&cid=1395298047189&pagename=EBRD%2FContent%2FContentLayout
https://climate.biz/
https://saee.gov.ua/uk/content/finland-ukraine-trust-fund
https://saee.gov.ua/
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» the project owner’s contribution is required, however technical assistance, e.g. consulting and software, 
can be supported with a grant of up to 100 percent of the cost. 

» Funding for demonstrative projects can be provided as grant funding to Ukrainian enterprises, with a 
preference for SMEs. 

» Procurement related to the activities to be funded shall be carried out following NEFCO Procurement 
Guidelines. 

 
There are opportunities to blend the grant with NEFCO’s other financing tools – Investment Fund loans92, 
Facilities for Cleaner Production93  and Energy Saving Credits94. 

Eco-banking. The NBU has acquired membership of the Network for Greening the Financial System 95 , 
a community that unites central banks and supervisors from around the world. This network is intended for 
the exchange of experience and expansion of research into making the financial system more 
environmentally friendly (i.e. “greening”). The Network has five task forces, which are working on 
microprudential regulation and supervision, the impact of climate risks on macrofinancial stability, increasing 
green finances, reducing the information gap and research. 

The Ukrgasbank96 is among the banks that promote “green” banking, thereby contributing to the efficient 
use of resources and reduction of harmful effects on the environment in Ukraine 97 . The bank uses a 
methodology developed by the bank in cooperation with the IFC, which allows for assessment of the 
expected results at the preliminary review stage. It provides for adjustments to the project to achieve optimal 
payback and energy savings. 

The Ukrgasbank cooperates with the Private Financing Advisory Network98, a global network of climate and 
clean energy financing experts, which offers free business coaching and investment facilitation to 
entrepreneurs developing climate and clean energy projects in developing markets. The Network was 
initiated by the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change99 and the Climate Technology 
Initiative in 2006. The Network is currently hosted jointly by UNIDO and the Renewable Energy and Energy 
Efficiency Partnership100. The Network supports entrepreneurs in making applications in a relevant form that 
is recognized by investors, and also supports investors to find potential projects. 

In order to be eligible for the Network support, the project or business must provide climate change 
adaptation benefits and/or offer or use clean energy technologies, products or services that fall within the 
Network’s areas of work. 

Loans under the IFC initiative for SMEs to purchase energy-efficient equipment and upgrade facilities with 
modern technology contribute to the reduction of carbon footprint101. Being a part of the IFC Climate 
Investment Funds, it is possible for SMEs to attract loans, via the OTP Group in Ukraine, for eligible energy 
efficiency and renewable energy102. The proposed tenor is up to five years, with a two-year grace period. 

 

 

92 https://www.nefco.int/fund-mobilisation/our-funds-and-how-they-work-together/  
93 https://www.nefco.int/fund-mobilisation/investments-in-eastern-europe/cleaner-production-facility/  
94 https://www.nefco.int/facility-for-energy-saving-credits/  
95 https://bank.gov.ua/en/news/all/natsionalniy-bank-doluchivsya-do-mereji-dlya-ozelenennya-finansovoyi-sistemi  
96 95% of the Ukrgasbank share capital belongs to the State of Ukraine, represented by the Ministry of Finance of Ukraine. 
97 https://www.ukrgasbank.com/en/eco  
98 https://pfan.net/  
99 https://unfccc.int/  
100 https://www.reeep.org/  
101 https://www.otpbank.com.ua/about/news/215007/?sphrase_id=944187  
102 https://disclosures.ifc.org/project-detail/SII/42710/otp-leasing-ii  

https://www.nefco.int/fund-mobilisation/our-funds-and-how-they-work-together/
https://www.nefco.int/fund-mobilisation/investments-in-eastern-europe/cleaner-production-facility/
https://www.nefco.int/facility-for-energy-saving-credits/
https://bank.gov.ua/en/news/all/natsionalniy-bank-doluchivsya-do-mereji-dlya-ozelenennya-finansovoyi-sistemi
https://www.ukrgasbank.com/en/eco
https://pfan.net/
https://unfccc.int/
https://www.reeep.org/
https://www.otpbank.com.ua/about/news/215007/?sphrase_id=944187
https://disclosures.ifc.org/project-detail/SII/42710/otp-leasing-ii
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From the interviews conducted during the preparation of this report, respondents considered the 
development of national technological cooperation programmes as the most significant of the support 
measures to incentivize industrial symbiosis within EIPs in Ukraine (Diagram 4). Raising awareness of 
technical issues of industrial symbiosis and capacity-building on partner relations between companies remain 
crucial points for EIP development.  

 

National technological cooperation programmes 

Legislative removing barriers for direct operations 
between companies in parks (energy, waste, side 

products, etc.) 

Raising awareness on technological issues 

Capacity building in seeking and establishing 
partner relations between companies 

The platform managed for information exchange  

 
Diagram 4. Measures to incentivize 
industrial symbiosis within EIPs in 

Ukraine 
Source: Interviews with 

stakeholders 
 
 
In the respondents’ opinion, the significant issue facing the deployment of industrial interaction is legislative 
amendments to remove barriers to direct operations between companies within industrial parks and EIPs. 
This refers to spheres of energy generation and supply, waste management and exchange, by-products of 
technological processes, etc. 

 
Mandatory legal/regulatory environmental 

requirements for EIPs 

Provide capital subsidies 
 and support the implementation of new 

technologies 

Tax/customs benefits  
when importing innovative park equipment 

Exemptions from environmental taxes 

Developing market instruments  
(green finance, including green credits, bonds, 

insurance funds and funds for circular economy 
projects) 

 
Diagram 5. Measures to incentivize environmental sustainability in EIPs in Ukraine 

Source: Interviews with stakeholders 
 
Most of the respondents interviewed considered the most important of the support measures to incentivize 
environmental sustainability in EIPs in Ukraine (Diagram 5) to be the development of market instruments 
such as green finance, including green credits, bonds and insurance funds, as well as industry funds to 
promote circular economy projects. In addition, respondents believe that subsidies and support are among 
the most desirable measures that could strengthen the implementation of new environmentally friendly and 
sustainable technologies. At the same time, the majority of respondents agreed that mandatory legal and 
regulatory environmental requirements for EIPs are essential to incentivizing environmental sustainability in 
EIPs.  
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To conclude, a number of non-financial incentives are relevant for developing the Ecology Performance 
of EIPs in Ukraine. These include the existing system of using harmonized standards of energy and 
environmental management, as well as relevant certification. The system of ecological legislation, 
ecological and waste permits provide the initial minimum for the ecological performance of EIPs. 

The national framework provides a feed-in tariff for electricity from renewable sources. The framework 
for conducting the ESCO is in place. International financial institutions provide opportunities for 
preferential loans and grants for ecological projects. There are also opportunities to use market 
instruments, such as “green” bonds, and bank loans with special conditions for ecological projects.  

At the same time, information about the above-mentioned instruments is disseminated from different 
sources, while there is no dedicated platform for researching financial sources and instruments for the 
realization of ecological projects. 

Among the incentives for the ecological performance of EIPs, further development of market 
instruments is important, as are direct subsidies for implementing new environmentally friendly and 
sustainable technologies. 

 
Proposals and assumptions 
Non-financial incentives 

1) In order to incentivize the better environmental performance of EIPs in Ukraine, the improvement of the 
national legal and regulatory basis through mandatory environmental requirements for EIPs should be 
established in order to incentivize environmental sustainability in EIPs. It is proposed that amendments to 
the IP Law and other laws of Ukraine (see proposals in Sections 4.2, 4.3, 4.4), such as the Tax Code and the 
Customs Code, be developed as a package. In particular, this requirements mentioned above include:  

» the criteria for environmental performance in EIPs; 

» the obligatory provisions for the Concept of EIP creation within the IP Law considering the 
recommendations of international EIPs frameworks developed by UNIDO, GIZ and the World 
Bank. These should include, as a minimum, information on consumption of energy resources, 
water and its reuse, the introduction of resource-efficient and clean production, 
implementation of industrial symbiosis, planning of activities to prevent climate change and 
reduce the negative impact on the environment, increase in resource efficiency and waste, 
including improving resource and waste efficiency. 

2) Deregulation of economic relations related to the production, supply (distribution), use of resources 
(materials, energy, water, etc.) and waste within EIPs to introduce industrial symbiosis, in particular: 

» providing the amendments to the Law of Ukraine “On Waste”103 (providing the possibility of 
processing by-products within EIPs without obtaining a permit for waste management 
operations, as well as ensuring the separate collection of waste in EIPs and encouraging the 
handling of separately collected (sorted) useful components of this waste); 

» providing the amendments to Law of Ukraine “On Heat Supply” (providing the possibility of 
producing heat energy at cogeneration plants and supplying heat energy within EIPs without 
obtaining a licence); 

» providing the amendments to Law of Ukraine “On Electricity Market” (without obtaining a 
licence, providing the possibility to carry out the activities of production, transmission, 

 

103 When developing the amendments, it is to be noted that the new edition of the Law of Ukraine “On Waste” was adopted by the Parliament on 
20 June 2022, and will come into force on 9 July 2023: https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2320-IX#Text  

https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2320-IX#Text
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distribution of electric energy, supply of electric energy to the consumer, trading activities 
within EIPs, and for customers within EIPs). 

Also, it is proposed that EIPs be excluded from the Law of Ukraine “On Environmental Impact Assessment” 
to avoid conducting the environmental impact assessment for the planned EIPs (unlike IPs). 

3) To raise the attractiveness of EIPs, it is proposed that they be mainstreamed into the future scheme of 
CO2 trading in Ukraine, in particular to consider the possibility of creating an inner market of CO2 quotas 
between EIPs. 

4) Raising awareness of technical issues of industrial symbiosis and capacity-building on partner relations 
between companies remain among the crucial points for EIP development. 

5) Establishment and operation of the platforms to exchange resources, secondary raw materials and waste 
for the development of industrial symbiosis in IPs and EIPs. 
 
Financial incentives  

1) With the support of Mineconomy, establishing cooperation between the GEIPP Ukraine Project and 
Ukrgasbank to develop specialized market borrowing instruments for EIP projects in the sphere of industrial 
symbiosis, resource efficiency and cleaner production within EIPs.  

Such instruments can include: 

» specialized loans with conditions targeted to the mainstream practice of industrial symbiosis, resource-
efficient and cleaner production, considering that the interest rate on loans is increasing in Ukraine 104; 

» following the example of the Loan Guarantee Fund for industrial enterprises (proposed by UNIDO in 
Ukraine), creation of an instrument that can be used by EIP management companies and tenants for 
implementation of projects of industrial symbiosis, resource-efficient and cleaner production. 

Within the GEIPP Ukraine Project, the specially designated expert can be attracted to provide a dedicated 
analysis of available financing sources for IP management companies and tenants in Ukraine, including a 
proposal on eligibility criteria and a funding mechanism. 

2) Establishing a partnership between the GEIPP Ukraine Project and the Private Financing Advisory Network 
to create a basis for attracting investors to EIP projects.  

3) Mainstream practice of using green bonds to attract investments in EIP projects: 

» to provide the possibility of support for EIP projects from state and local budgets by including EIP 
projects in the list of environmental projects that can be financed from state and local budgets 
according to Article 18 of the Law on Securities and Stock Market (the procedure is to be established by 
the Government of Ukraine); 

» to attract donors (e.g. EBRD) for pilot financing of the emission of green bonds for projects in EIPs 
launched by municipalities participating in the projects. 

4) With the support of Mineconomy, the Ministry of Science and Education and industrial and business 
associations in Ukraine, develop and provide dedicated a national technological cooperation programme to 
incentivize industrial symbiosis within EIPs in Ukraine. This can constitute an example of industrial symbiosis 
in national conditions in Ukraine and a contribution to efforts to realize in practice principles of the circular 
economy, as part of Ukraine’s intentions to participate in the European Green Deal. The programme is to be 
targeted at a range of elements, including research, strengthening the capacity of local bodies and businesses, 
raising awareness of industrial symbiosis and providing instruments of financial support for EIP management 

 

104As of June 2022, the NBU-established rate is 25% per annum: https://bank.gov.ua/en/news/all/natsionalniy-bank-ukrayini-zberig-oblikovu-stavku-
na-rivni-25  

https://bank.gov.ua/en/news/all/natsionalniy-bank-ukrayini-zberig-oblikovu-stavku-na-rivni-25
https://bank.gov.ua/en/news/all/natsionalniy-bank-ukrayini-zberig-oblikovu-stavku-na-rivni-25
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companies and tenants. This programme can also include the initiation of applied cooperation in 
international research programmes (e.g. Horizon Europe 2021-2027105). 

 
  

 

105 https://ec.europa.eu/info/research-and-innovation/funding/funding-opportunities/funding-programmes-and-open-calls/horizon-europe_en  

https://ec.europa.eu/info/research-and-innovation/funding/funding-opportunities/funding-programmes-and-open-calls/horizon-europe_en
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4.3. Social performance 

Non-financial incentives 

Social management systems 

The national system of guarantees provides guarantees of labour law, guarantees of citizens' rights to labour 
protection, collective agreement (obligatory in a case initiated by employees/labour unions/management), 
guarantees regarding the duration of working hours, vacations and rest time, minimum salary, state social 
standards (in the areas of income, social services, housing and communal services, transport services and 
communication, health care, education, service by cultural institutions, service by institutions of sports, 
consumer services, trade and catering, social work with children, youth and different categories of 
families).106, 107 

The Law 108 establishes requirements for protection of the life and health of employees during the working 
process, and appropriate, safe and healthy working conditions. The Law defines rules and functions for 
employers and employees on safety, occupational health and safety, with the participation of public 
authorities including state control. ISO 18001 certification is not mandatory, although a certification system 
is in place in Ukraine. 

The Law on Public Appeals109 provides opportunities for citizens to participate in the operation of authorities, 
to influence the improvement of the work of public authorities and local bodies and enterprises regardless 
of ownership, to defend their rights and legitimate interests and restore them in case of violation. The Law 
establishes the form of appeals and complaints, as well as the procedure for their mandatory free 
consideration and the settlement of problematic issues. The term for consideration appeals is 15 days, but it 
cannot exceed 45 days in certain cases which need special justification. 

The rules for the organization of office work on consideration of appeals are also established110. 

The Law on Labour Protection111 defines the principles of development, conclusion and implementation of 
collective agreements and contracts to facilitate the regulation of labour relations and the socio-economic 
interests of employees and employers (regardless of the number of employees). 

The principles of anti-discrimination in Ukraine are established at the level of the Law112, including the state 
mechanism of anti-discrimination, as well as administrative and criminal liability. 

The Law on Collective Agreements 113 stipulates that the collective agreement establishes mutual obligations 
of the parties to regulate industrial, labour and socio-economic relations, and the prohibition of 
discrimination (regardless of the number of employees). 

Developing social infrastructure in EIPs is incentivized by existing regulations and can be further upgraded 
by conducting the Collective Agreement in EIP. 

Thus, mandatory requirements for the organization of IP territories as a type of industrial area are regulated 
by the State Building Norms (SBN) B.2.2-12: 2019 "Planning and development of territories"114, which are 
mandatory according to the Laws on Building Norms and on City Planning Activity.  

 

106 https://www.msp.gov.ua/content/pracivnikam.html  
107 https://www.msp.gov.ua/content/socialni-standarti.html  
108 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2694-12#Text  
109 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/393/96-%D0%B2%D1%80#Text  
110 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/348-97-%D0%BF#Text  
111 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/3356-12#Text  
112 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/5207-17#Text 
113 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/3356-12#Text  
114 https://dbn.co.ua/load/normativy/dbn/b_2_2_12/1-1-0-1802  

https://www.msp.gov.ua/content/pracivnikam.html
https://www.msp.gov.ua/content/socialni-standarti.html
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2694-12#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/393/96-%D0%B2%D1%80#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/348-97-%D0%BF#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/3356-12#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/5207-17#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/3356-12#Text
https://dbn.co.ua/load/normativy/dbn/b_2_2_12/1-1-0-1802
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The Labour Code115 stipulates that enterprises, within their powers and at their own expense, may establish 
additional labour and social benefits for employees to those contained in the law. Such a rule is not 
mandatory and may be part of a Collective Agreement and/or Individual Employment Contract. 

The Law on Professional Development of Employers 116  defines the legal, organizational and financial 
principles of the functioning of the system of professional development of employees. Professional training 
is provided to employees by employers according to the needs of their own business. The employer may 
establish a separate unit for skills training of employees. Professional training117 of employees should be 
continuous and carried out in such a way as to gradually expand and deepen knowledge, skills and abilities. 
The Labour Code establishes guarantees of job and salary retention during professional development training. 
In addition, the salary for qualified employees should be higher. The Collective Agreement may also contain 
provisions for professional development. 

In Ukraine, avoidance of discrimination is established at the level of the Law On the Principles of Prevention 
and Counteracting Discrimination 118 , which stipulates responsibility and restriction on the recognition, 
exercise or enjoyment of rights and freedoms in any form on the grounds of race, skin colour, political, 
religious and other beliefs, sex, age, disability, ethnic or social origin, nationality, marital and property status, 
place of residence, linguistic or other grounds.  

According to the Law on Ensuring Equal Rights and Opportunities for Women and Men119, the employer is 
obliged to create equal remuneration and working conditions and safety, to ensure the ability to combine 
work with family responsibilities and to take measures to prevent and protect against cases of harassment 
and violence on the grounds of sex. Sectoral (intersectoral) and territorial agreements, as well as collective 
agreements, must include provisions that ensure equal rights and opportunities for women and men. 

Collective agreements (contracts) should provide for the assignment of responsibilities of the Commissioner 
for Gender Issues – the advisor to the head of the enterprise, hiring of staff concerning a person of the sex 
against which there is an imbalance and the elimination of inequality in the remuneration of women and 
men. 

 

Local community dialogue and outreach 

The National Concept for Socially Responsible Business120 121 is currently being implemented. It is mostly 
intended for popularization among companies, with a view to including measures of corporate social 
responsibility in business strategies and their monitoring.  

In line with the Action Plan for implementing the National Concept for Socially Responsible Business, national 
authorities are to prepare recommendations for businesses on implementing ISO 26000:2010 Guidance on 
social responsibility, and ISO 14001 Environmental Management System, to provide an awareness campaign. 

In Ukraine, 83 percent of companies follow the activity of social responsibility and 52 percent have corporate 
strategies to this effect 122. The activity is carried out voluntarily. 

 

 

115 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/322-08#Text  
116 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/4312-17#Text  
117 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/z0315-01#Text  
118 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/5207-17?lang=en#Text  
119 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2866-15?lang=en  
120 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/66-2020-%D1%80#Text  
121 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/853-2020-%D1%80#Text  
122 https://csr-ukraine.org/  

https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/322-08#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/4312-17#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/z0315-01#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/5207-17?lang=en#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2866-15?lang=en
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/66-2020-%D1%80#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/853-2020-%D1%80#Text
https://csr-ukraine.org/
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Improving national legal/regulatory basis 
concerning social recommendations of International 

Frameworks for EIPs developed by UNIDO, GIZ and 
World Bank 

Promote at national level socially responsible 
business practices and standards in the form of an 

informational campaign 

Raising awareness and capacity-building 

Dialogue initiated by regional/local bodies with 
business while achieving social development 

targets, including. job creation needs in 
professions and education 

 
Diagram 6. Rating of measures to support the social performance of EIPs in Ukraine 

Source: Interviews with stakeholders 
 

Within the interviews conducted, respondents suggested that the priority in terms of measures to support 
the introduction of social performance of EIPs in Ukraine was the improvement of the national 
legal/regulatory basis concerning the social recommendations of the international frameworks for EIPs and 
awareness-raising and capacity-building on the social aspects of making business (see Diagram 6 above). 

 

In conclusion, social requirements are not established specifically for IPs to incentivize the EIP model. 
At the same time, mechanisms of general legislation in Ukraine, which are highly detailed and are being 
developed to reflect European Union legislation, may be used for their performance. It should be noted 
that the instrument of Collective Agreements, which is legalized in Ukraine, can form the basis for the 
introduction of EIP principles. This may rely on developing relevant recommendations for EIPs in 
Ukraine regarding EIP social recommendations as well as requirements for EIPs that can be aligned 
by the IP Law amendments and relevant sub-laws. 

Meanwhile, the issue of providing related social infrastructure in IPs can be solved by implementing 
an integrated approach to planning the development of areas that include those in which IPs are 
located. While special requirements for social infrastructure are not established for IPs, mechanisms 
of general legislation may be used for their performance (e.g. Collective Agreements).  

Special requirements for local community dialogue and outreach are not incentivized by direct 
instruments. However, the relevant raising-awareness activities, e.g. guidance for EIPs, which are to 
be expected from the national authorities, can be an instrument for incentivizing their implementation. 
In this regard, it is important to motivate businesses to implement principles of social responsibility 
against formalized requirements and their execution. 

Proposals and assumptions 
Non-financial incentives 

1) In order to incentivize the social performance of EIPs in Ukraine, the national legal and regulatory basis 
should be improved through mandatory environmental requirements for EIPs (it is proposed that 
amendments to the IP Law and other laws of Ukraine (see proposals in Sections 4.2, 4.3, 4.4), such as the Tax 
Code and the Customs Code, be developed as a package. In particular, these include:  
 

» the criteria for social performance in EIPs; 

» the obligatory provisions for the Concept of EIP creation within the IP Law, in consideration 
of recommendations from the international frameworks for EIPs developed by UNIDO, GIZ and 
the World Bank. These should include, as a minimum, the provision of housing, socio-cultural 
and sports facilities for employees, facilities for equal opportunities, implementation of the 
standard of social responsibility of business; local community dialogue and outreach. 
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2) In order to incentivize social performance in EIPs, mechanisms of general legislation may be used, such 
as Collective Agreements. To intensify use of this instrument, the relevant recommendations and guidance 
for Collective Agreements in EIPs can be issued. 

 

Financial incentives 

With the support of Mineconomy and the Ministry for Communities and Territorial Development of Ukraine, 
an extension of the instrument of the SRDF for financing the development of social infrastructure in EIPs 
should be provided, including provisions on developing social infrastructure in EIPs within the State Strategy 
of Regional Development and the provisions of the SRDF with preferential selection criteria for financing of 
EIP infrastructure development. 

In addition, given that most IPs in the country have been initiated by local authorities, it is important to 
provide them with recommendations to include measures for support arranging social infrastructure in 
EIPs, with funding from local budgets. 
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4.4. Economic performance 

 

Financial incentives 

In Ukraine, the Law on Investment Activity123 sets basic legal, economic and social conditions for carrying out 
investment activity in the country. Investment is defined as any type of property or intellectual value that 
contributes to objects of entrepreneurial or other kinds of activity that result in profit (income) or achieve 
specific social and environmental effects. The investment activity can be carried out by individuals, state, 
municipal and private companies, government and local authorities, as well as investments can be carried 
out in form of government support for the implementation of investment projects, foreign investment 
carried out by foreign states, legal entities, and foreign countries individuals, and co-investing carried out by 
the legal entities and individuals of Ukraine, legal entities and foreign countries individuals. 

Article 3 defines the peculiarities of activity in innovations as an investment activity. 

Article 12 stipulates the following forms of state regulation of investment activity: 

» regulation of state investments, regulation of conditions of carrying out investment activity and 
control over carrying out investment activity by all investors and persons engaged in said investment 
activity. 

 
Regulation of conditions for carrying out investment activity is exercised in the following ways: 

» providing financial assistance in the form of grants, subsidies, subventions, loans from the budget 
granted for the development of some regions, industries or productions; 

» state norms and standards; 
» anti-monopoly measures; 
» privatization of state property; 
» determination of conditions for the use of land, water and other natural resources; 
» pricing policy; 
» carrying out state expertise in investment programmes and construction projects. 

The Law protects investments and state guarantees for the stability of conditions for carrying out investment 
activity, rights and legal interests of subjects of entrepreneurial activity. 

Article 19 of the Law stipulates that investments cannot be nationalized or put in to requisition (used) without 
payment, nor can measures be taken with a similar effect (result) without payment. Such measures may be 
implemented only based on legislative acts of Ukraine, with payment for all damages caused as a result of a 
termination of investment activity. 

 
State Assistance to Businesses. The Law of Ukraine on State Assistance to Businesses124  regulates the 
formation and implementation of state support programmes in accordance with the admissibility criteria 
established by the Government of Ukraine.  
These programmes will see a specific list of forms and amount of state support from the local budget offered 
during the specified period to the economic entities that will implement investment projects in line with the 
long-term priorities of community development.  
According to Mineconomy, by 2022, no state support programme funded from local budgets has been formed 
and agreed with the Anti-Monopoly Committee for support of IPs. 

 

123 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/en/1560-12?lang=uk#Text  
124 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1555-18#Text  

https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/en/1560-12?lang=uk#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1555-18#Text
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Customs privileges for IPs were determined in 2012. Article 287 of the Customs Code125 stipulates that 
imports of IP equipment and materials that are not produced in Ukraine are exempt from customs duties. 
Lists of such goods must be approved for concrete IPs, in accordance with the procedure established by the 
Government for applying this customs privilege. The imported goods are to be used within IPs and the 
released funds are used by the business entities: 

» for arrangement, including energy-saving technologies; 
» for the introduction of innovative technologies related to economic activity; 
» for the increase of production and decrease in costs; 
» for research activities; 
» for repayment of loans for the arrangement of IPs. 

 

Tax and customs benefits for IPs were adopted on 21 June 2022. The Parliament of Ukraine passed two 
laws126 which have been signed by the President and are now effective: 

» the Law of Ukraine “On Amendments to the Tax Code of Ukraine Regarding the Establishment of 
Favourable Conditions for IPs in Ukraine” 127; 

» the Law of Ukraine “On Amendments to the Customs Code of Ukraine to Create Favourable 
Conditions for Attracting Large-Scale Investments to Industrial Production” 128.  

The Tax Code amendments introduce incentives to the taxation of IP tenants. These tax incentives are as 
follows: 

» IP tenants are exempt from income tax for ten years provided that the IP tenant is doing business 
only within the IP area and pays no dividends in favour of its shareholders; 

» local authorities may provide tax incentives for real estate tax and land rent fees; 
» IP tenants are released from the value-added tax and import duties on specified types of equipment. 

The above tax benefits shall apply only to IP tenants in the following sectors (sectors determined considering 
the customs codes of equipment): 

» production of food, non-alcoholic beverages, mineral water and other bottled water; 
» manufacturing of textiles, clothing and leather products; 
» paper and paper product manufacturing, pharmaceutical products, rubber and plastic products, 

chemicals and chemical products, non-metallic mineral products and furniture and plaiting materials; 
» metallurgical production, machinery and equipment; 
» production of computers, electronics, optical goods and transport vehicles; and 
» waste management. 

The requirement for this special tax regime is to reinvest costs saved on income tax into the industrial 
facilities of the IP during the following year of exemption. If the IP tenant fails to comply with this requirement, 
no further income tax exemption will be granted to the tenant. 

 

125 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/4495-17#Text  
126 Draft Laws #5688: http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/zweb2/webproc4_1?pf3511=72318 and #5689: 
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/zweb2/webproc4_1?pf3511=72319 were initiated by the Member of Parliament Mr Dmytro Natalukha, the Chairman 
of the Parliament Committee on Economic Development and other Members of Parliament, with the support of the Ministry of Regional 
Development. Draft laws intend to provide tax and customs benefits for participants in IPs. These draft laws are part of the package with the 
adopted Law on Amendments to the Law of Ukraine ‘On Industrial Parks’ on 7 September 2021 (see Section 2). The draft Laws were adopted by the 
Parliament in the first reading as a basis and, with the second reading in Parliament currently awaited. 
127 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2330-IX#Text  
128 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2331-IX#Text  

https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/4495-17#Text
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/zweb2/webproc4_1?pf3511=72318
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/zweb2/webproc4_1?pf3511=72319
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2330-IX#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2331-IX#Text
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The Customs Code amendments provide for the exemption from payment of customs duties for importing 
certain equipment, including industrial machinery, vehicles, agricultural and food production equipment, etc. 
If the IP tenant loses its status before the expiration of the five-year term after the importation of the 
equipment into Ukraine, it will be required to pay customs duties that would otherwise be applicable. 

 

Customs incentives for export-oriented processing of foreign goods (raw materials). It is possible to carry 
out export-oriented processing of foreign goods (raw materials) in the customs regime of processing in the 
customs territory. Full VAT exemption is applied to operations of the import of goods to the customs territory 
of Ukraine if such goods fall under processing in the customs territory (Chapter 23 of the Customs Code of 
Ukraine, Article 206.12 of the Tax Code of Ukraine). It is required that processing in the customs territory is 
completed by re-exporting the processed products (Article 160 of the Customs Code of Ukraine).. 

 

At the same time, this mechanism of customs privileges for IPs was not applied in practice, as, following the 
Customs Code of Ukraine, business entities can receive the following privileges: 

» at preferential rates of customs duty (up to 0 percent), import of goods originating from member 
countries of the World Trade Organization or from countries with which Ukraine has concluded 
bilateral or regional agreements on the most favoured nations (free trade areas with the 
European Union, Canada, Israel; on 1 January 2016 the temporary application of Chapter IV of the 
European Union – Ukraine Association Agreement came into force for a deep and comprehensive 
free trade area); 

» import goods without custom duty for investment based on agreements (contracts) or as a 
contribution of a foreign investor to the authorized capital of an enterprise with foreign investment 
(paragraph 2 of Article 287 of the Customs Code of Ukraine). 

 

State support for IPs may be provided at the expense of state and local budgets and from other sources not 
prohibited by law (see also Section 4.1). Mineconomy, local state administrations and executive bodies of 
the relevant local councils can submit proposals to the State Budget of Ukraine and draft decisions of the 
relevant local budgets for financial support to IPs. In addition, loans targeting financing on a non-repayable 
basis for equipping IPs can be provided to IP management companies and IP initiators at the expense of the 
state budget. However, such norms are more a recommendation than mandatory in character, mostly on 
account of the lack of state budget funds. In practice, local budgets mainly finance the preparation of design 
documentation, land allocation, infrastructure and other measures necessary for the creation and operation 
of IPs. 

 

Local taxes and fees benefits. In line with the Tax Code of Ukraine, local municipalities are authorized to set 
the rates and benefits from payment of local taxes and fees, including the tax on non-movable property other 
than land, land fees and land leases.  

The relevant local councils and executive authorities may provide the following support for IP management 
and participating companies: 

» exemption from the real estate tax on residential and/or non-residential real estate and land tax, 
which is to be established by the decision of local authorities (subparagraph 266.4.2 of Article 266 
and paragraph 284.1 of Article 284 of the Tax Code of Ukraine); 

» set the minimum rent for the lease of land of state or communal ownership by decision of the 
relevant local authorities (the annual amount of payment may not be less than the amount of land 
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tax established for the relevant category of land on the relevant territory; paragraph 288.5 of Article 
288 of the Tax Code of Ukraine). 

 

State support for SMEs. The Strategy for the development of SMEs in Ukraine until 2020 and the Action Plan 
for its implementation 129,130 identifies six strategic areas that promote the development of entrepreneurship 
by creating favourable conditions for opening, running and growing SMEs, consolidating the efforts of all 
stakeholders, which will ensure socio-economic development in the country and improve living standards: 

» creating a favourable environment for SME development; 
» improving access to finance; 
» simplification of tax administration; 
» popularization of entrepreneurial culture, development of training in entrepreneurial skills, including 

promotion of social responsibility, intensification of cooperation with schools for vocational training 
and vocational reorientation following the needs of the labour market; 

» promotion of export/internationalization; 
» strengthening the competitiveness and innovation potential of SMEs (including greening of 

production). 
 
The SME State Programme “Affordable Loans 5-7-9%” was launched to fulfil the tasks of the Strategy. The 
programme is implemented through a system of banks.  

According to the Government decision of 18 March 2022, the following conditions were established: 
» the loan can be obtained by any Ukrainian company (where the final beneficiaries with a share of 

more than 50 percent are Ukrainians); 

» business during martial law and a month after its completion will be able to access a loan at 0 percent. 
» after the end of martial law, the credit rate will be 5 percent 
» maximum loan up to UAH 60 million (EUR 1.62 million as per the NBU rate as of 29 July 2022). 
» the term of the loan will depend on the purpose of the funds – the loan for the implementation of 

the investment project and the refinancing of the debt is provided for a maximum of five years, or 
three years to finance working capital.  

The Government has also expanded the list of instruments that will allow banks to provide loans under the 
“5-7-9%” programme in case of a lack of collateral.  

The Export Credit Agency (ECA, see Section 4.4) will be able to ensure the loans of exporting entrepreneurs, 
which will greatly simplify their access to cheap financing. 

Under the conditions of martial law, one of the priorities in Ukraine remains state support 
for entrepreneurship, which is due in part to the “5-7-9%” programme. Thus, in March, in order to support 
sowing by agricultural producers, and to intensify business activities, the Government introduced a number 
of changes to the programme, including the ability to obtain soft loans at 0 percent per annum with a 
government guarantee at the level of 80 percent. 

As of 25 July 2022131, 45 800 loans totalling UAH 131.5 billion (up to EUR 3.55 billion as per the NBU rate as 
of 25 July 2022) have been received since the start of the Programme. 
The loans are mostly used for refinancing previously received loans (up to 45 percent of loans), with up to 
10.5 percent of loans issued for anti-war purposes and up to 8 percent for investment purposes. Agricultural 
companies received 14 percent of loans to support their activities. Enterprises operating in the field of 

 

129 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/504-2017-%D1%80#n8  
130 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/292-2018-%D1%80#Text  
131 https://me.gov.ua/News/Detail?lang=uk-UA&id=c56324be-b953-4381-9ec2-f2efc4d66176&title=BiznesOtrimavDostupnikhKreditivNa131-5-
MlrdGrn  

https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/504-2017-%D1%80#n8
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/292-2018-%D1%80#Text
https://me.gov.ua/News/Detail?lang=uk-UA&id=c56324be-b953-4381-9ec2-f2efc4d66176&title=BiznesOtrimavDostupnikhKreditivNa131-5-MlrdGrn
https://me.gov.ua/News/Detail?lang=uk-UA&id=c56324be-b953-4381-9ec2-f2efc4d66176&title=BiznesOtrimavDostupnikhKreditivNa131-5-MlrdGrn
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agriculture (52 percent), trade and production (23 percent) and industrial processing (14 percent) are most 
often credited under the programme. Among the regions, Lviv, Kharkiv, Dnipropetrovsk, Odesa and Kyiv 
oblasts, as well as the city of Kyiv, are the leaders in terms of the number of credit agreements concluded. 

 

“Investment nannies”. The Government adopted all by-laws for the implementation of the Law on 
"investment nannies" 132 133. The main ministry in this sphere is Mineconomy.  

The Law provides support for projects with investments of over EUR 20 million. An investment project with 
significant investment includes, in particular, waste management activity, which can have a positive impact 
on the development of EIPs. Among the mandatory requirements for projects are at least 80 working 
positions with a salary that higher than the average in the region by a factor of 15 percent. Business support 
will be provided in a number of areas, including exemption from certain taxes and fees as per the Tax Code 
of Ukraine and exemption from import duty on new equipment and components imported exclusively for 
the implementation of the investment project. It is also possible to provide the investor with the pre-emptive 
right to use a land plot of state or communal property or to provide such a plot for use (lease).  

Thus, UkraineInvest134 , which was authorized to support such projects, says that its office has already 
received 23 applications for investment projects worth USD 1.35 billion. Half of the applications came from 
Ukraine, while foreign investors include businesses from Turkey, Lithuania, Mexico, Switzerland and Georgia.  

There are tax and customs incentives for the realization of investment projects with significant investments. 
These are outlined below: 

» until 1 January 2035, transactions on import of equipment and related components, which are imported 
for as part of an project with significant investments to implement a special investment agreement, are 
exempt from VAT; 

» until 1 January 2035, the enterprise acting as the investor with significant investment is exempt from 
corporate income tax for five years, provided that such profit is received as a result of the 
implementation of such a special investment agreement; 

» until 1 January 2035, local governments can set preferential land tax rates and rent for state and 
communal lands and are exempt from paying land tax. 

The realization of the Law may positively affect investment attraction during the launch of EIPs.  

 

EU4Business135 is a European Union initiative serving SMEs as the beneficiaries of European Union support 
in the Eastern Partnership countries – Ukraine, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia and Moldova.  

The “EU4Business: SME Competitiveness and Internationalisation” programme136 will support around 300 
micro- and small enterprises among those to have suffered the most as a result of the armed conflict in 
Ukraine. The microgrants, which are each worth the UAH equivalent of EUR 4 000, are administered via the 
Diia platform137. Enterprises registered in Chernihiv, Sumy, Kharkiv, Kherson, Mykolaiv, Zaporizhzhia, Donetsk, 
Luhansk and Kyiv regions are eligible to apply. They must be registered in accordance with the current 
legislation of Ukraine as of 31 December 2021 at the latest. The eligibility criteria cover the enterprises that 
continue business operations and those who need to fully restart their activities following relocation.  

 

132 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1116-20#Text  
133 https://me.gov.ua/News/Detail?lang=uk-UA&id=dd8a715b-4717-4f00-8ef4-9f4b74ec2d98&title=UriadNadavzeleneSvitloZakonoproektuProinvestnian-IrinaNovikova 
134 https://ukraineinvest.gov.ua/analytics-research-2/explanatory-guide/  
135 https://eu4business.eu/  
136https://eu4business.eu/news/eu4business-mindigital-mineconomy-entrepreneurship-and-export-promotion-office-of-ukraine-with-and/  
137 https://diia.gov.ua/services/otrimannya-minigrantu-vid-eu4business  

https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1116-20#Text
https://me.gov.ua/News/Detail?lang=uk-UA&id=dd8a715b-4717-4f00-8ef4-9f4b74ec2d98&title=UriadNadavzeleneSvitloZakonoproektuProinvestnian-IrinaNovikova
https://ukraineinvest.gov.ua/analytics-research-2/explanatory-guide/
https://eu4business.eu/
https://eu4business.eu/news/eu4business-mindigital-mineconomy-entrepreneurship-and-export-promotion-office-of-ukraine-with-and/
https://diia.gov.ua/services/otrimannya-minigrantu-vid-eu4business
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Priority in the assessment of grant applications will be given to companies engaged in the production of 
essential goods and services needed by citizens of Ukraine and by the Ukrainian armed forces. The grants 
evaluation commission will consist of independent business experts, who will select the most relevant 
applications and perform interviews with the shortlisted companies.  

The European Union supports SMEs138 through concessionary loans via national banks, microfinancing for 
household businesses, small grants, training of staff at national banks to better serve SMEs and training of 
SMEs in financial literacy. In particular, the European Union provides special loans under its EU4Business 
initiative through local partner banks in Ukraine.  

 
There is also the possibility of taking a loan under government guarantees139, which cover up to 70 percent 
of loan obligations. This should be considered primarily by those businesses that are unable to take a loan 
due to a lack of collateral (including in cases of temporary impossibility to pledge equipment or machinery 
that is imported) or credit history. The programme is implemented by the Ministry of Finance of Ukraine and 
the agent of the programme – the State Export-Import Bank of Ukraine (Ukreximbank) – through a network 
of partner banks. This mechanism can be applied by MSMEs with an annual operating income of no more 
than the equivalent of EUR 50 million, including related counterparties, and a number of employees not 
exceeding 250. 

The state guarantee provides up to 70 percent of liabilities for a single loan. 

Loan requirements: 
» loan/credit line in UAH up to 10 years, up to UAH 100 million (up to EUR 2.7 million as per the NBU 

rate as of 29 July 2022); 
» goals: investment, refinancing, working capital; 
» commissions up to 1 percent per annum; 
» collateral – credit coverage by the main types of property and other collateral; 
» not guaranteed by other government support programmes or microfinance institutions; 
» can be combined with the “5-7-9%” programme if the compensation rate is not more than the rate 

on the loan. 

 

Insurance of foreign economic agreements (contracts)140. The ECA141, a governmental institution, provides 
the insurance of property interests of the Ukrainian exporter related to financial losses in case of full or partial 
non-fulfilment of financial obligations by a foreign buyer under a foreign economic agreement (contract). 
The service is designed for those who sell goods, perform work or provide services on the terms of deferred 
(instalment) payment. To receive such government support, the relevant application is to be submitted to 
the ECA. 

As of 25 July 2022, the ECA insured 10 unsecured loans to fulfil agreements for the supply of Ukrainian goods 
to international markets for a total amount of almost UAH 70 million (up to EUR 1.89 million as per the NBU 
rate as of 29 July 2022). 

 

 

138 https://eu4business.org.ua/en/access-to-finance/  
139 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/723-2021-%D0%BF#Text  
140 https://www.eca.gov.ua/pro-eka/produkti/#.YpXbue5RXIU  
141 https://www.eca.gov.ua/  

https://eu4business.org.ua/en/access-to-finance/
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/723-2021-%D0%BF#Text
https://www.eca.gov.ua/pro-eka/produkti/#.YpXbue5RXIU
https://www.eca.gov.ua/
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Incentive instruments regarding income tax. For the period from January 1, 2020 to December 31, 2030, 
income tax payers (companies) have the right calculating depreciation for fixed assets: 

» for the fourth group (machines and equipment, whose depreciation term reached five years) and the 
fifth group (transport and vehicles), use the minimum admissible depreciation period, which is two 
years; 

» for the third group (transmission devices) and the ninth group (other fixed assets whose depreciation 
term reached twelve years), use the minimum admissible depreciation period, which is equal to five 
years. 

Thus, corporate income tax payers have the right to apply accelerated depreciation of fixed assets; 
depreciation being a calculated expense leads to a decrease in earnings (in accounting), and therefore in 
decrease the amount of income tax for companies. 

  

Also, in accordance with the provisions of the laws of Ukraine from 17 December 2020 № 1116-IX “On state 
support of investment projects with significant investments in Ukraine” and from 2 March 2021 № 1293-IX 
“On amendments to the Tax Code of Ukraine” on the peculiarities of taxation of economic entities, which 
implement investment projects with significant investments in Ukraine, state support is provided for relevant 
projects, in particular in the form of income tax exemption. 

The grant programme of the Ukrainian Startup Fund (USF) 142 was created to provide financial support to 
Ukrainian start-ups in the form of grants. USF provides funding to Ukrainian start-ups in the pre-seed and 
seed stages of USD 25 000 and 50 000, respectively, without equity participation143. 

The start-up has the opportunity to receive up to USD 75 000 for development and current activities, as well 
as up to USD 10 000 for the acceleration programme in international and Ukrainian accelerators. 

Governmental Grant Programme for processing industries. In July 2022, the Government launched a grant 
programme for entrepreneurs wishing to create or develop their business in the processing industry144. The 
state provides up to UAH 8 million (up to EUR 216 000 as per the NBU rate as of 29 July 2022) in non-
refundable aid for the implementation of production projects. The grant programme is aimed at individual 
entrepreneurs or legal entities that are located outside of temporarily occupied territories and those 
beneficiaries with Ukrainian citizenship. The first thousand applicants shall receive a grant totalling 
70 percent of the project cost, while for subsequent participants the state provides funding of up to 
50 percent of the project cost. Participants can also attract additional credit funds – up to UAH 16 million 
(EUR 432 000 as per the NBU rate as of 29 July 2022) under the “Affordable loans 5-7-9” programme at 
0 percent for five years. 

According to the terms of the programme, participants are required to pay taxes, fees and VAT and to create 
at least 25 jobs within three years of the date of receiving the grant.  

 

 

142 https://usf.com.ua/  
143 https://usf.com.ua/grant-usf/  
144 https://me.gov.ua/News/Detail?lang=uk-UA&id=5ca6af36-01cc-464b-983b-
acc7157c7e9d&title=YAkOtrimatiGrantNaRozvitokPererobnogoPidprimstva-  

https://usf.com.ua/
https://usf.com.ua/grant-usf/
https://me.gov.ua/News/Detail?lang=uk-UA&id=5ca6af36-01cc-464b-983b-acc7157c7e9d&title=YAkOtrimatiGrantNaRozvitokPererobnogoPidprimstva-
https://me.gov.ua/News/Detail?lang=uk-UA&id=5ca6af36-01cc-464b-983b-acc7157c7e9d&title=YAkOtrimatiGrantNaRozvitokPererobnogoPidprimstva-
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Non-financial incentives 

Support for relocation of the business 145 . The Government of Ukraine, together with Mineconomy, 
implements a programme to relocate Ukrainian companies that are in an area of active hostilities. Businesses 
can obtain help in moving their equipment to safe areas, finding production facilities and relocating workers. 

As of 26 July 2022, as part of the programme, 692 Ukrainian companies146 have already moved their facilities 
from areas where hostilities continue. More than half (477) resumed their activities in safe areas. In addition, 
192 companies are preparing to relocate soon and are at various stages of transportation. 

Mineconomy received 1 763 applications from businesses wishing to participate in the relocation 
programme. Programme participants are provided with support in finding premises and processing logistics. 
Enterprises are transported by Ukrzaliznytsia and Ukrposhta, while companies that move to one of the 
designated regions independently can expect compensation. 

Meanwhile, the programme for the relocation of enterprises does not function for those who need to 
evacuate their business by automobile vehicles147. As the programme envisages only post-payment, the 
logistics companies, who work only by pre-payment, do not provide services for relocating from areas of 
intense fighting. In practice, therefore, companies are relocating their facilities at their own expense. The 
relevant changes to the governmental programme would therefore be appropriate. 

 

Localization criteria within public purchasing. The Law on Amendments to the Law on Public Procurement148 
comes into force on 14 July 2022 and establishes mandatory requirements for the localization of production 
for stimulating the development of domestic industry and entrepreneurship. 

The mentioned requirements shall refer to procurement in an amount equal to or exceeding UAH 200 000 
(up to EUR 5 400 as per the NBU rate as of 29 July 2022). The localization of production is equal to or exceeds 
10 percent in 2022, with a gradual increase to 40 percent in 2028. 

Peculiarities of procurement are applied to certain groups of machinery (generators, transformers, 
capacitors, public transport, tank trucks, dump trucks, vans, drilling rigs, fire trucks, sweepers, watering 
machines, garbage trucks, trailers, locomotives and wagons, helicopters, airplanes, space and other aircraft 
with engines, turbines and motors, pumps, mining and construction equipment, compressors, combines, 
excavators). 

 

Public-Private Partnership (PPP) 149 is legally established and intends to ensure the interaction of the state 
with private partners on a long-term contractual basis to attract investment for the economy of Ukraine, with 
a view to modernizing industrial and social infrastructure and improving the quality of goods, works and 
services. 

PPP is a cooperation between the state, territorial communities, local self-government (state partners) and 
legal entities, except for state and municipal enterprises or individual entrepreneurs (private partners), 
carried out on a contractual basis. 

 

145https://www.me.gov.ua/News/Detail?lang=uk-UA&id=e4f18282-77af-4fdf-8134-ce4403d711f0&title=ProgramaRelokatsiiPidprimstv-
SchoPotribnoZnatiBiznesu  
146 https://me.gov.ua/News/Detail?lang=uk-UA&id=174e4a40-636f-4a32-8f12-0efd1bf30847&title=VRamkakhProgramiRelokatsiiVzhe477-
PidprimstvVidnoviliRobotuNaBezpechnikhTeritoriiakh   
147 According to the information of representatives of business during the third meeting of the Advisory Board of the GEIPP Ukraine Project, 21 April 
2022 
148 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1977-IX?lang=en#Text  
149 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2404-17#Text  

https://www.me.gov.ua/News/Detail?lang=uk-UA&id=e4f18282-77af-4fdf-8134-ce4403d711f0&title=ProgramaRelokatsiiPidprimstv-SchoPotribnoZnatiBiznesu
https://www.me.gov.ua/News/Detail?lang=uk-UA&id=e4f18282-77af-4fdf-8134-ce4403d711f0&title=ProgramaRelokatsiiPidprimstv-SchoPotribnoZnatiBiznesu
https://me.gov.ua/News/Detail?lang=uk-UA&id=d105eb30-9405-476c-90d8-822e8eec8199&title=Ponad500-UkrainskikhPidprimstvPeremischenoVRamkakhProgramiRelokatsii
https://me.gov.ua/News/Detail?lang=uk-UA&id=d105eb30-9405-476c-90d8-822e8eec8199&title=Ponad500-UkrainskikhPidprimstvPeremischenoVRamkakhProgramiRelokatsii
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1977-IX?lang=en#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2404-17#Text
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Spheres of PPP in Ukraine relevant to EIP policy include:  

» construction and/or operation of motorways, roads, railways, runways at airfields, bridges, overpasses, 
tunnels and subways, sea and river ports and their infrastructure;  

» mechanical engineering;  
» collection, purification and distribution of water ensuring the functioning of irrigation and drainage 

systems;  
» waste management, except for collection and transportation;  
» production, distribution and supply of electricity;  
» production and implementation of energy-saving technologies;  
» other areas of activity that involve the provision of socially significant services.  

 

The objects of PPP are as follows:  

» existing facilities that are under state or communal ownership;  
» created, newly built facilities within the framework of PPP. 

The following agreements can be concluded within a PPP: concession agreements, cooperation agreements, 
production-sharing agreements; other agreements. 

In case a land plot must be used within the scope of a state-private partnership, the state partner provides 
the private partner with the possibility to use such a land plot during a term determined by the agreement 
concluded as part of the partnership. 

PPPs can be financed from the following sources: 
» financial resources of the private partner; 
» financial resources borrowed according to the established procedure; 
» funds of the state and local budgets; other sources not prohibited by the legislation. 

The Government or authorized authority decides to implement a PPP in respect of state property objects, 
holds the competition and approves the competition results to determine the choice of the private partner. 

The private partner agreed as part of a PPP is determined on a competitive basis. 

State support for PPPs can be provided by the following means: 
» provision of state guarantees and local self-government; 
» financing using the funds of the state or local budgets and other sources, according to national and 

local programmes. 

The state guarantees adherence to the working conditions for private partners as established by law, 
concerning the fulfilment of agreements concluded as part of the PPP, as well as adherence to the rights and 
legitimate interests of private partners. 

 
EU4Business COVID-19 Business Clinics for SMEs is an initiative of the programme “EU4Business: 
Competitiveness and internationalization of SMEs”. The programme aims to create better conditions for the 
development of Ukrainian SMEs, and to support innovation and export promotion, resulting in sustainable 
and equitable economic growth. The programme offers 100 COVID-19 vouchers for business consultations. 
The programme functions until 30 June 2022. The total budget of the grant programmes is EUR 1 500 000150. 

 

Support SMEs by USAID. The United States Agency for International Development (USAID) Economic 
Resilience Activity (USAID ERA) implemented by DAI Global LLC is issuing an expression of interest to identify 

 

150 https://www.giz.de/en/worldwide/95130.html  

https://www.giz.de/en/worldwide/95130.html
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MSMEs and private entrepreneurs in key economic growth sectors and submit their interest in the selection 
of consulting projects for the development of businesses (2020-2021) 151 152. The activity supports businesses 
to expand markets and adapt to the new market conditions created by the armed conflict and the economic 
downturn caused by the COVID-19 outbreak. 

The activity supports businesses operating in key economic growth sectors, including manufacturing and 
engineering, fruit and vegetable production, beekeeping and honey production, IT, biofuel production 
(alternative energy and biofuel), meat and milk production and processing. 

The business consulting services offered through USAID ERA will assist businesses to improve their 
performance in the following economic impact indicators: 

 
» sales; 
» number of individuals with new or better employment; 
» investments made by MSMEs; 
» number of beneficiaries utilizing new practices, techniques or business management skills. 

 
The activity matches selected MSMEs with business experts that can provide technical assistance in one or 
more of the above areas. Experts can be hired and paid for by the Activity, however cash cannot be provided 
to MSMEs. The Activity considers MSMEs to be any for-profit entity that employs between one and 250 
employees or has net annual revenue of up to EUR 40 million. Private entrepreneurs are encouraged to apply.  
 
National institutional support to promote investment 
 
The Investment Promotion Office (UkraineInvest)153 is a government agency created in 2016 to attract 
foreign direct investment and to assist existing investors in expanding their businesses in Ukraine. From its 
inception as a consultative body reporting to the Prime Minister of Ukraine, UkraineInvest has been 
transformed into a fully-fledged government institution committed to providing investors with “one-stop 
support”, consisting of reliable, up-to-date information and advice on doing business in Ukraine, as well as 
identifying optimal investment opportunities, guiding investors through government agencies at all levels 
and helping to resolve any systemic issues that investors may face. As a result, UkraineInvest has succeeded 
in helping to unlock almost USD 4 billion in foreign direct investment. 

In February 2021, UkraineInvest was authorized by the Government to become an institution responsible for 
supporting investment projects with significant investments according to the Law.  

 

The Entrepreneurship and Export Promotion Office154 is the state institution whose purpose is to promote 
the development and support of SMEs and to support and promote the export of goods, works and services 
of Ukrainian producers, following the programme documents of the Government of Ukraine and other state 
planning documents. 

The institution provides the following: 
» Entrepreneurs are given free access to quality systematic training in entrepreneurship, financing at every 

stage of the company’s development, consulting services and support programmes at the local and 
regional levels, the ability to influence government and the political decision-making process through 

 

151 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ef2XASDy4-if4uYP5CbNw0IuLTPO_2od/view  
152 http://bit.ly/concwuk  
153 https://ukraineinvest.gov.ua/  
154 https://business.diia.gov.ua/en/eepo  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ef2XASDy4-if4uYP5CbNw0IuLTPO_2od/view
http://bit.ly/concwuk
https://ukraineinvest.gov.ua/
https://business.diia.gov.ua/en/eepo
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the effective platform for public-private dialogue and an increase in the competitiveness of Ukrainian 
business in international markets. 

» Useful information for entrepreneurs and exporters. 

In 2019, the Institution joined the European Trade Promotion Organisations (ETPO) Working Group of 
Information Professionals, which promotes the exchange and dissemination of information on best practices 
and experiences in the field of information and consulting services. 

In 2019, the Institution became the official member of the Enterprise Europe Network – Ukraine consortium, 
which brings together more than 60 000 companies from 17 areas in 65 countries, including 28 European 
Union countries. With the network, SMEs can find buyers and sellers of goods and services in international 
markets, as well as investors and partners for production cooperation, while they can attract technologies or 
implement their own in the international market. 

Since 2020, in order to support SMEs, government service support including 11 online services and six 
information platforms has been provided. The Institution, in partnership with the Government, Mineconomy 
and Diia.Business, with the support of GIZ and the Canadian-Ukrainian Trade and Investment Support Project, 
launched the Export Web Portal (https://imp.export.gov.ua/). 

 
ECA 155 is a special state institution whose aim is to make domestic goods more competitive and to increase 
the export of finished high-value-added products instead of raw material. ECA was established by the 
Government of Ukraine as a private joint-stock company. The agency focuses on supporting Ukrainian export-
oriented manufacturers of technological products (vessels, aircraft, wagons, devices, etc.) who work in 
foreign markets. The formation of ECA is a component of the Ukraine Export Strategy for 2017-2021, which 
is aimed at promoting sectors that would provide high added value to the country, with the potential to 
support the development of SMEs and those in high demand. As a result, the areas prioritized included 
support for information and communication technology, creative industries, tourism, aircraft maintenance 
and repair, aerospace and aircraft component manufacturing, engineering and food and food processing 
industries. In 2021, the Government reinforced ECA with an additional UAH 1.8 billion from the state budget 
(up to EUR 48.6 million as per the NBU rate as of 29 July 2022). This resulted in a total capitalization of ECA 
of UAH 2 billion (up to EUR 54 million as per the NBU rate as of 29 July 2022). ECA provides insurance for 
property interests of the Ukrainian exporter related to financial losses in case of full or partial non-fulfilment 
of financial obligations by a foreign buyer under a foreign trade contract (see references to financial 
instruments earlier in this section). The product is designed for those who sell goods, perform work or provide 
services on the terms of deferred (instalment) payment. The service is provided based on the regulations on 
the rules of insurance of foreign economic agreements (contracts) of the ECA. 

 
The State Organization Agency on Support Public-Private Partnership156 belongs to the management sphere 
of Mineconomy.  

The Agency's main function is to implement measures for the implementation in Ukraine of high-quality and 
investment-attractive projects in PPPs in a range of economic spheres: 

» providing advice on PPP issues; 
» training of the project team (the functional group) created by the initiator of the PPP project (central 

executive bodies, local governments and local executive bodies); 
» defining the idea that can be implemented through the PPP; 
» assistance in the preparation of necessary documentation (a concept note, feasibility study, etc.); 

 

155 www.eca.gov.ua  
156 https://pppagency.me.gov.ua/  

https://www.europe-tpo.com/our-tpos
https://www.europe-tpo.com/our-tpos
https://imp.export.gov.ua/
https://imp.export.gov.ua/
http://www.eca.gov.ua/
https://pppagency.me.gov.ua/
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» communicating with the market and promoting the search for investors; 
» efficiently structuring the project and developing the partnership contract; 
» assistance in the preparation of tender documentation; 
» advising during the tender procedure and in negotiations with the winner of the tender; 
» participation in PPP contract management processes. 

 
The State Finance Institution for Innovations157 is a state-owned institution, founded by the Government of 
Ukraine, with the purpose of creating favourable conditions for the development of business, innovation and 
financial and economic activities in the country.  

The Institution provides support for innovation projects at the stage of the pre-seed period or study period, 
including the following:  
 
» educational programmes for inventors;  
» laboratory research through the involvement of the leading universities in Ukraine;  
» preparation of advertising materials;  
» building a prototype.  

The Institution provides a competitive selection of innovative projects for funding following the relevant 
procedure158 (financing at the expense of the Institution, including funding from the state budget). 

 

The National Investment Fund of Ukraine159  160 is the state institution tasked with creating favourable 
conditions for the implementation of large-scale investment and socially significant projects, developing 
international economic cooperation and increasing the competitiveness of Ukraine. 

The main functions of the Fund are as follows: 
» attraction and concentration of financial resources for the implementation of investment projects; 
» financing and implementation of priority investment projects; 
» attracting investments, preparing investment and other projects; 
» formation of and participation in investment funds; 
» participation in joint activities; 
» participation in socially significant projects. 

At the time of writing, the Fund is in its establishment and is yet to begin its practical operations. 
 

Regional Development Agencies161 are non-profit institutions formed on the basis of a partnership between 
the private and public sectors, employers' organizations and their associations, based on this and other laws 
of Ukraine. City councils and state administrations may establish regional development agencies. 
Co-founders of regional development agencies may also be regional chambers of commerce and industry, 
associations, regional offices of all-Ukrainian associations of local governments, universities, research 
institutions or relevant public associations in the region. 

By the end of 2021, agencies were established in 21 regions. In 16 regions of Ukraine, the founders of the 
agencies are the regional councils and regional state administrations. Agencies were not established in Sumy, 

 

157 https://sfii.gov.ua/  
158 https://sfii.gov.ua/investment-projects/innovacii-ta-investicii/  
159 https://me.gov.ua/News/Detail?lang=uk-UA&id=1403a425-d6c3-4b7e-adcb-52a44d293037&title=UriadStvorivnatsionalniiFondInvestitsii  
160 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/987-2021-%D0%BF#Text  
161 https://www.minregion.gov.ua/napryamki-diyalnosti/derzhavna-rehional-na-polityka/institutsiyne-zabezpechennya-regionalnogo-
rozvitku/agentsiyi-regionalnogo-rozvitku/ 

https://sfii.gov.ua/
https://sfii.gov.ua/investment-projects/innovacii-ta-investicii/
https://me.gov.ua/News/Detail?lang=uk-UA&id=1403a425-d6c3-4b7e-adcb-52a44d293037&title=UriadStvorivnatsionalniiFondInvestitsii
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/987-2021-%D0%BF#Text
https://www.minregion.gov.ua/napryamki-diyalnosti/derzhavna-rehional-na-polityka/institutsiyne-zabezpechennya-regionalnogo-rozvitku/agentsiyi-regionalnogo-rozvitku/
https://www.minregion.gov.ua/napryamki-diyalnosti/derzhavna-rehional-na-polityka/institutsiyne-zabezpechennya-regionalnogo-rozvitku/agentsiyi-regionalnogo-rozvitku/
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Mykolaiv and Kharkiv regions. The agencies are involved in the implementation of regional development 
projects and provide expert, advisory and methodological assistance, including in attracting investment. 

 

The National digital platform Business Diia 162  helps entrepreneurs to create, develop and scale their 
businesses. The resource provides the following: 
» free consultations, news about opportunities for business development, grant and training 

programmes, webinars, events; 
» establishment of partnerships; 
» business ideas and guidance for different kinds of business; 
» map of business support infrastructure. 

 

 

Dissemination of information on EIP by 
national institutions to attract investors  

Direct state financial support for equipping 
the infrastructure of EIPs 

Tax incentives  
(e.g. related to income tax, VAT) 

Direct subsidies 
 to ‘green’ transformation projects  

Tax/customs incentives for EIP projects 
undertaking EIP transformation  

Attracting international technical assistance 
and international finance institutions  

 
Diagram 7. Rating of measures to improve the economic performance of EIPs in Ukraine 

Source: Interviews with stakeholders 
 
 
As part of the interviews conducted, respondents considered that the priorities in terms of measures to 
improve the economic performance of EIPs in Ukraine were to attract international technical assistance and 
international financial institutions with new specialized support for EIPs and projects and direct state 
financial support for equipping the infrastructure of EIPs, as well as direct subsidies to selected green 
transformation projects proposed by demonstration EIPs (see Diagram 7 above). 

 

Financial measures 

Sustainable and consistent dialogue 

Public hearings  

Encourage local SMEs  

Using mechanisms of the State Fund for Regional 
development  

 
Diagram 8. Rating of measures to enhance urban-industrial symbiosis in Ukraine 

Source: Interviews with stakeholders 
 
Among the measures to enhance urban-industrial symbiosis in Ukraine (see Diagram 8 above), respondents 
considered the priority to be the use of mechanisms of the SFRD for building EIP infrastructure and amending 
it with direct support for the implementation of EIP projects contributing to the regional developing targets. 

 

162 https://business.diia.gov.ua/  

https://business.diia.gov.ua/
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In addition, encouraging local SMEs to join EIPs through local/regional tax incentives (e.g. exemption from 
land tax) was also considered important. In addition, respondents gave their backing to supportive financial 
policies at the expense of regional and local public funds, assisting priority projects such as infrastructure for 
pollution prevention and control, energy and resource efficiency and eco-industrial networks. Overall, 
preferences among respondents were given to financial instruments over non-financial ones. 

 
Although the mechanisms of IP Law for economic support of IP operation were adopted in 2021, the 
conclusions provided within the Policy Gap Analysis Report (2021) remain relevant: economic 
conditions for operating within IPs and EIPs do not differ from business as usual. This is due to a lack 
of budget funding and the long process of adopting tax and customs incentives for IPs (see Section 4.4). 
Even after their adoption, there will be a lack of economic incentives for EIPs.  

In Ukraine, some mechanisms and instruments can be used by EIPs for better economic performance. 
In particular, the low-rate loans “5-7-9%” are very widely used among SMEs. The local taxes and fees 
benefits can be used for EIPs, however they are not significant for the economic performance of parks. 
There remains a lack of funding from local authorities to support IPs, and despite the envisaged 
legislative possibilities and declared intentions by municipalities to support IPs, the latter have no 
mechanisms to practically implement these initiatives.  

In addition, procedures to obtain tax and customs benefits are often complicated for companies.  

The importance of available/potential skilled workers is also increasing, while the shortage of skilled 
labour is growing.  

Some temporary economic mechanisms do not provide systematic support for EIPs and can be used 
rather when available with limited terms. This also refers to economic mechanisms temporarily 
provided by donors. 

 
Proposals and assumptions 
Financial incentives 

1) Opportunities are created for the transformation of IPs into EIPs and the establishment of new EIPs, in the 
form of a state support programme for EIPs of a comprehensive nature, including financial and 
non-financial support for EIP initiators, management companies and tenants. The programme can be 
funded from state/local budgets and aimed at the transformation of IPs to EIPs as well as the launch of new 
EIPs, supporting pilot projects of industrial symbiosis and cleaner production, as well as four EIP dimensions: 
effective park management, ecology, social and economic performance, including attracting funds from 
international financial institutions and donors. 

2) The Tax Code of Ukraine is amended with provisions of exemption from VAT operations on imports of 
equipment in the manufacturing industry within EIPs. These amendments will support the implementation 
of industrial symbiosis within EIPs and their implementation in IPs, accelerating the transformation of IPs into 
EIPs. The amendments refer to the equipment used for energy supply, collection, treatment and supply of 
water, wastewater treatment, collection, treatment and reuse of by-products (waste) and thus the 
introduction of resource-efficient and cleaner production. In addition, such changes will facilitate the 
relocation of enterprises located in areas close to or inside active conflict zones to safer regions of Ukraine. 
Enterprises will also be able to purchase new and more efficient equipment, increase their competitiveness 
in the European market and reduce production costs. It is proposed that amendments to the IP Law and 
other laws of Ukraine (see proposals in Sections 4.2, 4.3, 4.4), such as the Tax Code and the Customs Code, 
be developed as a package. 

3) The Customs Code is amended with provisions of exemption from customs duty when importing 
equipment for carrying out activities in the processing industry within EIPs. As mentioned above, 
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amendments to the Customs Code of Ukraine are proposed as a package, together with the amendments to 
the Tax Code, in support of the implementation of industrial symbiosis within EIPs. The exemption from 
customs duty is to refer to the same equipment. The proposed approach shall support the “greening” of 
supply chains through practices of the circular economy, which are implemented through equipment used 
for energy supply, collection, treatment and supply of water, wastewater treatment, collection, treatment, 
and reuse of by-products (waste) and thus the introduction of resource-efficient and cleaner production. 

  

Figure 4. Generalized proposal on EIP incentives 

 
Figure 4 illustrates a generalized proposal on EIP incentives within sections 4.1-4.4 of this report. In particular, 
this includes support to the development of EIP infrastructure (instrument of the SRDF, partial compensation 
of the loan rate for the arrangement of parks, non-refundable funds for the creation of park engineering and 
transport infrastructure, state subsidies for construction, reconstruction, repair of engineering and transport 
infrastructure). Use of an instrument of the SRDF for financing the development of the social infrastructure 
in EIPs is also proposed. 

In addition, with reference to the environmental performance, it is proposed that a dedicated national 
technological cooperation programme be launched to incentivize industrial symbiosis within EIPs, together 
with pilot financing of the emission of “green” bonds for projects in EIPs and the establishment of a 
partnership between the GEIPP Ukraine Project and the Private Financing Advisory Network (launched with 
the participation of UNIDO), which can create a basis for attracting investors to EIP projects. The 
establishment of a partnership with the state-owned UkrGazbank is also proposed, for the development of 
the Loan Guarantee Fund for industrial enterprises, which can be used by EIP management companies and 
tenants to implement projects of industrial symbiosis, resource-efficient and cleaner production. Specialized 
loans would feature conditions targeted to mainstream such a practice. 
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With reference to the economic performance of EIPs, the development of a comprehensive state support 
program for EIPs is proposed, including financial and non-financial support for EIP initiators, management 
companies and tenants. Other proposed incentives include the amendment of the Tax Code of Ukraine with 
provisions of exemption from VAT operations, and of the Customs Code, with provisions of exemption from 
customs duty on imports of equipment in the manufacturing industry within EIPs. This would support the 
implementation of industrial symbiosis within EIPs and their implementation in IPs, and accelerate the 
transformation of IPs into EIPs.   
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5. DRAFT INITIATIVES OF THE 
GOVERNMENT ON NEW SUPPORT 
AND INCENTIVES RELEVANT TO EIP 
DEVELOPMENT 
 
According to the Government of Ukraine163, the following principles shall form the basis of socio-economic 
development in Ukraine and are relevant for EIP development (among nine principles): 

» access to the European Union and G7 markets to integrate manufacturers into global retail chains and 
increase exports; the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the European Union 
have already announced the abolition of import duties on Ukrainian goods – the Government expects 
similar actions from the governments of the United States of America, Japan and Canada; 

» establishment of logistics routes in a western direction, aimed in particular at increasing their capacity; 
» the transition from the export of raw materials to processing in those industries that provide the largest 

export revenue; 
» climate modernization – the creation of new facilities in industries must consider the principles of the 

green economy; 
» localization of no less than 60 percent: Ukrainian companies and producers will be involved in the 

reconstruction of Ukraine. 

The above principles, based on SDG implementation as well as the Association Agreement, the willingness to 
join the European Green Deal and with the realization of the National Economic Strategy by 2030 (see 
Section 3) provides the basis for IP and EIP development in Ukraine. 

In this context, significant attention is paid today in Ukraine to the further development of IPs.  

Following the Presidential Decree 164 , the National Council for the Recovery of Ukraine from the 
Consequences of the War, within the framework of 24 working groups, is developing a plan of measures for 
the country’s post-war recovery and development, a list of proposals for priority reforms and strategic 
initiatives and drafts of legal acts, the adoption and implementation of which are necessary for the effective 
functioning and recovery of Ukraine. Thus, the National Council is developing the Ukraine Recovery Plan, 
which includes the provisions below related to IP development. 

Materials of the Working Group “Economic Recovery and Development” (led by Mineconomy) 

Strategic task “Recovery” 
Task 1.1: To resume the activities of enterprises as quickly as possible, ensuring the build-up of supply 
in the market 
Activity 1.1.9: Provision of tax and customs privileges for the recovery of destroyed/damaged 
industrial enterprises, similar to the privileges for IP tenants:  

» channelling the income tax to rehabilitation projects (for ten years); 
» cancellation of VAT and import duty on new foreign equipment and components;  
» reducing the cost of external financing through the provision of state guarantees; 

 

163 https://www.kmu.gov.ua/en/news/ministr-ekonomiki-predstavila-dorozhnyu-kartu-ekonomichnogo-vidnovlennya-ukrayini  
164 https://www.president.gov.ua/documents/2662022-42225  

https://www.kmu.gov.ua/en/news/ministr-ekonomiki-predstavila-dorozhnyu-kartu-ekonomichnogo-vidnovlennya-ukrayini
https://www.president.gov.ua/documents/2662022-42225
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» covering a part of the interest paid on loans. 

Strategic task “Growth” 
Task 2.2: To rebuild destroyed and damaged production facilities, build new production facilities, 
particularly for local raw material processing, thus expanding added value chains in Ukraine. 
Activity 2.2.2: Development of IP networks, including: 

» design of production facilities in IPs; 
» extension of the list of features of entities where IPs could be established, including facilities of 
existing industrial sites (“brownfield”); 
» introduction of an option to register IPs by not only newly founded legal entities but also those 
already in operation, on the condition of establishing new production facilities to obtain the legal 
status of IP. 

Materials of the Working Group “Construction, urban planning, modernization of cities and regions” (led 
by Minregion) 

Within the “Local Government” section, structural and technological modernization and diversification of the 
economy of the regions are foreseen (including the IP network). 

Section 2.1 is aimed at stimulating the development of local, regional and macroregional economies based 
on the potential of different types of territories, and taking into account the principles of “green economy”. 
In particular, it is foreseen that by the end of 2022 at least four pilot IPs are to be granted state guarantees 
on a portfolio basis for bank loans for the construction of industrial real estate. At least 25 IPs are to be 
provided with engineering and transport infrastructure in 2023-2025, while at least 60 IPs are to be 
provided with engineering and transport infrastructure by 2032. 

Section 2.2 includes the following tasks to restore economic activity in regions and territorial communities 
(except for areas of hostilities and temporarily occupied territories): 

(12) by the end of 2022: ensure the development of IPs in Ukraine, in particular in the following areas:  
» state funding for the construction of engineering and transport infrastructure of pilot IPs;  
» simplification of the procedure and compensation of the cost of IP connection to 

engineering networks and control over abuse of monopoly position of economic entities – operators of 
such networks;  

» providing tax and customs benefits to IP tenants;  
» lending for the construction of commercial real estate on the territory of pilot IPs;  
» providing insurance for business risks and investments in IPs. 

(20) by 2025: ensure the development of IPs in Ukraine, in particular in the following areas:  
» state funding for the construction of engineering and transport infrastructure of IPs.  
» non-refundable financial assistance for the arrangement and/or implementation of 

economic activities within IPs established in areas with limited development opportunities 
(mono-profile cities, in particular);  

» compensation for the cost of connecting IPs to engineering networks; 
» compensation of interest rates on loans for the arrangement and/or implementation of 

economic activities within IPs;  
» promotion of IPs in front of potential investors (tenants and management companies);  
» state insurance of business risks and investments on the territory of IPs in some 

(conditionally safe) regions . 

(32) by 2032: ensure the development of IPs. 
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Annex C contains the list of suggested national projects related to IP development: 

National project “Restoration of industrial production and employment of IDPs based on pilot IPs 
(installation of the infrastructure of 4 pilot IPs, connection and joining to engineering and transport 
networks, construction of typical industrial real estate)“ 
Justification: Reducing investment risks for potential investors. Shortening of the design and construction 
period due to typical projects. The possibility of scaling and creating similar projects for the development of 
industrial production. 
Performance indicators: 46 000 square metres of production premises built; 1 500 jobs created in the 
processing industry. 
Responsible bodies: Minregion, Mineconomy. 
Estimated need for financing: UAH 1 400 million (up to EUR 37.84 million as per the NBU rate as of 29 July 
2022). 

National project “Creation of infrastructure of IPs” 
Justification: Creation of conditions for the restoration of industrial production and revitalization of the 
export of goods with a high added value through the construction of infrastructure and joining of the 
networks of pilot IPs in the zones of influence of large cities (urban agglomerations), centres of economic 
activity, monofunctional cities that are at the stage of transformation. 
Performance indicators: At least 60 pilot IPs equipped with infrastructure, connected and joined to the 
engineering and transport networks (access road, water supply, drainage, gas supply, electricity supply); an 
area of at least 2 500 hectares of pilot IP provided with infrastructure, connected and joined to engineering 
and transport networks . 
Responsible bodies: Minregion, Mineconomy, Regional Development Agencies 
Estimated need for financing:  UAH 16 billion (up to EUR 432 43 million as per the NBU rate as of 29 July 
2022). 

Thus, the main novel feature of the Ukraine Recovery Plan in IP support is as follows: including “brownfield” 
IPs in the State IP Register, allowing state support to be obtained (this is currently possible for “greenfields” 
only), e.g. extension of tax and customs privileges to IPs for the recovery of destroyed/damaged industrial 
enterprises.  

A plan is also place to build and support the IP network and provide state financial and non-financial support 
(state funding for arrangement, simplifying procedures for grid connection, loan rate compensations, state 
insurance of business risks, etc., as well as the launch of targeted national projects for four pilot IPs and 
arrangement of infrastructure for up to 60 IPs).  

It should be noted that two ministries – Mineconomy and Minregion – are currently developing chapters of 
the Ukraine Recovery Plan related to IP development. 

 

The Ukrainian Climate Fund is expected to be established with the support of the World Bank 165 in the form 
of a state institution 166 that receives income from all environmental taxes through a special budget fund, 
including the tax on CO2 emissions, as well as grants, loans, etc. The Ministry of Environment states that 
agreements are in place with international financial organizations to multiply the fund's money by a factor 
of 4-5 (20 percent Ukrainian funds and 80 percent funds from international institutions). Considering the 
increase in ecology tax rates, the additional budget income may amount to UAH 50 to 60 billion (up to 
EUR 1.35 to 1.62 billion as per the NBU rate as of 29 July 2022). The funds will be spent on environmental 
measures and, to some extent, to support businesses in environmental modernization. The establishment of 

 

165 https://mepr.gov.ua/news/37892.html  
166 https://ua.interfax.com.ua/news/interview/756780-amp.html?fbclid=IwAR0QZFzmhBlQTy4QAoeuhn97ahmcxN42GkZlynYb_iCvoO8dNiF6mC-
P2DY  

https://mepr.gov.ua/news/37892.html
https://ua.interfax.com.ua/news/interview/756780-amp.html?fbclid=IwAR0QZFzmhBlQTy4QAoeuhn97ahmcxN42GkZlynYb_iCvoO8dNiF6mC-P2DY
https://ua.interfax.com.ua/news/interview/756780-amp.html?fbclid=IwAR0QZFzmhBlQTy4QAoeuhn97ahmcxN42GkZlynYb_iCvoO8dNiF6mC-P2DY
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the Ukrainian Climate Fund may simplify access for participating EIP companies to environmentally friendly 
and “green” technologies in cases in which the provisions of the Fund include support for industrial 
companies. The Ukrainian Climate Fund can support the realization of measures within an updated Intended 
Nationally Determined Contribution 167  of Ukraine to the Paris Agreement. The document stipulates 
Ukraine’s commitment to reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 35 percent by 2030 (a reduction of 
65 percent from 1990 levels). To achieve this goal, a number of measures are envisaged, including the 
ecomodernization of the industrial and energy sectors, development of renewable energy sources, the 
energy efficiency of buildings, transition to electric transport, waste management reform, dissemination of 
organic and resource-efficient agriculture and forest management reform. 

 

The Energy Efficiency Fund is to be created according to the Law on Energy Efficiency168. The draft law 
envisages the following: 

» the National Energy Efficiency target (annual reduction of energy consumption) is established by the 
executive authority in the sphere of energy efficiency; 

» in case the National Energy Efficiency target is not achieved, the Government shall introduce the system 
of energy efficiency commitments, according to which the obligated parties must ensure the 
achievement of the annual energy consumption reduction target set for them, ensuring appropriate 
energy savings resulting from the implementation of acceptable energy efficiency measures at the level 
of final energy consumers. Commitments to the obligated parties shall be established by the executive 
authority in the sphere of energy efficiency; 

» the obliged parties shall ensure the annual reduction of energy consumption by providing energy-efficient 
measures and by contributing to the Energy Efficiency Fund (the amount shall be introduced by the 
Government). 

As yet, the draft law does not contain the list of measures or criteria for target companies that can be 
supported. These are to be established by sub-laws. 

 

The State Decarbonization Fund is proposed within the draft Law on Amendments to the Budget Code of 
Ukraine on the Introduction of the State Decarbonization Fund 169. The draft law envisages the following 
amendments to the Budget Code of Ukraine: 

» to supplement Article 245 on the establishment of the State Decarbonization Fund within the special fund 
of the State Budget of Ukraine. The State Budget of Ukraine consists of general funds (for general budget 
expenditures) and special funds (those with specific, clearly defined sources of content and directions of 
use, while balances generated at the end of the budget period are used to cover the relevant costs in the 
next budget period, taking into account their purpose); 

» to determine that the source of the State Decarbonization Fund is 50 percent of the environmental tax 
levied on emissions of carbon dioxide into the air by stationary sources of pollution from 1 January 2021 
(around UAH 1.35 billion annually (up to EUR 36.5 million as per the NBU rate as of 29 July 2022); 

» to determine that the funds of the State Decarbonization Fund are used to co-finance (reduce the cost of) 
projects (measures) that lead to a reduction in carbon dioxide emissions. 

The draft law envisages that the procedure for using the funds of the State Decarbonization Fund and the 
procedure for monitoring the impact of its projects (measures) shall be determined by the Government of 

 

167 https://www.kmu.gov.ua/news/uryad-shvaliv-cili-klimatichnoyi-politiki-ukrayini-do-2030-roku  
168 https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1818-20#Text  
169 http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/zweb2/webproc4_1?pf3511=70385  

https://www.kmu.gov.ua/news/uryad-shvaliv-cili-klimatichnoyi-politiki-ukrayini-do-2030-roku
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1818-20#Text
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/zweb2/webproc4_1?pf3511=70385
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Ukraine. As yet, the draft law does not contain a list of measures or criteria for target companies that can be 
supported.  
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6.  CONCLUSIONS AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
This report is based on the approach of international recommendations for EIPs which, in particular, stipulate 
that the national EIP concept must be attractive to investors in order to ensure economic success. 

In Ukraine, the EIP policy is not separate from national policies on regional, industrial, social, and economic 
policy directions. The EIP policy is therefore within the vector of achieving SDGs, European Union integration 
policies, implementation of the European Union – Ukraine Association Agreement, joining the European 
Green Deal, and the National Economy Strategy by 2030. The EIP model can play an exemplary practical role 
in the implementation of European Union directives and a circular economy in Ukraine, together with the 
principles of resource efficiency, clean production and industrial symbiosis. 

With the support of the GEIPP Ukraine Project, the EIP policy is being implemented by the national authorities. 
Since the start of the GEIPP Ukraine Project, Mineconomy, as a beneficiary, has taken a number of important 
steps to form a solid base for the implementation of the EIP model in Ukraine. 

In this context, in 2021, the Government adopted the National Economic Strategy by 2030 which includes 
prerequisites for EIP development, in particular, their orientation on support to officially registered IPs to 
scale up their economic, environmental and energy performance in order to introduce and sustain the model 
of EIPs. 

The amendments of 2021 to the IP Law also provided additional prerequisites for EIP development. In 
particular, the IP definition was expanded to the spheres of the processing industry and waste management 
(except waste disposal). Notably, the environmental component was included in the IP Law. Specifically, the 
amended IP Law stipulates that the functioning of IPs is aimed at sustainable development and the protection 
of the natural environment, as well as the introduction of innovative and energy-saving technologies. 

Mineconomy, together with the GEIPP Ukraine Project, is drafting the IP Strategy by 2030, which contains 
provisions on EIP development based on the international recommendations for EIPs. The draft IP Strategy 
considers a unified approach to the understanding of the concept of “IP” and “EIP” in Ukraine, which assumes 
the possibility of potential EIPs using existing benefits and support for IPs. The draft IP Strategy also assumes 
that further support mechanisms will be developed for EIPs. The current legislation on IPs is being considered 
by the Government as a basis for the implementation of EIPs throughout the country. To ensure EIP 
development, the IP Strategy includes the necessity to introduce relevant stimuli and incentives. 

The analysis of existing financial and non-financial incentives for EIP development was conducted by four 
groups as part of the international recommendations for EIPs: park management, ecological, social and 
economic performance. 

The non-financial incentives in Ukraine refer to the creation of effective legal and regulatory frameworks for 
the advancement of EIPs, as well as raising of awareness among stakeholders on how to create and operate 
EIPs. Despite this, the existing IP regulatory basis lacks the necessary prerequisites to effectively introduce 
the EIP approach, and its related benefits, across the country. For instance, there remain significant 
regulatory barriers to industrial symbiosis and insufficient planning of IPs and EIPs across the country, 
together with monitoring. The current framework lacks requirements to incorporate effective park 
management and environmental and social aspects in IP development and operations. 
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The available financial incentives in Ukraine include tax and customs stimuli, direct financial support and 
programmes at national and regional levels, as well as available market mechanisms to attract economic and 
financial support. There are a number of opportunities to use instruments of eco-banking, international 
donor support and programmes related to SME development, as well as environmentally friendly 
technologies for the realization of projects to contribute to EIP development.  

The main novelties in terms of IP support are foreseen by the draft of the Ukraine Recovery Plan. In particular, 
the inclusion of “brownfield” IPs in the State IP Register is foreseen, which would allow them to obtain state 
support (this is current possible for “greenfields” only), for instance the extension of IP tax and customs 
privileges for the recovery of destroyed/damaged industrial enterprises. In addition, plans are in place to 
build and support the IP network and provide state financial and non-financial support (state funding for 
arrangement, simplifying procedures for grid connection, loan rate compensations, state insurance of 
business risks, etc., as well as the launch of targeted national projects for four pilot IPs and arrangement of 
infrastructure for up to 60 IPs). 

Nevertheless, economic conditions for operating EIPs do not differ from conditions for operating IPs. Despite 
the adoption of the package of amendments to the IP Law, the Tax and the Customs Codes (2021-2022), 
which introduced the list of instruments for IP support, there is not enough support for the 
establishment/transformation of IPs into EIPs and/or for the establishment of new EIPs, as instruments for 
IP support relate mostly to arranging infrastructure and do not foresee support for implementing clean 
production and industrial symbiosis. It should be noted that financial resources from the state budget for IP 
arrangement are not sufficient for the current budget year, largely as a consequence of the military conflict 
ongoing in Ukraine. 

In 2022, the Government of Ukraine launched the National Programme of Relocation of Enterprises to 
Western Ukraine, with almost 1 500 companies expected to relocate. In this regard, IPs and EIPs can be 
considered a “ready solution” for many companies relocating as a result of the armed conflict. There are also 
further intentions to create new IPs and EIPs in Western Ukraine. 

To conclude, there is a lack of systematic and targeted EIP incentives in Ukraine, both financial and non-
financial. Non-financial incentives are of high importance as they provide certain rules and criteria that will 
form a basis for the creation of an attractive EIP model for investors. 

The above-mentioned factors lead to the conclusion that it is necessary today to improve the national 
legal/regulatory basis and bring it into compliance with the recommendations of the international framework 
for EIPs developed by UNIDO, GIZ, and the World Bank and to provide deregulation for mainstreaming 
industrial symbiosis within EIPs. The framework should be simple and should not overload business. It is also 
important to develop guidance for different categories of stakeholders for developing EIPs to strengthen 
capacity, in particular on how to design EIPs and attract tenants and investors.  

Further development of market instruments, such as green finance – including green credits, bonds and 
insurance fund – and industry funds for promoting circular economy projects are vital for providing further 
support to EIPs, as well as developing targeted mechanisms for EIPs, including national programmes able to 
contribute to systematic EIP development and technological cooperation programmes to incentivize 
industrial symbiosis within EIPs, together with tax and customs incentives for EIPs.  

The development of concrete financial instruments for EIPs should be based on real park needs. It is also 
important to strengthen the capacity of businesses to increase the accessibility of market instruments. In 
addition, the Government is to apply a systematic approach to developing and mainstreaming support for 
EIPs, as at least two national documents are currently being developed (IP Strategy with EIP perspective and 
the Ukraine Recovery Plan, which features two sections dedicated to IPs) and at least two ministries are 
simultaneously initiating and developing these national documents. 
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This report presents the findings that can be considered as potential support measures for the development 
of EIPs in Ukraine, as well as related interventions that will ensure the practical implementation of the EIP 
model, industrial symbiosis and cleaner production in Ukraine. The proposals within this report consider the 
Government’s intentions (within the National Economy Strategy by 2030 and draft IP Strategy with EIP 
perspective) on IPs and EIPs to enforce a model for the creation of quality workplaces for local communities 
in Western Ukraine and millions of internally displaced people, as well as an intention to become an effective 
instrument for sustainable industry recovery within the Marshall plan for Ukraine.  
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ANNEX 1: QUESTIONNAIRE FOR 

STAKEHOLDERS 
 

The Questionnaire was developed within the GEIPP Ukraine Project, based on the UNIDO policy tool to 
investigate and generalize the opinions of the GEIPP Ukraine Project stakeholders on available incentives and 
support for EIP development in Ukraine. 

 
Questionnaire for stakeholders to develop the Report on Available Incentives and Support 

in Ukraine for EIP development 
 
 
Dear representative, the official website of the project in Ukraine and information about the project can be 
found at the following links: 

https://open.unido.org/projects/UA/projects/180320  
https://geipp-ukraine.org  

 
Your answers will be used confidentially only within the framework of the project "Global Eco-Industrial Parks 
Programme - Ukraine: Country-level intervention". 

 

Specify the organization you represent _______________ 

Specify your first and last name _______________ 

Enter your email address _______________ 

 
1. Do you agree that IPs can be considered a “ready solution” for many companies that are relocating to 
Western Ukraine due to the consequences of the military conflict? 

[ ] Yes 
[ ] No 

 
2. Rate your priorities for adopting an EIP approach for your IP (or IPs in Ukraine if you are the representative 
of the institution involved in the EIP policy development or realization)? (Please choose the 3 most 
important.) 

[  ] To reconstruct what has been damaged in a more sustainable way 
[  ] To be more sustainable to enter new and higher return markets (e.g. Western European markets) 
[  ] To enhance the competitiveness of production on internal/external markets, through better 

marketing 
[  ] To become more resilient to future market shocks (e.g. a conflict or a pandemic)  
[  ] To reach higher production quality standards, which can help to respond to the demand of clients or 

shareholders (e.g. higher corporate social responsibility) 
[  ] It is a way to attract support, green financing and international investments to reconstruct or improve 

my business 
[  ] Reducing environmental footprints 

https://open.unido.org/projects/UA/projects/180320
https://geipp-ukraine.org/
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[  ] Efficiency gains and cost-effectiveness (including environment taxation) to increase the profitability 
of a business 

[  ] Gaining the understanding and support of the community for further business expansion and to 
manage reputational risks 

[  ] Create a more responsible image for national/regional/local governments through sustainable 
industrial operations that provide environmental protection, climate change mitigation, resource 
efficiency and higher social quality standards 

[  ] To avoid a situation of non-compliance (e.g. environmental or social compliance) in the long term 
[  ] Other (please specify): _________________________________ 
 

3. Which incentives and support are more relevant in Ukraine? 
[  ] To develop new EIPs (greenfield) 
[  ] To adopt EIP practices in existing IPs (brownfield) 

 
4. Do you think that the established amendments to the Law on IP instruments for IPs support (2021) are 
enough to establish/transform them into EIPs? (Support instruments include partial compensation of loan 
rate to IP management companies and initiators; full or partial compensation of loan rate to IP tenants for 
carrying out economic activity and/or IP arrangement; funding on a non-refundable basis to IP management 
companies and initiators for IP arrangement and/or for the creation and development of engineering and 
transport infrastructure; tax and customs incentives) 

[  ] Yes 
[  ] No 
 

5. Do you think there are enough financial and economic opportunities for EIP development in Ukraine? 
[  ] Yes 
[  ] No 

 
6. Do you think there is enough awareness and understanding in Ukraine on how to establish new EIPs and 
operate them (greenfield)? 

[  ] Yes 
[  ] No 
 

7. Do you think there is enough awareness and understanding in Ukraine on how to transform existing IPs 
into EIPs (brownfield)? 

[  ] Yes 
[  ] No 
 

8. Which mechanisms and instruments of support for EIP development are most urgently needed in 
Ukraine? (Please choose the 2 most important.) 

[ ] Improving national legal/regulatory basis concerning the recommendations of the international 
frameworks for EIPs developed by UNIDO, GIZ and the World Bank. 

[  ] Economic and financial support 
[  ] Technical assistance 
[  ] Raising awareness and capacity-building 
[  ] Other (please specify): _________________________________ 
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9. Prioritize the support measures relevant to incentivize better park management in Ukraine. (Please 
choose 3 most important.) 

[ ] Improving national legal/regulatory basis concerning park management recommendations of the 
international frameworks for EIPs developed by UNIDO, GIZ and the World Bank. 

[  ] Technical assistance (support for the development of design and technical documentation, EIP 
concept, energy audits, etc.) for EIP development (targeted at EIP initiators, EIP management 
companies and tenants) 

[  ] Unified guidance for different categories of stakeholders (EIP initiators, EIP management companies, 
tenants) for the development of EIPs 

[ ] Establishing a voluntary network of EIPs/IPs for dissemination of experience and exchange of 
knowledge 

[  ] Creating a specialized course/learning discipline in academic institutions 
[  ] Free online course on EIPs on open source platforms 
[  ] Course on resource efficiency and cleaner production and industrial symbiosis for IPs and business 

(training and seminars) 
[  ] Digital (web) platform of EIPs/IPs in Ukraine for information exchange (e.g. for needs of industrial 

symbiosis, finding industrial synergies, service providers and producers to introduce resource 
efficiency and cleaner production) 

[  ] Digital map of EIPs/EIP projects with geolocation and description 
[  ] Other (please specify): _________________________________ 

 
10. Prioritize support measures relevant to incentivizing environmental sustainability in EIPs in Ukraine. 
(Please choose the 3 most important.) 

[  ] Mandatory legal/regulatory environmental requirements to EIPs 
[  ] Provide capital subsidies and support to implement new technologies 
[  ] Tax/customs benefits when importing innovative park equipment 
[  ] Exemptions from environmental taxes   
[  ] Developing market instruments such as green finance, including green credits, bonds and insurance 

funds, as well as industry funds for promoting circular economy projects 
[  ] Other (please specify): _________________________________ 
 

11. Prioritize support measures relevant to incentivizing industrial symbiosis within EIPs in Ukraine. 
(Please choose the 3 most important.) 

[  ] Encourage national technological cooperation programmes 
[  ] Legislative amendments to remove barriers for direct operations between companies in parks (in the 

spheres of energy generation and supply, waste management and exchange, exchange of by-
products of technological processes, etc.) 

[  ] Raising awareness on technological issues of industrial symbiosis 
[  ] Capacity-building in seeking and establishing partner relations between companies to introduce 

industrial symbiosis 
[  ] A platform (e.g. an online platform) managed by an honest broker for information exchange (e.g. for 

needs of industrial symbiosis, finding industrial synergies, service providers and producers to 
introduce resource-efficiency and clean production) 

[  ] Other (please specify): _________________________________ 
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12. Prioritize support measures relevant to enhancing urban-industrial symbiosis in Ukraine. (Please 
choose the 3 most important.) 

[  ] Financial policies, using regional/local public funds, to assist in prioritizing projects such as 
infrastructure for pollution prevention and control, energy and resource efficiency and eco-industrial 
networks 

[  ] Sustainable and consistent dialogue between regional/local bodies while developing socio-economic 
development programmes 

[  ] Public hearings during urban planning for inclusion in urban documentation areas for EIPs with the 
necessary kinds of activities provided for regional/local development 

[  ] Encourage local SMEs to join EIPs through local/regional tax incentives (e.g. exemption from land tax) 
[  ] Using mechanisms of the SFRD to build EIP infrastructure and amend it with direct support for 

implementing EIP projects contributing to regional development targets 
[  ] Other (please specify): _________________________________ 
 

13. Prioritize the measures that could support the introduction of the social performance of EIPs in 
Ukraine. (Please choose the 3 most important.) 

[  ] Improving the national legal/regulatory basis concerning the social recommendations of the 
international frameworks for EIPs developed by UNIDO, GIZ and the World Bank. 

[  ] Promote at national level socially responsible business practices and standards in the form of an 
information campaign 

[  ] Raising awareness and capacity-building 
[  ] Dialogue initiated by regional/local bodies with business, while achieving social development targets, 

including job creation needs in professions and education 
[  ] Other (please specify): _________________________________ 
 

14. Prioritize the measures that can improve the economic performance of EIPs in Ukraine (Please choose 
the 3 most important.)  

[  ] Support provided by national institutions to attract investors and disseminate information on EIPs in 
Ukraine (e.g. body of external affairs, body for investment attraction, a specialized institution of 
IP/EIP development) 

[  ] Direct state financial support for equipping infrastructure of EIPs 
[  ] Tax incentives (e.g. related to income tax or VAT) for EIP management companies and tenants 
[  ] Direct subsidies to selected green transformation projects proposed by demonstration EIPs 
[  ] Tax/customs incentives for EIP projects (management companies and tenants) undertaking EIP 

transformation  
[  ] Attracting international technical assistance and international finance institutions with new 

specialized support for EIPs and projects within them 
[  ] Other (please specify) _____________________________________________ 

 
Open questions 
15. What support instruments and mechanisms are you aware of in Ukraine for ecologically friendly 
(“green”, resource-efficient) technologies, including at national level, provided by international 
organizations and market ones? (Point to their names or provide a link, or write “-” if you do not know.) 
 
16. What support instruments and mechanisms are you aware of in Ukraine for introducing industrial 
symbiosis and urban-industrial symbiosis, including at national level, provided by international 
organizations and market ones? (Point to their names or provide a link, or write “-” if you do not know.)  
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17. What economic instruments and mechanisms for EIPs/IPs are you aware of in Ukraine, including at 
national level, provided by international organizations and markets? (Point to their names or provide a 
link, or write “-” if you do not know.) 
 
18. What instruments/mechanisms (national, market) of support for the corporate introduction of social 
sustainability principles are you aware of? (Point to their names or provide a link, or write “-” if you do not 
know.)  
 
19. What support are you aware is provided in Ukraine for increasing the performance of park 
management, including for raising awareness and technical assistance projects? (Point to their names or 
provide a link, or write “-” if you do not know.) 
 

[  ] Agree with use of personal data as per the Law of Ukraine On Protection of Personal Data 
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ANNEX 2: LIST OF INSTITUTIONS WHOSE 

REPRESENTATIVES TOOK 

PART IN INTERVIEWS 

 
Ministry of Economy of Ukraine 

Ministry of Finance of Ukraine 

Center for Resource Efficient and Clean Production 

Embassy of Ukraine in Turkmenistan 

IP “Bila Tserkva cargo aviation complex” (Bila Tserkva City, Kyiv oblast) 

National Technical University of Ukraine “Igor Sikorsky Kyiv Polytechnic Institute” 

Volyn Regional State Administration 

Khmelnitsky City Council 

Slavutych City Council 

Cherkasy Regional Development Agency 

Zhytomyr Regional Development Agency 

Ivano-Frankivsk Regional Development Agency 

Ukrgasbank  

Sigma Yarichiv IP 

SP Kalush industrial HUB 

Agroholding Khlibodar 

NGO Assembly of Agrarian Chambers of Ukraine 

NGO UFRA 

NGO "Green Space" 
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ANNEX 3: DRAFT INDUSTRIAL PARKS 

DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY FOR 

THE PERIOD UNTIL 2030 
 

Challenges that led to the adoption of the Strategy, regulations governing the creation 
and operation of IPs 

IPs can offer businesses what they need most – land, ready-made premises, resource-efficient and reliable 
engineering infrastructure, access to skilled workers, educational institutions and related services. This allows 
the investor to focus on their core tasks, such as the production of goods that meet national and international 
quality standards and are popular in relevant markets, their quality or development and improving the skills 
of its employees.  

Global experience demonstrates that IPs are a time-tested and internationally verified mechanism for the 
industrialization of the economy, the modernization of industry through the introduction of resource 
efficiency and circular economy approaches, attracting investment, increasing employment and ensuring 
balanced regional and local development.  

Since the adoption of the Law of Ukraine "On IPs" (hereinafter “the Law”), the development of IPs has not 
been dynamic, as the economic activity of IPs remains the same. At the beginning of 2022, out of a total of 
52 IPs included in the Register of IPs (hereinafter “the Register”), 32 IPs have management companies and 
eight IPs attracted tenants.  

At the time of writing, a significant proportion of IPs included in the Register are not developed and do not 
receive the necessary attention from the respective communities and regions.  

There is a high risk that initiatives for the establishment of IPs will not be coordinated with prospects for 
territorial development. This situation is caused by a total absence of or the outdated or incomplete nature 
of city planning documentation.  

Most IPs have been established without up-to-date local or regional documentation.  

Moreover, the lack of such documentation, clear development strategies and integrated spatial planning, 
with a focus on industrial symbiosis and synergy, does not allow for proper prioritization of engineering and 
transport infrastructure development.  

In general, a significant barrier to ensuring proper state incentives for IPs is the inadequacy of the initiatives 
to be created and included in the Register in terms of the priorities of social and economic development at 
the local and regional levels, which are reflected in the relevant strategic documents and action plans.  

One of the main challenges faced by most IPs, especially those built on community-owned land, is the search 
for financial resources to build their engineering and transport infrastructure and connect their facilities to 
external networks/grids.  

The management companies of IPs (henceforth referred to as “IP management”) do not contribute and are 
not ready to contribute their funds or those borrowed from extrabudgetary sources to the construction of 
buildings in IPs. This situation could change if the demand for participation in IPs becomes higher and is 
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reinforced by positive examples. In addition, the parks should be geared towards the profitability of the 
products produced within their territory.  

Thus, the situation today is that IPs included in the Register do not show any real development dynamics. 
While a number of IPs in Ukraine are already in operation, most are still at the initial stage of development, 
mainly due to a number of systemic shortcomings in the process of preparation and implementation of 
initiatives to create IPs, inadequate legislative regulation of certain aspects for the establishment and 
operation of IPs, the need for significant investment in infrastructure, the lack of experience of the people 
who initiate IPs (hereinafter referred to as “the initiators”) and a lack of experience among management 
companies in the implementation of such projects, which leads to significant delays.  

These circumstances also have a negative impact upon the investment climate, as there is no capability to 
provide potential IP tenants with a good offer to place their production facilities in such parks.  

The law stipulates that the selection of territory for IPs on state or communal property, as well as state 
incentives for the development and operation of IPs, can be funded by the state and local budgets, or other 
sources not prohibited by law.  

The funds for the establishment of IPs could come from state and local budgets allocated in the order and 
quantities required by the law, as well as from private investors, borrowed funds, including loans from banks 
and other financial and credit institutions, and other sources not prohibited by law.  

Government incentives from the state budget funds can be administered from the state budget to local 
budgets to boost the development of IPs, provided for by the State Budget of Ukraine for 2022, Article 241 
(funds of the SRDF) and part one of Article 97 of the Budget Code of Ukraine, which stipulates that the State 
Budget of Ukraine may provide transfers to local budgets, including earmarked subventions.  

Until 2021, SRDF funding earmarked for regional development projects aimed at creating infrastructure for 
IPs, was highly insufficient (in total, between 2016 and 2020, only four regional development projects related 
to Svema, Trostianets and Novodnistrovsk IPs were financed, at a total cost of around UAH 8 million (up to 
EUR 216 000 as per the NBU rate as of 29 July 2022).  

In 2021, the SRDF allocated funding for the development of three IPs (AzovAquaInvest170, Zhytomyr-Skhid 
and Kam'yanka Buzky IP) for a total of over UAH 62.3 million (up to EUR 1.68 million as per the NBU rate of 
29 July 2022).  

The low financing level of regional development projects associated with the creation of infrastructure for 
IPs is primarily caused by low community activity and a lack of appropriate regional development priorities.  

Moreover, the budget funds can be used to finance regional development projects that have an indirect 
positive impact on the creation and functioning of IPs and ensure the proper preparation of initiatives for the 
creation of IPs.  

For example, in 2021, a project for the construction of a public road between the M-07 Kyiv-Chop Highway 
and Poliova Street in Myrotske village was selected and financed. Poliova Street is located close to the 
Myrotske IP in the Buchanskyi municipality of Buchanskyi region, Kyiv oblast. At the same time, within the 
framework of the budget programme "Support to Regional Policy of Ukraine", the regional development 
project “IPs Network called "Western Industrial Cluster” was financed on the territory of Zhytomyr, Ternopil 
and Rivne oblasts in 2021.  

It should be mentioned that following the provisions of the Tax Code of Ukraine, local municipalities are 
authorized to set the rates and benefits from payment of local taxes and fees, including the tax on 

 

170 As of 29 July 2022, the AzovAquaInvest IP is located in the temporarily occupied areas. 
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non-movable property other than land, land fees and land leases. At the same time, the provision of such 
benefits may be considered state support.  

The Law of Ukraine “On State Assistance to Businesses” generally regulates the formation and 
implementation of state support programmes in accordance with the admissibility criteria established by the 
Government of Ukraine.  

These programmes will enable a specific list of forms and amount of state support to be offered from the 
local budget during the specified period to the economic entities that will implement investment projects 
aligned with the long-term priorities of community development.  

At the beginning of 2022, no state support programme funded from local budgets had been formed and 
agreed with the Anti-Monopoly Committee for the initiators of the IPs, which could be business entities, 
management companies or IP tenants.  

As a result of this situation, despite the envisaged legislative possibilities and the intentions declared by 
municipalities to support IPs, these municipalities have no mechanisms to practically implement the 
initiatives.  

Alternatively, they can be implemented in a way that may have a negative impact on the respective 
businesses in future.  

The importance of available/potential skilled workers is also increasing, while the shortage of skilled labour 
is growing. This factor can be decisive in determining the prospects for the operation and development of 
established IPs and those yet to be created.  

Thus, greater prospects for IP development are to be found in the so-called regional poles of economic 
growth – territories demonstrating significantly higher demographic, social and economic development 
indicators compared to other similar territories in the region.  

Another challenge is Mineconomy’s capability to ensure proper access to information about the already 
established IPs, as initiators often violate the requirements of Article 14 (Part two) of the Law and do not 
submit a copy of the decision on the creation of an IP and the concept of an IP to the mentioned authority.  

Moreover, there are no mechanisms to ensure that IPs established in Ukraine which are not included in the 
Register comply with the basic features and conditions of their creation and operation, as specified in the 
Law. This situation can negatively impact upon the understanding and acceptance of IPs in Ukraine in the 
domestic and foreign business environment.  

In the national policy on the creation and operation of IPs, the regulatory and legal acts listed hereafter are 
in force: Constitution of Ukraine; Tax Code of Ukraine; Civic Code of Ukraine; Economic Code of Ukraine; The 
Law of Ukraine "On IPs"; The Decree of the President of Ukraine dd. 30.09.2019, No. 722 "Sustainable 
Development Goals in Ukraine for the period up to 2030"; The Decree of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine 
dd. 27.05.2020, No. 534 "On Approval of the State Programme of Economic Stimulation for Mitigation of 
Negative Consequences, caused by Interim Measures for the Prevention, Occurrence, and Spread of 
COVID-19, caused by SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus, for 2020-2022 years"; The Decree of the Cabinet of Ministers 
of Ukraine dd. 03.03.2021, No. 179 "On Approval of the National Economic Strategy for the period until 
2030”; The Decree of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine dd. 19.01.2022, No. 25 "On Approval of the 
Procedure for Consideration of Documents on Inclusion of IPs into the Register of IPs”; and The Decree of the 
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine dd. 19.01.2022, No. 27 "On Approval of Way of Keeping of the Register of 
IPs”.  

 

 

https://context.reverso.net/%D0%BF%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%B4/%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B3%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%B9%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9-%D1%80%D1%83%D1%81%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9/admissibility
https://context.reverso.net/%D0%BF%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%B4/%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B3%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%B9%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9-%D1%80%D1%83%D1%81%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9/admissibility
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Analysing the status quo in the creation and operation of IPs, the trends and validating the need 
to solve the challenges identified 

To attract direct investment in the creation of new industries as part of the IPs' mechanism to transform them 
into a driving force of economic and industrial development through the introduction of low-investment 
incentives, which correspond to modern global tendencies and increase the competitiveness of domestic IPs, 
the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine adopted the Law of Ukraine  On Amendments to the Law On Industrial Parks 
and other Laws regarding the attraction of investments in the industrial sector of the economy by stimulating 
the creation of industrial parks № 1710-IX.  

This law specifies the mechanisms of state incentives for the development and operation of IPs, namely:  
» full or partial compensation of the interest rate for loans (bank credits) for the arrangement of and/or 

business development within the IPs; 
» granting irrevocable funds for the development of IPs and/or ensuring the construction of the joint 

infrastructure facilities (motorways, communications lines, heat, gas, water and electricity supplies, 
engineering communications, etc.) needed for the establishment and operation of IPs;  

» compensating the costs for connection to engineering and transport networks;  
» providing tax and customs incentives in line with the Law.  

The implementation of this Law will open up the potential of IPs and improve the investment environment 
in Ukraine, which, in turn, will contribute to an increase in investment flows replenishing the Ukrainian 
economy.  

In addition, the National Economic Strategy by 2030 outlines the state policy strategy aimed at increasing 
investment attractiveness, which includes the expansion and creation of new IPs and the creation of 
conditions for doing business within the limits of IPs.  

The target indicator until 2030 for Strategic Objective 4, "Creation of New Production Capacities by 
Stimulating Innovative Activities of Enterprises in All Regions of the Country Using the Competitive 
Advantages of Each of Them" (within the “Industry” section) is the attraction of USD 8 billion through IPs. The 
following tasks are foreseen for the development of IPs:  

» ensuring conditions for the creation and development of IPs as investment locations with existing 
engineering and transport infrastructure;  

» providing incentives for the residents of IPs; 
» ensuring that IP development is prioritized in regional development strategies and that their 

implementation plans include appropriate specific activities; 
» cooperation in planning and synergy-building between urban/municipal development and the park's 

development (e.g. common local transport system, common electricity supply e.g. optimized 
day/night power distribution, common fire brigade, etc.); 

» ensuring electricity supply in the areas where IPs are being developed and connecting them to the 
power grids;  

» ensuring sustainable water supply and wastewater treatment with a focus on wastewater reuse;  
» provision of an integrated energy supply system (electricity, gas, heat) and its connection to the 

networks, as well as guaranteeing sustainable energy supply, focusing on the production of the IP’s 
own energy based on renewable energy sources;  

» ensuring state support for the IPs included in the Register by financing measures aimed at improving 
the environmental, energy and economic indicators of their operation (planning to introduce the EIPs 
Model); 

» support and promotion of highly professional management of the EIP.  

The National Economic Strategy by 2030 defines, in particular, valuable principles of economic policy such as 
European integration (implementation of the state's strategic policy aimed at Ukraine's full membership of 
the European Union) and decarbonization of the economy (energy efficiency improvement, development of 

https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1710-20
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renewable energy sources, introduction of circular economy and synchronization with the European Green 
Deal initiative).   

The deepening of Ukraine's relations with the European Union calls for a tailored approach to applying the 
CBAM to Ukraine, in the latter’s role as a country committed to political association and economic integration 
with the European Union within the framework of the Association Agreement between Ukraine and the 
European Union (hereinafter referred to as the Association Agreement), as well as a review of Addenda XXX 
and XXXI to the Association Agreement (on the environment and climate protection).  

Article 262 of the Association Agreement stipulates the points which would ensure the due implementation 
of the Association Agreement, such as (f) support for investments to comply with the mandatory standards 
defined by the European Union directives set out in Annex XXX to Chapter 6, “The Environment”, section V. 
During the implementation period specified therein, the adaptation of enterprises and equipment to the new 
requirements may benefit from up to 40 percent of the eligible costs.  

Article 293 of the Association Agreement provides that the Parties of the Treaty make efforts to promote and 
encourage trade and direct foreign investment in environmentally friendly goods, services and technologies, 
as well as the use of renewable energy resources and energy-saving products and services. The Parties shall 
also make efforts to facilitate trade in goods to promote sustainable development, in particular in goods that 
are the subject of "fair and ethical trade", as well as those related to the principles of corporate social 
responsibility and accountability.  

Article 365 of the Treaty calls for the development of a sector-wide environmental strategy, developing 
sectoral strategies in the areas of air quality improvement; water quality and water management, including 
the marine environment; waste and resource management; nature protection; industrial pollution and 
industrial accidents; chemicals, in particular clearly defined terms and milestones for their implementation, 
administrative responsibility and financial strategies to attract investment in infrastructure and technology; 
and the development and implementation of a climate change policy, as specified in the Association 
Agreement's Amendment XXXI.  

According to part 4, Article 4 of the Law, the operation of IPs is focused on the attraction of investments and 
development of the Ukrainian economy; balancing the economic development of the regions and improving 
the quality of life of Ukraine's population; the implementation of innovative and energy-saving technologies; 
the creation of new jobs; and sustainable development and environmental protection.  

Moreover, although the EIP model operates on the principles of circular economy, its implementation is 
conditional on the fulfilment of the National Economic Strategy by 2030, namely Strategic Goal 3, 
"Strengthening the Competitiveness of Industrial Goods Produced in Ukraine, Implementing Resource and 
Energy Efficient Technologies" of Section 10 “Industry”, which provides for measures (4) boosting circular 
economy development and (5) enhancing resource efficiency.  

This lays the foundation for the transformation of IPs into EIPs. The EIP model is considered a tool to solve 
regional and sectoral development challenges within the framework of the sectoral strategies and 
socio-economic regional development strategies.  

Strategic goals and principles of IP development 

The Strategy has been developed to specify the directions and ways of ensuring the development of IPs in 
Ukraine, thereby contributing to the formation of a decent investment environment and the growth of the 
national economy and its decarbonization.  

The implementation of the Strategy will also help to use the potential of IPs more effectively as part of the 
decentralization process of management and contribute to solving the problems of the degradation of the 
environment, the creation of added value and qualified workplaces.  
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The key goals of the Strategy are as follows:  

1. Improving the legal framework for the creation, operation and development of IPs, including terms of 

deregulation of certain types of business activities within IPs, in order to implement the model of EIP 
targeted at increasing economic, environmental and social indicators of their activity, as well as 

legislative definition and practical implementation of the EIP model in Ukraine, including industrial 
symbiosis and cooperation with measures from local municipalities.  

2. The establishment of financial and economic (including tax and customs) and non-financial (advisory and 

information support) incentives for IPs.  

3. The inclusion of initiatives for the creation of new IPs into appropriate action plans for the 

implementation of regional development strategies, optimization and development of the IPs network, 

taking into account the priorities identified in the programme documents of economic and social 

development, as well as the current and future needs of the business sector.  

4. The concentration of state incentives on projects concerning the creation of infrastructure and the 

development of IPs ensure the most favourable social and economic conditions and positive 

environmental effect, while minimizing the impact on climate and ensuring the scaling and 

multiplication of this effect.  

5. Establishing cooperation with relevant international organizations, both governmental and 

non-governmental, innovation enterprises of Ukraine and foreign countries, with the aim of analysing 
and consolidating experience in ensuring the operation of IPs and attraction of investments and direct 

involvement of financing for the implementation of innovative and investment projects by the IPs.  

6. Encouraging the initiators and management companies to attract potential IP tenants.   

7. Encouraging the establishment and implementation of IP management practices that are in line with the 

world's best practices and management approaches in this area.  

8. Ensuring institutional development of the system of formation and implementation of the state policy 
on the establishment and functioning of IPs on the territory of Ukraine, with emphasis on self-regulation, 

and encouragement of the establishment of professional unions that will support cooperation, including 
regular exchange of information and experience in this domain.  

9. Encouraging the development (transformation) of IPs based on the EIP model.  

  

This Strategy is based on the following basic principles:  

1. The justified selection of the territory for the creation of IPs, with consideration of the following:  

» the public interests reflected in the national, regional and local programme documents of economic 
and social development.  

» the already established IPs (their functional purpose, size of free plots, expansion options).  
» the results of quantitative and qualitative analysis of actual and projected demand and supply of 

available labour resources.  
» the results of the analysis of existing production and business relations, including ones focused on 

the use of previously disposed waste (solid, liquid, gaseous, etc.) by other enterprises to obtain a 
valuable by-product.  

» the availability of city planning documents of the appropriate quality.  
» the investment plans of resource providers (electricity, water supply, disposal, gas supply).  
» the possibilities to use local production resources.  
» the access to social infrastructure facilities, including those outside the IPs for people working within 

them.  
2. Preventing the misuse of market position by businesses, including abuse of the monopoly position 

and concentration of businesses within IPs.  
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3. The priority of financing the projects based on the creation of infrastructure for IPs located in the 

regions and in certain types of territories (above all in regional economic growth poles) requires special 
attention from the state and the application of special measures to boost their development, as well as a 

focus on the development of SMEs within the IPs.  

4. Facilitating the development of IPs based on the EIP model (implementation of sustainable 
development principles, circular economy approaches, resource-efficient and cleaner production, the 

reduction of negative environmental impact, enhancing the efficiency of resource and waste disposal, in 
particular, by creating closed-loop cycles and industrial symbiosis, increasing the production and use of 

energy derived from renewables, improving the quality of the social component both within and outside the 

parks, including on a local and regional scale, and improving the quality of management at the park level).  

5. Ensuring a unified approach to the understanding of the concept of "IP" and “EIP”, their criteria in 

Ukraine and their observance by all parties concerned.  

6. Promoting the sustainable development of territories, taking into account the participation of IPs in 

the development of innovation and research infrastructure, innovative enterprises and harmonious urban 

and industrial development.  

7. Gradual minimization of state participation in the issues of institutional support for the operation of 

IPs in Ukraine.  

 

Tasks to achieve the set goals of IP development, the implementation stages and expected results at each 
stage 

The implementation of the Strategy is aimed at increasing the institutional capacity of IPs for the overall 
development of production, research and technological potential, the digitalization of the national economy 
and low-carbon and resource-efficient development as the basis for achieving the maximum level of 
efficiency of the economy, as well as the balance and sustainability of social and economic development of 
Ukraine, its regions and individual territories.  

The main tasks of the Strategy are:  

Under Strategic Goal 1 – "The improvement of the legal framework for the establishment, operation and 
development of IPs, including deregulation of economic activities to implement the EIP model to enhance the 
economic, environmental and social performance, and create legal framework to ensure the practical 
implementation of the EIP model in Ukraine, including industrial symbiosis and cooperation with local 
municipalities":  
1) To provide a legal definition of "industrial symbiosis within an IP" and "EIP", define the criteria and 

degree of conformity of objects under state regulation to these concepts, the mechanism to confirm 

these concepts, introduce the state incentive mechanisms for transforming IPs into EIPs with the 
formation of industrial symbiosis on their territory and the creation of new IPs following the EIP model.  

The concept "EIP" shall imply that a park is a community of producers and service providers that occupy 

a common area and work together in resource management (through the implementation of industrial 

symbiosis and waste management system) to enhance the economic, environmental and social 

performance of their activities, with the direct involvement of the park's management.  

This community should consist of IP members linked by industrial symbiosis.   

2) To amend the current legislation to deregulate economic relations related to production, supply 
(distribution), use of resources (materials, energy, water, etc.) and waste exclusively within the limits of 

an IP. Thus, one of the basic conditions for the implementation of the EIP model and its practical 

implementation will be ensured.  

3) To amend the current legislation to make possible the establishment of IPs by means of complex 

territorial development, which shall be carried out to ensure the interests of socio-economic 
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development of municipalities and shall be preceded by engineering preparations, the construction of 

engineering and transport systems, social and industrial facilities, residential buildings and other 
constructions, as well as the improvement of the territory;  

4) To amend the current legislation to enable the possibility of including the target fee for connection to 

the electric networks of small distribution systems of IPs into the tariffs for electricity transmission and 
distribution services; a free-of-charge connection of small IPs' power installations to the electricity grids 

of the transmission and distribution system operators; the possibility of electricity distribution in small 

distribution systems of IPs by the management company or other authorized creation initiators of the 

IP by the public utility within the framework of the IP. A contractual basis for the operator of a small 

system of distribution of IP is also advisable within the allocated technical conditions for the affiliation 

of a standard form, as is the use of the technical conditions as inputs for the design of buildings within 

the IP and the possibility of production and use of energy generated from renewables by businesses 

within the park;  

5) Legislative provision for the application of mechanisms to ensure compliance of IPs included in the 
Register with the condition of allocating at least 40 percent of the total area of IP to its tenants, while 

those not included in the Register should comply with general requirements stipulated by the Law. 

 

Under Strategic Goal 2 – "Provide financial and economic (including tax and customs) and non-financial 
(advisory and information support) incentives for the IPs":  
1) To adopt amendments to the Tax Code of Ukraine to create favourable conditions to attract large-scale 

investments in industrial production.  

2) To adopt amendments to the Customs Code of Ukraine to create favourable conditions to attract 

large-scale investments in industrial production.  

 

Under Strategic Goal 3 –  "Incorporating initiatives for the creation of new IPs into relevant action plans for 
the implementation of regional development strategies, optimization, and development of the IPs network, 
taking into account the priorities identified in the program documents of economic and social development, 
as well as the current and future needs of the business sector": 
1) To include the tasks for the creation and operation of IPs into state, regional and local programme 

documents of economic and social development and corresponding action plans.  

2) To ensure an integrated approach to planning in areas where IPs are to be created, taking into account 
the efficient use of the IP territory (conducting activities mainly in the areas determined by the Law) and 

the availability of social and other infrastructure beyond the limits of the IP.  

3) To prepare and adopt informed and coordinated decisions on the creation of IPs by the initiators, and 

their preliminary broad public discussion with all possible interested parties.  

 

Under Strategic Goal 4 – "Concentration of state incentives on the projects for the creation of infrastructure 
and development of IPs that provide the most favorable social, economic, and positive environmental effect 
and minimize the impact on the climate, as well as ensure the scaling and multiplication of this effect":  
1) To hold consultations with the Anti-Monopoly Committee and implementation procedures stipulated 

by the legislation.  

2) To include the provisions for the allocations of state incentives for the development of IPs in regional 

growth poles in state and local budgets for a relevant year to use the available potential of such 
territories for the economic development of the region.  

3) To define and adhere to the conditions and criteria for IPs that receive budgetary funding, following the 

rules of use of budgetary funds.  

4) To ensure that the approach to the gradual and sequential development of the IP territory is adhered 

to, with the possibility of increasing the capacity of its engineering and transport infrastructure.  
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Under Strategic Goal 5 – "The establishment of cooperation with relevant international organizations, 
governmental and non-governmental organizations, Ukrainian and foreign innovation enterprises to analyze 
and consolidate the experience in the field of ensuring the operation of IPs and attracting the investments, as 
well as directly involving the financing for the implementation of innovative and investment projects by IPs":  

1) To ensure the effective cooperation with relevant international organization, in particular UNIDO, 

partners and foreign countries on the use of industrial parks and EIPs as a tool for developing international 

cooperation and increasing the competitiveness of the national economy, in particular through grants for 
environmental projects in IPs.  

2) To establish cooperation with international financial institutions and governmental and 

non-governmental organizations of foreign countries that may be interested in the implementation of 

projects for the creation and development of EIPs.  

3) To create conditions for the successful and sustainable integration of IP members into international 

value-added markets and export of their products.  

4) To finance the joint participation of IP representatives and their members in international trade and in 
exhibition and investment events aimed at representing the IPs in Ukraine.  

5) To expend possible financial sources for the implementation of development projects (transformation) of 

IPs into the EIP model (for example, by issuing "green bonds" and other financial instruments);  

 

Under Strategic Goal 6 – "Supporting initiators and management companies in the recruitment of potential 
tenants in IPs":  
1) To ensure the announcement of information about IPs in Ukraine and their capabilities on information 

platforms.  

2) To hold informational events (fora, conferences, etc.) aimed at demonstrating and promoting the 

benefits of IPs in Ukraine.  

 

Under Strategic Goal 7 – "Promote the development and implementation of IP management practices in line 
with best global practices and management approaches in this area":  
1) To organize and deliver training sessions to ensure that IPs comply with the general requirements of the 

Law;  

2) To facilitate the formation, support and promotion of professional management of IPs, including by 

increasing the capacity of management companies to represent the interests of IP tenants and 

preventing discriminatory practices in the activities of management companies;  

3) To provide informational, organizational and financial support to all-Ukrainian public associations whose 
activities are aimed solely at the institutional development of IPs to implement the measures outlined 

in this Strategy;  

4) To involve regional development agencies in the institutional system of support for the development of 

IPs; 

 

Under Strategic Goal 8 – "Ensuring institutional development of the state policy formation and 
implementation system for the creation and operation of IPs on the territory of Ukraine, including based on 
self-regulation, promoting the establishment of professional unions that support cooperation, including 
regular exchange of information and experience, particularly:  
1) Establishment of a central agency of executive power that implements the state policy on the 

establishment and operation of IPs on the territory of Ukraine.  

2) Establishment of a state institution to support the IP initiators, management companies and IP tenants 

to enhance the creation and development of IPs, as well as to facilitate the implementation of this 
Strategy.  
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3) Ensuring broad participation of the professional community and other stakeholders in the process of 

formation and implementation of the state policy regarding the establishment and operation of IPs on 
the territory of Ukraine on the grounds of self-regulation – the legislative provision of the tools to 

support self-regulatory activities of all-Ukrainian public unions, the activity of which is focused 

exclusively on the institutional development of IPs in Ukraine, joint (collective) representation of their 
interests;  

 

Under Strategic Goal 9 – "Promoting the development (transformation) of IPs into EIP model":  
1) To assist the authorities and local self-government agencies and ensure practical implementation of 

approaches to IP management in line with the EIP model (including the procurement of advisory services 

as state support).  

2) To form and implement state support programmes, including long-term programmes for the state to 

boost business activities of IP tenants funded by the local budgets.  

3) To provide state support for the initiators (businesses, management companies and IP tenants) to 

undergo procedures for approval of compliance with management standards and technological 
processes, which constitute the minimum requirements for an IP to be considered an EIP.  

4) To promote knowledge and information about the specifics of the EIP model, its advantages and 

possibilities in increasing the competitiveness of the national economy.  

5) To ensure the creation of new IPs taking into account the EIP model.  

6) To form and implement a support system for the implementation of the EIP model.  

7) To promote the educational component and the development of industrial skills, in particular in terms 

of knowledge dissemination, understanding, research and implementation of the best available 

technology and management methods.  

8) To ensure a common understanding and use of the term "IP" and "EIP" for all relevant entities.  

The implementation of the Strategy is designed for the period until 2030 and will be carried out by 
implementing the action plan for the implementation of the Strategy in 2022-2024 (hereinafter referred to 
as the Action plan), which is attached to this document.  

In 2030, the results of the Strategy implementation and the operation of EIPs in Ukraine will be assessed to 
identify the status quo and future needs for sustainable industrial development.  

To achieve the Strategy’s goals, it is necessary to ensure the effective interaction of legal, organizational, 
economic, financial and environmental mechanisms of state policy for the establishment and operation of 
IPs in Ukraine.  

The legal framework should create the right conditions for the effective application of other mechanisms 
envisaged by the Strategy, taking into account the general legal and regulatory framework defined by the 
national legislation.  

The organizational mechanism is aimed at ensuring the principles of partnership and cooperation between 
the governing agencies, local municipalities, relevant international organizations, representatives of business, 
professionals and other unions, and the community. A clear definition of tasks for those involved in the 
implementation of the Strategy will make it possible to share responsibility for decision-making and its 
implementation.  

The main components of the institutional mechanism are as follows:  

An Action Plan for implementing the Strategy, using established performance indicators, will enable the 
achievement of the Strategy’s goals by monitoring and determining the effectiveness of the impact of actions 
implemented at the state, regional and local levels.  

Action plans for the implementation of local and regional development strategies, which include specific 
measures to ensure the creation and operation of IPs.  
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Relevant information campaigns and specific activities.  

International technical assistance projects aimed at improving state policy on the creation and operation of 
IPs in Ukraine and providing practical support aspects in its implementation.  

The economic mechanism ensures adherence to the principles of sustainable development of the territories 
and the maintaining of a high level of competitiveness by using state incentive tools to create favourable 
conditions for attracting investment within the IPs.  

Facilitating the implementation of the EIPs model in Ukraine.  

The financial mechanism ensures the implementation of the principles of transparency and consistency of 
the actions of public authorities and local governments in terms of the distribution of funds from state and 
local budgets, international organizations, investments, grants and funds from other sources not prohibited 
by the Law.  

The environmental management mechanism is designed to facilitate the transition of IPs to an EIP model and 
the implementation of innovative, resource-efficient and environmentally friendly production and industrial 
symbiosis, including through the following actions:   

» The implementation of programmes to encourage the reuse and recycling of materials and the use 
of by-products from technological processes, as well as industrial symbiosis.  

» Facilitation of the implementation of environmental and/or energy management systems.  
» Promotion of the creation of exchange platforms for resources, recycling and waste treatment.  
» Promotion of the development of market mechanisms and tools for investment in resource-efficient 

and cleaner production.  
  

Expected results from Strategy implementation at the beginning of 2030 Ukraine:  

1) IPs are already created and included in the Register and there are:  

» No fewer than 30 IPs operating, with at least two members each, including at least five IPs in coal 
regions;  

» Five IPs with more than 10 tenants, whose operation corresponds to the EIP model.  
2) There is at least one science park in IPs, while science park projects are being implemented.  

3) The construction of infrastructure for IPs and their arrangement funded from the state budget 
amounted to no less than UAH 16 billion (up to EUR 432 million as per the NBU rate as of 29 July 2022).  

4) At least USD 8 billion worth of investment in IPs has been attracted.  

5) The development of industrial areas is carried out mainly through the planning and creation of IPs, 
both on territories that are free from construction and on that of existing enterprises and industrial 
areas that are losing their production value, as well as on the territory around seaports and in 
harbours.  

6) The management companies of IPs ensure the provision of a minimum specified range of services 
to members in a one-stop-shop approach to the provision of such services.  

7) A central government agency is established that implements the state policy on the establishment 
and operation of IPs on the territory of Ukraine.  

8) A state agency has been established to support IP initiators, management companies and tenants 
to enhance the creation and development of IPs, as well as to facilitate the implementation of the 
Strategy.  

9) At least one self-regulatory professional organization representing the common interests of at 
least one third of the IPs included in the Register has been established and is functioning.  
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The Strategy implementation is financed by state and local budgets, international technical support 
organizations, international donors, financial institutions, investors and other sources not prohibited by the 
Law.  

According to Article 24 (Part II) of the Budget Code of Ukraine, the SFRD is allocated for the implementation 
of investment programmes and regional development projects, which are themselves aimed at the 
developing the regions and meeting the priorities defined in the State Strategy for Regional Development 
and the respective regional development strategies.  

The State Strategy of Regional Development for 2021-2027, which is approved by the Resolution of the 
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine as of 5 August 2020, No. 695, includes the task of implementing effective 
mechanisms to spur active development of IPs, in particular under the topic "Social and economic 
transformation of territories where coal mining and coal processing business are terminating their activities". 
The same applies to the area of "Development of Creative Industries" under Goal 5, "Sustainable Industry 
Development", where the task is to identify and develop the appropriate infrastructure of the territories in 
which businesses can carry out production activities, particularly, by considering in the city planning 
documentation an industrial areas, location of enterprises, areas with innovative infrastructure, IPs, together 
with their specialization and transport accessibility.  

The procedure for preparation, evaluation and selection of investment programmes and regional 
development projects can be implemented by the funds of the SRDF, approved by the Resolution of the 
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine as of 18  March 2015, No.196 (as amended by the Decree of the Cabinet of 
Ministers of Ukraine dd. 5 April 2021, № 299). This procedure envisages that the creation of infrastructure of 
IPs shall be carried out following the Law of Ukraine "On IPs".  

Following the provisions of paragraph 3, clause 3, section II "Final provisions" of the Law of Ukraine as of 7 
September 2021, No.1710-IX “Amending the Law of Ukraine “On IPs” and other legislation of Ukraine to 
attract investments into industry development by stimulating the creation of IPs”, the Cabinet of Ministers 
of Ukraine, during the preparation of the draft Law of Ukraine on the State Budget of Ukraine for the 2022 
and the next four years, shall provide earmarked funds for the appropriate year.  

It is expected that costs for the implementation of the Strategy will be distributed among the following areas:  

» The implementation of regional development projects that involve the creation of infrastructure for 
IPs.  

» Partial compensation of the interest rate for loans (credits) to management companies and the 
initiators (businesses) for the development of IPs.  

» Full or partial compensation of the interest rate for credits (loans) to IP tenants aiming to carry out 
business activities on the territory (within the limits) of the IP and/or upgrading of IPs.  

» Granting irrevocable funds for the IP management companies and initiators for IP development 
and/or for the creation and development of engineering and transport infrastructure of IPs.  

» The construction, reconstruction and repair of engineering and transport infrastructure for the 
creation and operation of IPs as well as their upgrade.  

» To provide support for IP initiators, management companies and tenants, including training and 
coaching, participation in scientific/practical conferences, educational and informational events 
(exhibitions, seminars) on IP activity, support for IP founders and management companies in 
involving potential IP tenants, and recruitment of experts and conducting feasibility studies.  

» Encouraging the development of a self-regulatory institution for the management of IPs.  
» Supporting the implementation of other measures set out in the Strategy.  

 
The amount of funding for the Strategy is based on specific tasks within the limits of the State Budget of 
Ukraine for the relevant year.   
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Monitoring and assessment of the strategy implementation results, and reporting 

The central and local authorities are considered the agencies in charge of the Strategy implementation, as 
well as local self-organization agencies and other stakeholders (institutions and organizations, including 
international ones).  

Ministries, other central and local executive power bodies, as well as other stakeholders specified in the 
Action plan shall submit information on the implementation of the operational plan to Mineconomy by 1 
February annually.  

Mineconomy analyses and summarizes the information submitted on the implementation status of the 
respective Action plan and drafts an annual report on the implementation status of the Strategy, which is 
published on its official website by 1 March, starting in 2023.  

Mineconomy evaluates the achievement of the Strategy's objectives during the preparation of annual reports 
on the Strategy implementation status in the respective years. The assessment results are used to formulate 
proposals for the further implementation of state policy on IPs.  

The results of monitoring can form the basis for adjusting the Action plan for the implementation of the 
Strategy, in particular based on the sound proposals of all stakeholders.  

  

____________________________  
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Addendum to the IP Development 
Strategy until 2030 

OPERATIONAL PLAN  
of the Industrial Parks Development Strategy until 2030 to be implemented in 2022-2024 

Activity Agencies in charge 
Years of 

implementation 
Expected outcomes 

Strategic Goal 1 "The improvement of the legal framework for the establishment, operation and development of IPs, including deregulation of economic activities to 
implement the EIP model to enhance the economic, environmental and social performance, and create legal framework to ensure the practical implementation of 

the EIP model in Ukraine, including industrial symbiosis and cooperation with local municipalities" 
1. Draft Law on Amending the Law of Ukraine 
"On IPs" and other Ukrainian laws to 
introduce the EIP model" 

Ministry of Economy 
Ministry of Regional 
Development 
Ministry of Environmental 
Protection and Natural 
Resources  
Ministry of Energy 
Ministry of Strategic Industries 
Ministry of Finance  

2022-2023  The following issues have been regulated legislatively: 
Implementation of the EIP model. 
State incentives to ensure compliance of IPs with the EIP model, 
including the creation of new EIPs and transformation of IPs into 
EIPs. 
Deregulation of economic relations related to the production, 
supply (distribution), use of resources (materials, energy, water, 
etc.) and waste within the limits of the IP. 
IPs are recognized as an element of the integrated development 
of territories. 
Connecting the IPs to the electricity grid free of charge (at the 
expense of the investment component of the tariff for electricity 
transmission and distribution services). 
Support for self-regulatory activities of nationwide community 
associations whose activities are focused exclusively on the 
institutional development of IPs in Ukraine. 
The compliance of IPs is not included in the Register with the 
general requirements of the Law. 

2. Analysis to develop proposals for the 
revision of the legislative and regulatory 
framework for the implementation of 
industrial symbiosis within industrial parks 
and EIPs, including the simplification of 
appropriate procedures for a productive 
interaction between enterprises based on the 
joint (collective) use of resources, waste and 
by-products of the production processes  

Ministry of Economy 
Ministry of Regional 
Development 
Ministry of Environmental 
Protection and Natural 
Resources  
Ministry of Energy 
Ministry of Strategic Industries  

2022 The analysis of regulations was carried out to identify existing and 
potential barriers in the implementation of industrial symbiosis to 
draft proposals regarding amendments to the regulations for the 
interaction between industrial enterprises within the IPs, 
including in the areas of waste management, electricity 
generation, by-products of production processes, etc. 

3. Approving the procedure for determining 
the level of compliance and approval of the 

Ministry of Economy 
Ministry of Regional 
Development 

2023-2024  The criteria for compliance with industrial symbiosis, as well as the 
procedure for determining compliance with such criteria, have 
been approved.  
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Activity Agencies in charge 
Years of 

implementation 
Expected outcomes 

compliance criteria of industrial symbiosis 
within the IP 

Ministry of Environmental 
Protection and Natural 
Resources  
Ministry of Energy 
Ministry of Strategic Industries  

4. Approving the procedure for determining 
the level of compliance and approval of the 
compliance criteria of the IP model to the EIP 

Ministry of Economy 
Ministry of Regional 
Development 
Ministry of Environmental 
Protection and Natural 
Resources  
Ministry of Energy 
Ministry of Strategic Industries  

2023 The criteria for compliance of the IP with the EIP model have been 
approved, taking into account international recommendations for 
EIPs developed by UNIDO, GIZ and the World Bank Group. The 
eligibility criteria for EIPs, which account for their potential and 
possible impact on export development in relevant sectors of the 
economy, have also been approved. 

5. Ensuring the implementation of the 
mechanism for determining the compliance 
of IPs not included in the Register with the 
general requirements of the Law of Ukraine 
"On IPs" 

Ministry of Economy 
Ministry of Regional 
Development 
Ministry of Environmental 
Protection and Natural 
Resources  
Ministry of Energy 
Ministry of Strategic Industries  
Ministry of Finance 
State Service of Ukraine for 
Geodesy, Cartography and 
Cadastre  
Anti-Monopoly Committee 

2023-2024  The mechanism of compliance of IPs not included in the Register 
with the general requirements of the Law has been specified. 

6. Amending Section 7, "Industrial Areas", of 
the State Building Code B.2.2-12:2019 "Site 
Planning and Construction", approved by the 
Order of the Ministry of Regional 
Development No. 104 dd. 26.04.2019, to 
bring it in line with legislation, unification and 
ordering 

Ministry of Regional 
Development 
Ministry of Economy  
Ministry of Environmental 
Protection and Natural 
Resources  
Ministry of Energy 
Ministry of Strategic Industries  
State Service of Ukraine for 
Geodesy, Cartography and 
Cadastre 

2023-2024  State building regulations for the planning and construction of 
land have been harmonized with legal provisions. 
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Activity Agencies in charge 
Years of 

implementation 
Expected outcomes 

Strategic Goal 2 "Establishment of financial and economic (including tax and customs) and non-financial (advisory and information support) incentives for the IPs" 
1. Supervision of a bill in the Verkhovna Rada 
of Ukraine to adopt amendments to the Tax 
Code of Ukraine to create favourable 
conditions for attracting large-scale 
investments in industrial production 

Ministry of Economy 
Ministry of Finance 
Ministry of Environmental 
Protection and Natural 
Resources  

2022 Creation of tax incentives for IP tenants that contribute to the 
efficient use of resources. 

2. Supervision of a bill in the Verkhovna Rada 
of Ukraine to adopt amendments to the 
Ukrainian Tax Code to create favourable 
conditions for attracting large-scale 
investment in industrial production 

Ministry of Economy  
Ministry of Finance 
Ministry of Environmental 
Protection and Natural 
Resources 

2022 Creating customs incentives for IP tenants will promote resource 
efficiency. 

Strategic Goal 3 "Inclusion of initiatives for the creation of new IPs into relevant action plans for the implementation of regional development and optimization 
strategies and the development of IPs networks, taking into account the priorities, identified in the program documents of economic and social development, as well 

as the current and prospective needs of businesses". 
1. The development of urban/city planning 
documentation of the appropriate level, 
regional strategies and action plans for their 
implementation with a reflection of the 
territories of IPs, providing an integrated 
approach to the planning of such areas 

Local governments (by 
agreement) 
Oblast state administrations 
Ministry of Regional 
Development 
Ministry of Economy 

2022-2024  The IPs are created according to the conditions and limitations 
specified in the city planning documents, which provide for the 
possibility of industrial symbiosis, whereby infrastructure or by-
products can be disseminated within the IP and among local 
communities. With the creation of new EIPs, special attention in 
urban planning should focus on the provision of green and social 
infrastructure, as well as on future business interests to identify 
the right approach to zoning for co-ed services and industrial 
symbiosis. 

2. The creation of IPs, taking into account the 
interests of all possible stakeholders 

Oblast state administrations 
Local governments (by 
agreement) 

2022-2024  Taking into account the interests of local and regional 
communities when creating IPs, including through public 
discussions, surveys, etc. 

Strategic Goal 4 "Focusing state incentives on infrastructure development projects and upgrading of IPs that provide the most socially and economically beneficial 
positive environmental effect and minimize climate impact, as well as ensure scaling up and multiplication of this effect". 

1. Ensuring that IP initiators, managers and 
tenants comply with anti-monopoly and 
competition law 

Anti-Monopoly Committee of 
Ukraine 
Ministry of Economy  

2022-2024  Conducting preliminary and control inspections, monitoring and 
analysis of business activities in IPs.  

2. Formation of state support programmes 
(including long-term) for state incentives of 
economic activities of IP tenants through local 
budgets 

Local governments (by 
agreement) 
Anti-Monopoly Committee of 
Ukraine 

2022-2024  A state support programme funded from local budgets for IP 
tenants has been developed. 

3. Formation of budget programmes for state 
incentives for the operation and upgrading of 

Ministry of Economy 2022-2024  Implementation of legislative provisions on state incentives for 
the operation and development of IPs. 
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Activity Agencies in charge 
Years of 

implementation 
Expected outcomes 

IPs and construction of their infrastructure at 
the expense of state and local budgets. 
Provision of adequate expenditures in the 
state and local budgets for the relevant year 

Ministry of Regional 
Development 
Ministry of Finance  
Local governments (by 
agreement) 
Oblast and Kyiv city state 
administrations 

4. Development of procedures for the use of 
budgetary funds defining the conditions and 
criteria for IPs to which state incentives can be 
applied 

Ministry of Economy 
Ministry of Finance  

2022-2024  State incentives are granted to those IPs that meet specified 
conditions and criteria. 

Strategic Goal 5 "Establishing cooperation with relevant international organizations, governmental and non-governmental organizations, innovation enterprises of 
Ukraine and foreign countries for analysis and consolidation of experience in the field of ensuring the operation of IPs and attraction of investments, as well as direct 

involvement of financial resources so that IPs implement innovative and investment projects". 
1. Making arrangements for the recruitment 
of international and national financial 
institutions, governmental and non-
governmental organizations of foreign 
countries that would be interested in EIP 
projects and the development of tools for 
them 

Ministry of Economy 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
International financial 
institutions, other interested 
parties (subject to agreement) 

2022-2024  Ensuring that appropriate negotiations are held to attract 
investment in EIPs following the criteria set for them based on 
the UN SDGs. 

2. Negotiations with international partners on 
grants for environmental projects in the 
framework of EIPs 

Ministry of Finance 
Ministry of Economy 
International financial 
institutions, other interested 
parties (subject to agreement) 

2022-2024  Ensuring that appropriate negotiations are held to attract 
investment in EIPs following the criteria set for them based on the 
UN SDGs 

3. Implementation of activities to promote 
Ukrainian IPs, and EIP models, outside the 
country at international fora, conferences, 
bilateral events, etc. 

Ministry of Economy 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs  

2022-2024  Promoting the investment potential of Ukraine in the world, 
ensuring that representatives of industrial and EIPs of Ukraine 
participate in international events (fora, conferences, exhibitions, 
etc.). 

4. Analysing the needs of IPs for qualified staff 
and training people of working age in the 
required qualifications 

Ministry of Economy 
Ministry of Education and 
Science  
Local governments (by 
agreement) 

2022-2024  Business entities in IPs are provided with qualified human 
resources, including through partnerships between IPs and EIPs 
with vocational training centres, universities and similar 
educational institutions in the region 

5. Initiating applied research programmes in 
the creation and operation of IPs 

Ministry of Education and 
Science  

2023-2024  Bilateral cooperation in international research programmes (e.g. 
Horizon Europe 2021-2027). 
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Activity Agencies in charge 
Years of 

implementation 
Expected outcomes 

Ministry of Economy 
6. Development and implementation of the 
state support programme for IP initiators, 
management companies and tenants to pass 
procedures for determining compliance with 
management standards, and technological 
processes that meet the minimum required 
standards for the recognition of an IP as an EIP 

Ministry of Economy 
Ministry of Finance  

2023-2024  Creating opportunities for the transformation of IPs into EIPs, 
including information support and dissemination of the results of 
such recognition. 

7. Supporting the implementation of 
marketing and information activities for 
investors who can implement their projects in 
IPs and EIPs 

Ministry of Economy  
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
State-owned company "Office 
for Attracting and Supporting 
Investments" (by agreement) 
Management companies of 
IPs (by agreement) 
Chamber of Commerce of 
Ukraine (by agreement) 
Other stakeholders (by 
agreement) 

2022-2024  Support for IPs and EIPs to attract foreign investors. 

Strategic Goal 6 "Support initiators and management companies in attracting potential IP tenants" 
1. Highlighting the information about IPs in 
Ukraine and their capabilities in information 
resources 

Ministry of Economy  
Other stakeholders and 
institutions (by agreement)  

2022-2024 Ensuring easy access to information on IPs in Ukraine and their 
opportunities. 

2. Information events (fora, conferences, etc.) 
aimed at demonstrating and promoting the 
benefits of IPs in Ukraine 

Ministry of Economy  
Chamber of Commerce of 
Ukraine (by agreement) 
Other stakeholders and 
institutions (by agreement) 

2022-2024 The organization of activities related to the creation and operation 
of IPs/EIPs in Ukraine, including inviting representatives of 
stakeholders to participate in such activities. 

Strategic Goal 7 "Promoting the formation and application of IP management practices that correspond to the best world practices and approaches in management 
in this area" 

1. Ensuring training events, training for 
creation initiators and management 
companies on compliance with IPs of the 
general requirements provided by the law 

Ministry of Economy  
Ministry of Regional 
Development 
Regional Development 
Agencies (by agreement) 

2022-2024  Created IPs meet the requirements defined by the legislation on 
IPs. 
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Activity Agencies in charge 
Years of 

implementation 
Expected outcomes 

2. Contribute to the formation, support and 
promotion of the principles of highly 
professional management of IP 

Ministry of Economy 
IP management companies (by 
agreement) 
Regional Development 
Agencies (by agreement) 

2023-2024  Management companies shall undertake efficient and non-
discriminatory management of IPs, which is in the interests of 
tenants and other entities in the IPs. 

Strategic Goal 8 "Ensuring institutional development of the system of formation and implementation of state policy on the creation and operation of IPs in Ukraine, 
including based on self-regulation, promoting the creation of professional unions that will support interaction, including regular exchange of information and 

experience in this area" 
1. Establishment of a state institution to 
support IP initiators, management companies 
and tenants to intensify the creation and 
development of IPs, as well as to assist in the 
implementation of this Strategy 

Ministry of Economy  
Ministry of Finance 

2022 A draft resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine on the 
establishment of the state institution "Office for the Development 
of IPs" has been prepared. 

2. Decision-making on the establishment of a 
central executive body that implements the 
state policy on the establishment and 
operation of IPs in Ukraine 

Ministry of Economy  
Ministry of Finance 

2024 A draft resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine on the 
establishment of a central executive body that implements state 
policy on the establishment and operation of IPs in Ukraine has 
been prepared. 

3. Providing support measures, including 
informational, organizational and financial, on 
the formation and development of self-
regulatory institutions regarding IPs 

Ministry of Economy 2023-2024  Establishment of self-regulatory nationwide community 
organizations committed to solving challenges related to the 
operation of IPs and focused on their development. 

4. Analysis of the efficiency of state regulation 
regarding IPs and development of proposals 
for its optimization and improvement 

Ministry of Economy  
Public organizations (by 
agreement) 

2022-2024  Drafting conclusions and proposals on the current state regulation 
regarding IPs, possible methods for its optimization and 
improvement 

5. Improvement of the system to monitor the 
operation of industrial and EIPs based on 
planning and monitoring the system of social 
and economic indicators for the development 
of the sector 

Ministry of Economy  
Ministry of Regional 
Development 
Ministry of Environmental 
Protection and Natural 
Resources of Ukraine  

2022-2023  Efficient planning and monitoring of operations within IPs and EIPs 
and control at the national and regional level, including the 
development of forms for plans and reports, as well as 
recommendations for their completion. 

Strategic Goal 9 "Facilitate the development (transformation) of IPs based on the EIP model" 
1. Elaborating the extension of the technical 
assistance project "Global EIPs Programme – 
Ukraine: Country-level intervention" to 
support the implementation of practical 
measures and their scaling, multiplication of 
successful experience 

Ministry of Economy   2022-2023  Ensuring sustainability and scaling up of the technical assistance 
project outputs. 
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Activity Agencies in charge 
Years of 

implementation 
Expected outcomes 

2. Implementation of pilot projects for the 
creation of EIPs, including through the 
support of international technical assistance 
projects 

Ministry of Economy  
Ministry of Regional 
Development 
Ministry of Environmental 
Protection and Natural 
Resources 
Ministry of Strategic Industries  
State Agency for Energy Saving 
and Energy Efficiency 
International financial 
institutions and other 
interested parties (by 
agreement) 

2022-2024  Ensuring sustainability and scaling of the results of the technical 
assistance project. 

3. Elaborating the issue of inclusion of topics 
on EIP development, industrial symbiosis, and 
resource-efficient and cleaner production in 
the curriculum of higher educational 
institutions 

Ministry of Education and 
Science 
Ministry of Economy  

2024 The curriculum has been developed and implemented in the 
relevant higher education institutions. 

4. Analysing economic activities and 
economic sectors to identify the most 
promising ones, in which economic activities 
based on the EIP model will be most efficient 
for regional and sectoral development 

Ministry of Economy  
Ministry of Regional 
Development 
Local authorities (by 
agreement) 
Oblast, Kyiv City State 
Administration 

2023-2024  Inclusion (based on the results of the analysis) of the issues of EIP 
development into sectoral strategies and socio-economic 
strategies of regional development. 

5. Developing proposals for the 
implementation of pilot projects for EIP 
establishment, including with the support of 
international technical assistance projects 

Ministry of Economy  
 

2023-2024  Operation of pilot EIPs, where resource-efficient and cleaner 
production and industrial symbiosis are implemented 

6. Development of a benchmarking system as 
part of the EIP model implementation 

Ministry of Economy  
 

2023 Formation of an evaluating system for benchmarks to determine 
the level of compliance of the EIP model. 

7. Development of proposals for tools to 
stimulate and support EIPs and industrial 
symbiosis, including through budget funds, 
support tools with low impact on budgets, as 
well as programmes to support 

Ministry of Economy  
Ministry of Regional 
Development 
Ministry of Finance 

2022-2024 Preparing proposals regarding amendments to existing state 
support tools and mechanisms for their implementation. 
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Activity Agencies in charge 
Years of 

implementation 
Expected outcomes 

environmental, energy-efficient and 
resource-efficient projects 
8. Developing tools (incentives) to support 
EIPs and industrial symbiosis at state, regional 
and local levels, as well as with the 
involvement of the banking and financial 
sector 

Local governments (by 
agreement) 
Regional, Kyiv city state 
administrations 

2023-2024  Establishment of new mechanisms to support EIPs funded by local 
budgets. 

9. Promoting the implementation of 
environmental and/or energy management 
systems in IPs and EIPs 

Ministry of Economy  
Ministry of Regional 
Development 
Ministry of Environmental 
Protection and Natural 
Resources  
State Agency for Energy Saving 
and Energy Efficiency  

2022-2024  Providing information and advisory support, attracting grant 
support in the framework of international technical assistance 
projects, as well as international financial institutions for the 
implementation of environmental and/or energy management 
systems in IPs and EIPs. 

10. Promoting the establishment and 
operation of the platforms to exchange 
resources, secondary raw materials and waste 
for the development of industrial symbiosis in 
industrial and EIPs. 

Ministry of Economy  
Ministry of Regional 
Development 
Ministry of Environmental 
Protection and Natural 
Resources  
State Agency for Energy 
Saving and Energy Efficiency 

2023-2024  Providing information support for the dissemination of industrial 
symbiosis between enterprises by creating platforms to exchange 
resources, secondary raw materials and waste for the 
development of industrial symbiosis in IPs and EIPs, including from 
state and local budgets, grant support for international technical 
assistance projects and international financial institutions. 

11. Promoting the development of market 
mechanisms and tools for investing in 
resource-efficient and environmentally 
friendly production 

Ministry of Economy  
Ministry of Regional 
Development 
Ministry of Environmental 
Protection and Natural 
Resources  
Ministry of Finance 
Ministry of Energy 
State Agency for Energy 
Saving and Energy Efficiency  
International financial 
organizations and other 
stakeholders (by agreement) 

2023-2024  Facilitating the application, developing new market mechanisms 
and tools for investing in resource-efficient and cleaner 
production, analysing the effectiveness of use, disseminating 
information on existing tools, attracting international technical 
assistance and international financial institutions to provide 
advisory support and reimbursement support on the issuance of 
debt instruments, servicing credit instruments, collateral support, 
etc. 
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Activity Agencies in charge 
Years of 

implementation 
Expected outcomes 

12. Promoting the formation of professional 
unions representing industrial and EIPs in 
Ukraine, as well as relevant professional 
networks with the participation of foreign 
industrial (eco-industrial) parks and their 
associations 

Ministry of Economy  
Local authorities (by 
agreement) 
Regional, Kyiv city state 
administrations 
Regional Development 
Agencies (by agreement) 
Other stakeholders (by 
agreement) 

2024 Establishment of bilateral and multilateral partnerships of IPs and 
EIPs, including outside Ukraine. 

_________________________________ 
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ANNEX 4: LAW OF UKRAINE ON 

INDUSTRIAL PARKS (WITH 

AMENDMENTS) 

 
(The Official Bulletin of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, 2013, No. 22, Article 212) 

 
{As amended by the following Laws: 
No. 406-VII of 4 July 2013, BVR, 2014, Nos. 20–21, Article 712 
No. 818-VIII of 24 November 2015, BVR, 2016, No. 2, Article 16 
No. 440-IX of 14 January 2020, BVR, 2020, No. 28, Article 188 
No. 1089-IX of 16 December 2020 
No. 1710-IX of 7 September 2021, BVR, 2021, No. 49, Article 390} 
 

{In the text of the Law, the words “Central Executive Authority implementing state tax policy, Central 
Executive Authority implementing state policy in the field of customs affairs” are replaced by the words 
“Central Executive Authority ensuring the formation and implementation of state tax and customs 
policy” following Law No. 406-VII of 4 July 2013} 

{In the text of the Law, the words “Central Executive Authority implementing the state tax policy and the 
policy in the field of state customs affairs” have been replaced by the words “central executive authority 
implementing the state tax policy, central executive authority implementing the state customs policy” under 
Law No. 440-IX of 14 January 2020} 

{In the text of the Law, the words “state support” have been replaced by the words “state incentives” 
following Law No. 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 

This Law defines the legal and organizational grounds for establishing and operating the IPs within 
the territory of Ukraine to ensure economic development, increase the competitiveness of territories, 
activate investment activities, create new jobs and develop modern industrial and market infrastructure. 

 
 

Section I 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Article 1. Definitions  
1. For this Law, the following definitions shall apply: 
1) choice of territory for an IP shall mean a set of legal and institutional, planning and other activities of 

the initiators of establishing IPs to search, buy out, assign and establish in kind (on the ground) free from 
development or built-up land plots intended for the creation of an IP; 
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{Clause 1, Part 1 of Article 1 as amended by Law No. 818-VIII of 24 November 2015} 
2) conduct of business activities within IP is a business activity of IP tenants, the management company 

and the initiator based on the contracts on the creation and operation of the IP and/or the implementation 
of business activities within the IP; 

3) Industrial (manufacturing) park (hereinafter referred to as the IP) is a territory defined by the IP 
initiator following urban construction documentation and equipped with the appropriate infrastructure, 
within which IP tenants can conduct business activities in the field of processing industry, processing of 
industrial and/or household waste (except waste disposal), as well as scientific and research activity in the 
field of information and telecommunications under the conditions defined by this Law and the contract on 
the conduct of business activity within the IP; 

The territory of the IP may not be engaged in the production of excisable goods (except for the 
production of cars, their bodies, trailers and semi-trailers, motorcycles, vehicles designed to carry 10 people 
or more and vehicles for the transportation of goods) and economic activities that fall under licensing 
following paragraphs 18, 18-1, 20-22, 32 of the first part of Article 7 of the Law of Ukraine "On licensing of 
economic activities types"; 

{Clause 3, Part 1 of Article 1 as amended by Law No. 818-VIII of 24 November 2015; as amended by Law 
№ 1710-IX of 7 September 2021; as amended by the Law № 1089-IX of 16 December 2020} 

4) IP initiator is an authority of the local government which, under the Constitution of Ukraine, exercises 
the right of the land owner on behalf of the Ukrainian people, and is endowed with the powers for land 
disposal following the law, as well as a legal entity or individual, being the owner or lessee of the land plot 
that can be used and offered by him/her for the creation of an IP; 

5) IP management company is a legal entity created following the legislation of Ukraine, regardless of 
its organizational and legal form, and selected following this Law, with which the initiator of the creation 
concluded the contract on the creation and operation of an IP; 

6) the arrangement of IP is an execution following the terms of the contract on the creation and 
operation of the IP and under the law of Ukraine “On Regulation of city planning activities”, of a complex of 
works and services for land plot preparation, as well as the design, construction, reconstruction, repair and 
arrangement of objects of engineering and transport infrastructure and other objects by the management 
company and/or by the initiator of IP creation using budget, own, borrowed or other funds to create 
appropriate conditions for performing economic activity by participants. 

6-1) trans-border IP is an IP that is created and operated by an international treaty of Ukraine concluded 
between the governments of states or their authorized initiators of creation. The procedure for the creation 
and operation of such IPs is regulated by international treaties of Ukraine; 

{Part 1 of Article 1 has been supplemented with clause 6-1 under Law No. 818-VIII of 24 November 2015} 
7) competent government authority – the central executive authority that implements the state policy 

on the establishment and operation of IPs in Ukraine, whose activities are directed and coordinated by the 
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine; 

{Clause 7, Part 1 of Article 1 as amended by Law No. 818-VIII of 24 November 2015; as amended by Law 
№ 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 

8) IP tenant is a business entity of any form of property registered on the territory (within the limits) of 
the IP which has acquired the right to a land plot and/or another object (part of the object) of real estate 
within the limits of the IP following the legislation, has concluded the contract with the management 
company on the conduct of business activities within the IP according to the IP's concept and must carry out 
economic activities exclusively in the field of processing industry, processing of industrial and/or household 
waste (except waste disposal), as well as scientific and technical activities, activities in the field of information 
and telecommunications, only in the territory (within the limits) of the IP; 

{Clause 8, Part 1 of Article 1 as amended by Law No. 818-VIII of 24 November 2015; as amended by Law 
№ 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 

9) another entity of an IP is a business entity of any form of property which has acquired the right to a 
land plot and/or another object (part of the object) of real estate within the limits of the IP following the 

http://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/818-19#n13
http://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/818-19#n14
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1710-20#n7
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1089-20#n2399
http://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/3038-17
http://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/818-19#n15
http://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/818-19#n17
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1710-20#n7
http://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/818-19#n18
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1710-20#n7
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legislation, has concluded the contract with the management company and carries out economic activity in 
areas not prohibited by this Law on the territory (within the limits) of the IP. Another entity of IP is not entitled 
to receive state incentives following this Law. 

{Part 1 of Article 1 has been supplemented with clause 9 under Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 
 
Article 2. Legislation on IPs 
1. The Constitution of Ukraine, the Civil Code of Ukraine, the Economic Code of Ukraine, the Land Code 

of Ukraine, the Tax Code of Ukraine, the Customs Code of Ukraine, this Law, the Law of Ukraine “On 
Regulation of City Planning Activity”, other legislative acts of Ukraine, as well as international treaties of 
Ukraine ratified by the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, are considered to be the legislative basis for the creation 
and operation of IPs. 

2. If the international treaty of Ukraine ratified by the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine establishes regulations 
other than those stipulated by this Law, the regulations of the international treaty shall apply. 

 
Article 3. Scope of the Law 
1. This law shall apply to relations arising in connection with the creation, operation and liquidation of 

IPs based on the use of land plots, natural resources, property and integral property complexes by its 
participants for the conduct of business activities. 

2. This Law does not apply to activities of business entities that do not meet the requirements of this 
Law. 

Article 4. Basic grounds for the creation and operation of IPs 
1. The creation and operation of IPs on the territory of Ukraine are carried out on the following grounds: 
1) free access to information about the capability of land use for the creation of IPs; 
2) competitiveness in choosing a management company on lands of state and municipal property; 
3) guarantee of rights for land plots within IPs; 
4) state support for the creation of IPs; 
5) state inspiration to attract investment in IPs. 
2. Functional appointment of the IP is defined by the concept of the relevant IP. 
3. The characteristics of legal regulation according to the functional appointment of an IP and the 

relevant obligations of the initiator of the creation and management company of the IP are determined by 
the agreement on the creation and operation of the IP. 

4. The operation of IPs is aimed at: 
1) investment attraction and economic development of Ukraine; 
2) equalization of the economic development of regions and improvement in the quality of life of the 

population of Ukraine; 
3) introduction of innovative and energy-saving technologies; 
4) creation of new jobs; 
5) sustainable development and protection of the natural environment. 

{Article 4 has been supplemented with Part 4 under Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 
 
Article 4-1. Public administration in the field of creation and operation of IPs on the territory of Ukraine 
1. Public administration in the field of creation and operation of IPs on the territory of Ukraine is carried 

out within the powers defined by this Law and other acts of legislation of Ukraine: 
1) Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine; 
2) Central Executive Authority ensuring the formation and implementation of state investment policy; 
3) Central Executive Authority ensuring the implementation of state policy on the creation and 

operation of IPs on the territory of Ukraine (competent government authority); 
4) Local Executive Authority; 
5) The local government.  

{The Law has been supplemented with Article 4-1 under Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 

https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1710-20#n7
http://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/254%D0%BA/96-%D0%B2%D1%80
http://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/435-15
http://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/436-15
http://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2768-14
http://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2768-14
http://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2755-17
http://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/4495-17
http://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/3038-17
http://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/3038-17
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1710-20#n7
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1710-20#n7
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Section II 
THE RIGHT TO CREATE IPs 

Article 5. The right to create IPs on the lands of state and municipal property 
1. The right to create IPs on lands of state and municipal property is granted to state authorities and 

local authorities that exercise the right of the owner to land on behalf of the Ukrainian people under the 
Constitution of Ukraine and are authorized by the order of land plots under the law, as well as lessees of land 
plots that, following this Law, meet the requirements for their use for an IP. 

Article 6. The right to create IPs on lands of private property 
1. The right to create IPs on lands of private property belongs to the owners or lessees of land plots that, 

following this Law, meet the requirements regarding their use for an IP. 
 
Article 7. The characteristics of the creation of IPs on leased land plots 
1. IPs may be created on the initiative of lessees after making appropriate changes to the land plot lease 

agreement and making a decision by a lessor to approve the concept of an IP on leased land plots. 
 
Article 7-1. Restrictions on the creation of IPs 
1. Initiator of creation, the management company may not be created/founded by natural persons – 

citizens of the state recognized by the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine as an aggressor or occupying state, or legal 
or related persons registered in the state recognized by the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine as an aggressor state 
or the occupying state, or subject to sanctions following the legislation of Ukraine or international law, or 
legal entities – owners of 10 percent or more shares and/or ultimate beneficial owner (controller) who is a 
resident of a state recognized by the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine as an aggressor or an occupying state, or a 
state recognized by the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine as an aggressor or occupying state. 

2. Tenants or other entities of IPs may not be economic entities of any form of ownership created by 
natural persons – citizens of the state recognized by the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine as an aggressor state or 
occupying state, or legal or related persons, registered in the state recognized by the Verkhovna Rada of 
Ukraine as an aggressor state or occupying state, or subjects under sanctions following the legislation of 
Ukraine or international law, or legal entities – owners of 10 percent or more shares and/or ultimate 
beneficial owner (controller) who is a resident of a state recognized by the Verkhovna Rada as an aggressor 
or an occupying state, or a state-recognized by the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine as an aggressor or occupying 
state. 

{The Law has been supplemented with Article 7-1 under Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 
 

Section III 
SELECTION, USE, AND ARRANGEMENT OF IPS 

 
Article 8. Requirements for a land plot within an IP 
1. The land plot the use of which is planned for the creation and operation of an IP may be located within 

or outside the localities and must meet the following requirements: 
1) belong to industrial lands; 
2) be available for industrial use, taking into account the conditions and restrictions defined by the 

relevant city planning documentation; 
3) the area of the land plot or the total area of neighbouring land plots must be no less than 10 hectares 

and no more than 1000 hectares. It is allowed to be located between the land plots of the IP on which only 
the objects of engineering and transport infrastructure are located or are supposed to be located following 
the city planning documentation. 

{Clause 3 of Article 8 as amended by Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 
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Article 9. Conditions for the use of land plots within the scope of an IP 
1. The use of land plots within the scope of an IP on lands of state or municipal property is carried out 

in compliance with the following conditions: 
1) the period of use of a land plot within the scope of an IP must be liable at least 30 years from the 

date of decision to create an IP; 
2) the use of land plots within the scope of IPs must respond to sanitary, epidemiological and 

environmental requirements. 
 
Article 10. Territory choice for an IP 
1. Territory choice for an IP on lands of state or municipal property is carried out by state authorities 

and local self-governments, taking into consideration the requirements of this Law. 
2. Territory choice for the creation of IPs on lands of state or municipal property is carried out at the 

expense of state or local budgets, as well as at the expense of attracted investments, funds of private 
investors and from other sources not prohibited by law. 

 
Article 11. Legal forms and procedures for land use within IPs 
1. IP tenants may use land plots in the legal forms provided for by the Land Code of Ukraine within the 

scope of an IP. 
2. IP management company, that has gained the right to lease the lands of an IP, transfers the 

ownership and rights to use land plots (sublease) to tenants, other entities of an IP following the Land 
legislation of Ukraine. 

{Part 2 of Article 11 as amended by Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 
3. In the case that two or more potential IP tenants apply for one land plot within the scope of an IP, 

the management company is obliged to enact a competition for the selection of tenants, taking into 
consideration the concept of the IP. 

4. A land plot of state or municipal property is provided to the management company on lease terms 
within the scope of an IP with the procedure established by law. 

{Part 4 of Article 11 as amended by Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 
5. In the case that an IP is created on lands of private property, the rights to land plots may be 

transferred to IP tenants and/or the management company initiating its creation in the forms and procedure 
provided for by law. 

{Part 5 of Article 11 as amended by Law No. 818-VIII of 24 November 2015} 
6. In case the initiator of the creation of an IP is the lessee of a land plot, this land plot or parts of it are 

subleased directly to tenants following the land legislation of Ukraine without prior agreement with the 
lessor, if this does not contradict the terms of a lease agreement for such a land plot. 

{Part 6 of Article 11 as amended by Law No. 818-VIII of 24 November 2015} 
7. Land plots are provided to tenants for the construction and service of real estate objects necessary 

to carry out economic activities. 
8. The funds received from the sale of land plots of state and municipal property on the territory of an 

IP are credited to the relevant budgets following the procedure provided for by the Budget Code of 
Ukraine and the Law on the State Budget of Ukraine for the corresponding year. 

 
Article 11-1. Facilities that can be located in the IP 
1. Facilities that may be located in the IP include: 

1) offices of IP management company, tenants and other entities of IP, financial institutions, objects of 
marketing and advertising; 

2) preschool education institutions, general secondary education institutions, institutions of higher, 
professional higher and professional (vocational and technical) education; 

3) science parks, accelerators and laboratories for the development of innovative technologies; 
4) multipurpose halls for scientific conferences and other events; 
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5) fire brigades; 
6) green areas; 
7) industrial and warehouse buildings and structures, and logistics infrastructure facilities; 
8) engineering buildings and structures; 
9) waste management facilities (except waste disposal); 
10) other objects not prohibited by law. 

{The Law has been supplemented with Article 11-1 under Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 
 
Article 12. Sources of provision of finance for the development of an IP 
1. The sources of provision of finance for the development of an IP may be funds from the state and 

local budgets allocated following the procedure and amounts provided for by law, funds from private 
investors, including funds attracted under the model of state-private partnership, attracted funds, including 
loans from banks and other financial and credit institutions, and funds from other sources not prohibited by 
law. 
 

Section IV 
PROCEDURE AND CONDITIONS FOR CREATION OF IPS 

 
Article 13. Initiators of the creation of IPs 
1. The initiators of the creation of IPs may be state authorities, local authorities, legal entities or 

individuals who have the right to create IPs on lands of state, municipal or private property under this Law. 
 
Article 14. Creation of IP and its inclusion in the Register of IPs 
1. The decision to create an IP is made by the initiator of the creation based on the concept of an IP 

approved following the requirements of this Law. An IP is created for a period of no less than 30 years. 
2. The initiator of the creation is obliged to submit to the competent government authority, within five 

working days of the date of the decision to create an IP, a copy of the decision and the concept of the IP. 
{Part 2 of Article 14 as amended by Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 
3. The information about created IPs is public, and access to it is provided by the competent government 

authority through the posting on the authority’s official website. 
{Part 3 of Article 14 as amended by Law No. 818-VIII of 24 November 2015} 
4. The decision to create an IP is the reason for the agreement concluding on the creation and operation 

of an IP between the initiator of the creation and the management company of an IP. 
5. For state incentives provided by law, the competent government authority creates, maintains and 

publishes on its official website the Register of IPs, in which IPs are included at the request of the initiators 
of creation. 

{Paragraph 1, Part 5 of Article 14 as amended by Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 
The list of the information entered in the Register of IPs and the procedure for its maintenance shall be 

determined by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine. 
{Paragraph 2, Part 5 of Article 14 as amended by Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 
The IP may be included in the Register of IPs provided that, at the time of inclusion in its territory 

(within), there are no commissions in the 10 years preceding the decision to establish an IP completed 
construction and/or missing industrial facilities operated during the five years preceding the decision to 
establish an IP (except for industrial facilities of a coalmining enterprise and/or its separate (adjacent) unit, 
which does not have the status of a legal entity that has been liquidated, is in the process of liquidation 
(termination) or is planned to be liquidated, which are not subject to the restrictions of this article). 

{Paragraph 3, Part 5 of Article 14 as amended by Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 
Property rights of intellectual property to the Register of IPs (database) belong to the state represented 

by competent government authority. The state, state authorities and their officials use the Register of IPs 
(database) free of charge. Property rights to computer programmes and databases for maintaining the 
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Register of IPs are subject to the requirements of Article 18 of the Law of Ukraine “On Administrative 
Services”. 

{Part 5 of Article 14 as amended by Law No. 818-VIII of 24 November 2015} 
6. State support is provided to IP initiators, management companies and tenants included in the Register 

of IPs. 
 
Article 15. The list of documents for inclusion of an IP in the Register of IPs 
1. To decide on including an IP in the Register of IPs, the initiator of the creation shall submit to the 

competent government authority the following documents: 
1) application for inclusion of an IP in the Register of IPs; 
2) the decision of the initiator to create an IP; 
3) IP concept; 
4) extract from the State land cadastre regarding the land plot and title establishing documents for real 

estate objects located on it; 
5) name of the management company and tenants (if available). 
 
Article 16. The decision to include an IP in the Register of IPs 
1. The inclusion of an IP in the Register of IPs shall take place within 45 working days of the date of 

receipt by the competent government authority of the application from the initiator of creation. 
The competent government authority, in the manner approved by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, 

considers the documents within 21 working days of the date of receipt of documents from the initiator. 
The competent government authority submits to the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine a draft decision on 

the inclusion of an IP in the Register of IPs or on the refusal to include an IP in the Register of IPs. 
2. The following criteria shall be taken into account when deciding on the inclusion of an IP in the 

Register of IPs: 
1) availability of labour resources necessary for the development of the IP following the concept; 
2) availability and/or capability of financial, material and technical resources attraction by the initiator 

of the creation which is necessary for the development of the IP following the concept; 
3) support of the IP by the local authority and local executive authority; 
4) expected results of IP functioning following the concept involve attracting investment, creation of 

new working places, exporting products and attracting small and medium-sized businesses; 
3. The decision to refuse to include an IP in the Register of IPs shall be made in the following cases: 
1) if the land plot, the use of which is planned for the creation and operation of an IP, does not comply 

with the requirements established by Article 8 of this Law; 
2) lack of support for the IP by local governments and local executive authorities; 
3) the presence on the territory of the IP of industrial facilities specified in Part 5 of Article 14 of this 

Law. 
Refusal to include an IP in the Register of IPs does not limit the possibility of re-application of the initiator 

to the competent government authority with a request for inclusion of an IP in the Register of IPs. 
4. In the decision to include an IP in the Register of IPs, the following is specified: 
1) name of the IP; 
2) initiator of the IP creation; 
3) the period for which the IP was created; 
4) location of the IP. 
5. The competent government authority is obliged within three working days of the date of the Cabinet 

of Ministers of Ukraine's decision to include the relevant IP in the Register of IPs, notify the initiator, 
management company, relevant local governments and post relevant information on its official website. 

{Article 16 as amended by Law No. 818-VIII of 24 November 2015; as amended by Law № 1710-IX of 7 
September 2021} 
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Article 16-1. Exclusion of an IP from the Register of IPs 
1) An IP shall be excluded from the Register of IPs in the case of: 
1) its liquidation following part one of Article 37 of this Law; 
2) failure to submit to the competent government authority reports on the functioning of the IP for two 

consecutive reporting periods; 
3) failure to agree on the establishment and operation of an IP within two years of the date of the 

decision to create it; 
4) non-implementation of economic activity within IP by all of its tenants for three consecutive years 

based on information from reports on the functioning of the IP; 
5) non-compliance with the requirements of Articles 7-1, 11-1, and other requirements of this Law. 
The competent government authority prepares a draft decision on the exclusion of an IP from the 

Register of IPs and sends it to the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine. 
1. The competent government authority is obliged, within three working days of the date of the Cabinet 

of Ministers of Ukraine's decision to exclude the IP in the Register of IPs, to exclude the relevant IP from the 
Register of IPs, notify the initiator, management company, relevant local governments and post relevant 
information on its official website. 

2. Exclusion of an IP from the Register of IPs is not grounds for its liquidation. 
3. An IP excluded from the Register of IPs may be reinstated no earlier than six months after the 

exclusion of such an IP from the Register of IPs. 
{The Law has been supplemented with Article 16-1 under Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 

 
Article 17. IP concept 
1. The initiator of the creation of an IP is obliged to develop and approve the concept of an IP, which 

specifies the following: 
1) name of the IP; 
2) initiator of the IP creation; 
3) target, objectives of IP creation and functional appointment; 
4) location, size of the land plot and objects located on it, including objects of industrial purpose; 
{Clause 4, {Part 1 of Article 17 as amended by Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 
5) the period for which the IP was created; 
6) requirements for IP tenants; 
7) information on the relative total amount of energy consumption, water, etc., as well as on necessary 

engineering and transport infrastructure and plan of the IP providing the appropriate resources; 
{Clause 7, Part 1 of Article 17 as amended by Laws No. 818-VIII of 24 November 2015, № 1710-IX of 7 

September 2021} 
8) IP development plan; 
9) estimated resources (financial, material, technical, labour, natural, etc.) necessary for the creation 

and operation of the IP, the expected sources of their involvement; 
10) organizational model of IP operation; 
11) expected results of IP operation; 
12) other information at the discretion of the initiator of creation. 
2. IP concept is approved by the initiator of such a park creation by making the appropriate decision. 
3. Business entities in the field of centralized water supplies and drainage, electricity and the natural gas 

market are obliged to render the necessary information regarding the availability of resources for the 
creation of an IP at the request of the initiator of the creation following the legislation, as well as to render 
technical conditions for connection to electricity networks (objects), in case the initiator of the creation has 
the information about necessary energy capacity for IP operation following the legislation. The technical 
conditions are an integral part of the agreement on connection to the electric networks. 

{Article 17 has been supplemented with Part 3 under Law No. 818-VIII of 24 November 2015} 
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4. Procedure of connection to electricity, gas and water supply networks, networks of heat energy 
supply (heat supply) and communication networks is established following the legislation. 

{Article 17 has been supplemented with Part 4 under Law No. 818-VIII of 24 November 2015} 
 
Article 18. Choice of the IP management company 
1. Choice of the IP management company, created at the lands of state and municipal property, is made 

by the initiator of the creation of such a park on a competitive basis through the organization and conducting 
of an open tender in the manner defined by this Law. 

2. In the case that land plots intended for the creation of an IP are part of private property, the 
management company is determined by the initiator of creation independently. 

3. If the initiator of the creation is a lessee of the land plot, the management company of such a park is 
defined by him/her independently with written notice to the relevant public authority, local government and 
landlord no later than three working days. 

{Part 3 of Article 18 as amended by Laws No. 818-VIII of 24 November 2015, № 1710-IX of 7 September 
2021} 

 
Article 19. Organization and conducting the tender for choosing the IP management company 
1. Organization and conducting the open tender for choosing the management company is carried out 

by the initiator of the creation. 
2. The initiator of the IP creation: 
1) shall approve the tender conditions for choosing the management company; 
2) shall create a tender commission and approve its composition and work procedure; 
3) shall prepare tender documentation; 
4) shall publicly announce an open tender with a message in the mass media; 
5) shall define the procedure of registration fee payment, the amount of which cannot be more than 

one thousand non-taxable minimum incomes of citizens; 
6) shall confirm in writing the receipt of applications to participate in tenders; 
7) shall provide the applicants with the necessary information (documents) to prepare the proposals to 

participate in tenders; 
8) shall decide on admission (non-admission) of applicants to participate in tenders with an explanation 

of the reasons in case of refusal; 
9) shall inform participants about admission (non-admission) to participate in tenders. 
Non-submission of all necessary information at the application to participate in the tender, submission 

of incomplete information or submission of incorrect information can be the reason for non-admission of the 
applicant to participate in the tender of choosing the management company. 

3. The information about the tender proclamation of choosing the management company shall contain 
the following data: 

1) entity that initiated the IP creation; 
2) IP conceptions; 
3) tender conditions, approved by the initiator of creation; 
4) land plot which provides for the creation of an IP; 
5) objects located on the territory of the land plot (list, characteristics, etc.); 
6) period for which the IP was created; 
7) authority which should be addressed to receive additional information; 
8) amount of registration contribution. 
Registration contribution is paid through cash-free transfer of funds to the current account of the 

initiator of IP creation and is used for the organization and preparation of tender holding. 
At the request of the applicant, the initiator of the creation provides him with all of the necessary 

additional information on the IP concept, land plot and objects located on it. 
4. The bid to participate in the tender shall be submitted within 30 days from the day of its proclamation. 
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The bidding to participate in the tender shall contain the following data: 
1) full name of the applicant, his/her location; 
2) IP business plan; 
3) information that confirms the capability of the applicant to provide appropriate operation of an IP, 

presence of experience, possibilities of technological and organizational provision of such activity; 
4) other information, provided by the terms of the tender. 
5. The biddings, documents and materials presented by the applicants are examined within 30 days 

from the last day determined for submission of the biddings. 
The tender commission considers the biddings presented by the applicants that are admitted to the 

tender, as well as documents and materials with proposals on the conditions of creation of the IP, determines 
their compliance with the conditions of the tender and prepares conclusions on the determination of the 
best conditions for the creation and operation of IPs. 

6. The biddings to participate in the tender, received by the initiator of the creation after the deadline 
for submission, are not accepted for consideration. 

7. The winner of the tender is the applicant who proposed the best conditions for the creation and 
operation of the IP following the terms of the tender. 

8. If the bidding for participation in the tender was received from only one applicant, he may be 
recognized as the winner of the tender, given that the implementation of the conditions set by the initiator 
of the tender and the tender are considered to have taken place. 

9. Under the conclusions of the tender commission, the initiator of the creation, within ten days from 
the last day set for consideration of biddings, decides on the winner of the tender. 

10. Notification about the determination of the tender winner is sent to the winner no later than five 
days from the day on which the decision was made. 

11. The initiator of the creation shall conclude a contract with the winner of the tender on the creation 
and operation of the IP after all the terms of the agreement have been agreed, but no later than ten working 
days from the date of determination of the winner of the tender. 

 
Article 20. Confidentiality of tender proposals 
1. Information contained in tender proposals of applicants regarding the determination of the 

management company for the creation and operation of an IP is considered to be confidential and is not 
subject to disclosure to third parties and other applicants. 

2. The results of the evaluation of tender proposals of the applicants are not considered to be subject 
to disclosure before concluding the contract on the creation and operation of an IP, except in the cases 
provided by the Law. 

  
Section V 

CONTRACT ON CREATION AND OPERATION OF AN IP 
 
Article 21. Concluding and period of the contract on creation and operation of an IP 
1. The contract on creation and operation of an IP shall be concluded between the initiator of the 

creation and a legal entity selected following this Law, which, following the signature of this agreement, 
acquires the status of a management company. 

2. The period of the contract for the creation and operation of an IP is established within the scope of 
the period for which the IP was created. 

3. The period of the agreement can be changed, with the consent of the parties, within the period for 
which the IP was created. After the expiration of the contract period, it can be prolonged for the period 
defined by the parties. 

4. The form of a typical contract for the creation and operation of an IP is approved by the central 
executive authority, which ensures the formation and implementation of state investment policy. 
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{Part 4 of Article 21 as amended by Laws No. 818-VIII of 24 November 2015, № 1710-IX of 7 September 
2021} 

 
Article 22. Significant terms of the contract for the creation and operation of an IP 
1. Significant terms of the contract for the creation and operation of an IP are as follows: 
1) scope of the agreement; 
2) period of the contract; 
3) cadastral numbers, location and size of land plots on which the IP was created; 
4) procedure and terms of IP arrangement; 
5) procedure and terms of scientific activity performed within the scope of the IP; 
6) procedure and terms of applicants’ involvement; 
7) procedure and terms of providing the rights to the applicants regarding the land plots and objects 

within the IP; 
8) procedure and terms of output of services and rights to use engineering and transport infrastructure; 
9) procedure and terms of insurance by the management company of the assets of the initiator of 

creation received for use; 
10) legal regime of property created by the management company within the IP, as well as property 

given for use, which is the property of the initiator of the creation; 
11) content and procedure for reporting by the management company to the initiator of the creation 

and the competent government authority; 
12) procedure of coming into effect of this contract from the date of its signing. 
{Paragraph 12, Part 1 of Article 22 as amended by Law No. 818-VIII of 24 November 2015} 
2. The contract for the creation and operation of an IP can be amended with the mutual consent of the 

parties. 
3. Reorganization of the management company-legal entity is not a reason for the dissolution of the 

contract on the creation and operation of an IP. 
4. Integral parts of the contract for the creation and operation of an IP are the following: 
1) the decision to create an IP; 
2) IP concept; 
3) IP business plan. 
 
Article 23. Termination of the contract for the creation and operation of an IP 
1. The contract on creation and operation of an IP shall be terminated in case of expiry of the period for 

which it was concluded, and in case the parties did not conclude an agreement on its extension within the 
period for which the IP was created. 

2. The contract for the creation and operation of an IP shall be terminated ahead of schedule in case of 
the following: 

1) essential breach by one of the parties of its obligations under the contract; 
2) liquidation of the management company through a court decision, including with the recognition of 

its bankruptcy. 
3. In case of termination of the contract on creation and operation of IP, the management company is 

obliged to return to the initiator of the creation of the land plots not alienated to the property of the 
participants, as well as objects of ownership on the terms specified in the contract. If the management 
company has allowed damage to the land plot of the initiator of creation, aggravation/destruction of 
engineering and transport infrastructure and/or other property of the initiator of creation located within the 
IP, it is obliged to reimburse him/her for damages in the case that it is proven that this occurred as a result 
of actions or inactions of this company. 

4. In case of termination of the contract on creation and operation of an IP within the scope of the 
period for which the IP was created, the initiator of the creation shall choose a management company 
following this Law. 
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5. In case of early termination of the contract on the creation and operation of the IP after the signature 
of a new contract, the management company is obliged within five working days to sign contracts on 
economic activities within the IP with all participants on terms that do not worsen the situation of 
participants compared to previous contracts. 

6. In the period between the day of termination of the contract for the creation and operation of an IP 
and the day of the signature of contracts between the management company and participants on economic 
activities within the scope of an IP, the status of participants of the IP remains unchanged. 

 
Article 24. Acquisition and loss of the status of IP management company 
1. The legal entity shall gain the status of the management company from the day of conclusion of the 

contract on the creation and operation of an IP, of which the initiator of the creation must notify the 
competent government authority in writing within three working days. 

Information on the gained status of a management company of an IP is included in the Register of 
IPs and shall be entered by the competent government authority into the Register of IPs and posted on its 
official website no later than three working days after the receipt of such notification from the initiator. 

{Part 1 of Article 24 as amended by Laws No. 818-VIII of 24 November 2015, № 1710-IX of 7 September 
2021} 

2. A legal entity loses the status of the management company from the day of termination of the 
contract on the creation and operation of an IP, of which the initiator of the creation is obliged to notify the 
competent government authority within the same day. Information on the loss of legal entity status of the 
management company of an IP included in the Register of IPs shall be entered by the competent government 
authority into the Register of IPs and posted on its official website no later than one working day after the 
receipt of such notification from the initiator. 

{Part 2 of Article 24 as amended by Laws No. 818-VIII of 24 November 2015, № 1710-IX of 7 September 
2021} 

 
Section VI 

FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE INITIATOR OF CREATION, 
MANAGEMENT COMPANY OF THE IP, RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE GOVERNMENT AUTHORITY 

 
Article 25. Rights and responsibilities of IP initiator  
1. The initiator of the creation has the right: 
1) to carry out the control over the compliance of the management company with the terms of the 

concluded contracts; 
2) to render the management company the right for the arrangement of the IP and/or control 

(operation) of the objects located within the IP; 
3) to require from the management company the observance of the IP concept and fulfilment of the 

terms of contracts concluded with the initiator of creation; 
4) to obtain, every six months, reports from the management company on the operation of the IP; 
{Clause 4, Part 1 of Article 25 as amended by Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 
5) to request from the management company the elimination of breaches committed by it in the 

process of IP operation; 
6) to require from the management company the compensation in case of aggravation of state of 

objects or damage to the land plot of the IP that occurred as a result of actions or inaction of the management 
company; 

7) to repurchase the property of the management company within the IP in case of early dissolution of 
the contract on the creation and operation of the IP as a matter of priority; 

8) at the request of the management company, to perform the actions to expand the limits of the IP, if 
it is impossible to place new tenants within the scope of existing territory; 
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9) to transmit to the management company or tenants for lease (sublease), alienate the objects (parts 
of objects) of real estate within the scope of IP. 

{Part 1 of Article 25 has been supplemented with clause 9 under Law No. 818-VIII of 24 November 2015, 
as amended by Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 

2. The initiator of the creation is obliged: 
1) to arrange the IP following the terms of the contract on the creation and operation of the IP; 
2) to provide the management company and/or tenants with the right to land plots, existing objects of 

engineering and transport infrastructure and other objects located within the scope of the IP; 
3) to preserve a trade secret of the management company; 
4) to not interfere with the current economic actions of the management company and tenants; 
5) to consider proposals of the management company regarding the provision of consent to make 

integral improvements to his/her property, transferred to the management company for use; 
6) to bring about control over preserving the IP concept; 
7) in case of the absence of a management company, to feed every six-monthly report to the 

government authority on the results of the IP operation; 
{Clause 7, Part 2 of Article 25 as amended by Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 
8) when concluding a contract on the creation and operation of the IP, to provide in its terms the use 

in activities related to the creation and operation of an IP, employees-citizens of Ukraine, including those 
dismissed in connection with the liquidation of a state or municipal enterprise, the property of which is given 
for the use of the management company. 

3. The initiator of the creation also possesses other rights and obligations, as provided by the contract 
on the creation and operation of the IP and legislation. 

 
Article 26. Rights and obligations of the IP management company 
1. The management company has the following rights: 
1) to bring about economic actions following the legislation taking into consideration the peculiarities 

provided by this Law; 
2) taking into consideration the requirements of the land legislation, to transmit to tenants in sublease 

the leased land plot or its part within the IP with the right of building; 
2-1) to transmit to tenants for lease (sublease), alienate objects (parts of objects) of real estate within 

the scope of an IP following the legislation; 
{Part 1 of Article 26 has been supplemented with clause 2-1 under Law No. 818-VIII of 24 November 2015, 

as amended by Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 
3) to create conditions for connection (access) of tenants to engineering networks and communications; 
4) to request the dissolution of the contract in case of breach of contract by the initiator of creation and 

compensation for the losses caused by non-fulfilment of contract terms; 
5) to extend the period of the contract in case of fulfilment of its terms; 
6) to receive payment for manufactured goods (works, services) following the terms of the contract; 
7) to involve the third parties on a contract basis to perform the works and output the services within 

the scope of the IP; 
8) to obtain, every six months, reports from tenants on the fulfilment of the contract terms, unless 

otherwise provided for by the contract; 
{Clause 8, Part 1 of Article 26 as amended by Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 
9) to initiate the determination of the issue regarding the expansion of IP limits, in case it is not possible 

to place new tenants within the existing territory; 
10) to receive the documents of permits personally or on behalf of the tenants, the approval of executive 

authorities and local authorities, as well as providing the construction of the objects of production 
appointment, and other objects necessary for carrying out the economic activity within the IP, representing 
the interests of tenants in relation with state authorities, enterprises, establishments and organizations. 
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{Part 1 of Article 26 has been supplemented with paragraph 10 under Law No. 818-VIII of 24 November 
2015} 

2. The management company is obliged: 
1) to execute the terms of the contract on the creation and operation of the IP; 
2) to perform the IP arrangement following the terms of the contract on the creation and operation of 

the IP; 
3) to ensure the execution of the IP business plan; 
4) to involve IP tenants and conclude necessary contracts with them; 
5) to receive the permits and approvals from state authorities and local authorities on behalf of the 

initiator of the creation, as well as to perform the construction of objects of production appointment, and 
other objects necessary to perform the economic activity within the scope of an IP, representing the interests 
of tenants in relation with regulatory authorities, services, enterprises, establishments and organizations; 

{Clause 5, Part 2 of Article 26 as amended by Law No. 818-VIII of 24 November 2015} 
6) to apply for approval of integral improvements of the property, transferred by the initiator of creation 

for the use of the management company; 
7) to keep in proper conditions the land plot transferred under the relevant contracts, engineering and 

transport infrastructure, and other objects located within the IP, and provide appropriate conditions for their 
use; 

8) after the expiration of the period for which the contract was concluded, to transfer the land plot 
together with infrastructure objects which are located on it, to the initiator of the creation, unless otherwise 
provided for in the contract; 

9) to feed, every six months, the reports on the operation of the IP to the initiator of the creation and 
competent government authority; 

{Clause 9, Part 2 of Article 26 as amended by Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 
10) to preserve a trade secret of the initiator of creation. 
3. The management company also has other rights and obligations, as provided by the contract on the 

creation and operation of an IP and legislation. 
 
Article 27. Powers of competent government authority 
1. The competent government authority: 
1) every six months obtains from the management company and publishes on its official website 

reports on the results of the IP in the manner and form approved by the central executive authority that 
ensures the formation and implementation of state investment policy; 

2) appeals to the public authority, enterprises, establishments and organizations to solve the issues 
related to the creation and operation of an IP; 

3) provides favourable conditions for the creation and operation of an IP; 
4) maintains the Register of IPs; 
5) performs the monitoring of IPs operation and develops the strategy for the development of IPs; 
6) provides information and consulting support to the initiators of the creation and management 

companies and otherwise promotes the involvement of tenants; 
7) provides the access to public information related to the activity of IPs and provides information 

support to potential tenants on issues within its competence; 
8) informs the central executive authority that ensures the formation and implementation of state 

investment policy, the central executive authority that implements state tax policy, the central executive 
authority that implements state customs policy, relevant local state administrations and local 

self-government about IP initiators, management companies and tenants in the cases provided by this Law; 
9) assures the provision of management companies and initiator of the creation-business entities at the 

expense of funds provided by the State budget of Ukraine, funds on a non-refundable basis for the 
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construction of IPs, provides compensation for connection costs and connection to engineering networks 
following the procedure established by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine; 

10) assures the provision of IP tenants at the expense of funds provided by the state budget, full or 
partial compensation of interest rates on loans and funds on a non-refundable basis for economic activities 
within the IP in the manner prescribed by the Cabinet of Ministers; 

11) at the expense of funds provided by the law on the State Budget of Ukraine, provides funding for 
construction, reconstruction, repair of engineering and transport infrastructure for the creation and 
operation of IPs, as well as the arrangement of IPs in the manner prescribed by the Cabinet of Ministers of 
Ukraine; 

12) analyses and summarizes the international experience in ensuring the functioning of IPs and 
attracting investment; 

13) provides by 1 April of the current year the publication on its official website of generalized and the 
context of individual IPs information on the state of their operation. 

{Part 1 of Article 27 as amended by Laws No. 818-VIII of 24 November 2015, № 1710-IX of 7 September 
2021} 

2. Government authority also performs other powers, as provided by the law. 
Government authority has the right to establish permanent or temporary advisory, consultative and 

other subsidiary entities and/or to involve in the prescribed manner enterprises, institutions and 
organizations to support IP initiators, management companies and tenants in the following areas: 

1) development of short-term and long-term plans for the development of IPs; 
2)  ensuring the establishment of cooperation with international financial organizations, governmental 

and non-governmental organizations of foreign countries on attracting financial resources for the 
implementation of IPs innovation and investment projects; 

3) assistance in developing (amendments to) the concept of the IP; 
4)  assisting the initiators of the creation of IPs and management companies in attracting potential IP 

tenants; 
5)  providing consulting support to IP initiators, management companies and tenants in the field of 

business plan development and attraction of funding sources; 
6) assistance in organizing scientific, scientific-practical conferences, educational and informational 

events (exhibitions, seminars) on the activities of IPs; 
7) assistance in the implementation of other measures provided in the Strategy of Development of IPs. 
{Part 2 of Article 27 as amended by Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 
3. Formation of state policy regarding the creation and operation of IPs is performed by the central 

executive authority, which provides the formation and implementation of state investment policy. 
{Part 3 of Article 27 as amended by Law No. 818-VIII of 24 November 2015} 
4. Implementation of state policy regarding the creation and operation of IPs is carried out by 

government authority. 
{Part 4 of Article 27 as amended by Law No. 818-VIII of 24 November 2015} 

 
Section VII 

ECONOMIC ACTIVITY WITHIN THE SCOPE OF AN IP 
 
Article 28. Terms of performing economic activity within the scope of the IP 
1. The IP initiator, management company and tenants shall perform their economic activities 

following the Civil Code of Ukraine, Economic Code of Ukraine, Tax Code of Ukraine, Land Code of Ukraine, 
other legislative acts as well as provisions of this Law, IP concept, approved by the initiator of the creation, 
contract on creation and operation of an IP, contract on the economic activity performed within the scope 
of an IP. 

 
Article 29. Obtaining the status of the IP tenant 
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1. The subject of economic activity shall obtain the status of tenant provided that the following two 
criteria are met: 

1) concluding the contract on performing economic activity within the scope of an IP with the 
management company; 

2) obtaining the right for the land plot on the basis and at the order set by the Land Legislation of Ukraine 
and/or for the other object (part of the object) of real estate within the scope of the IP. 

{Part 1 of Article 29 as amended by Laws No. 818-VIII of 24 November 2015, № 1710-IX of 7 September 
2021} 

2. The management company is obliged, within three working days, to inform in writing the competent 
government authority regarding the obtaining by a business entity of the status of IP tenant and to make an 
appropriate record in the list of tenants. In case of a change in activities or owner by the tenant, the tenant 
must notify the management company of the IP within five working days. 

{Part 2 of Article 29 as amended by Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 
3. If the IP is included in the Register of IPs, the competent government authority is obliged, within three 

working days from the moment of receipt of an appropriate notification from the management company, to 
inform in writing the central executive authority that performs state tax policy, the central executive 
authority that performs state customs policy and relevant local state administrations about the obtaining of 
the status of tenant by the business entity. 

{Part 3 of Article 29 as amended by Law No. 818-VIII of 24 November 2015} 
4. Information about the obtaining by an economic entity of the status of IP tenant included in the 

Register of IPs shall be entered by the competent government authority in the Register of IPs and posted on 
its official website no later than three working days. 

{Article 29 has been supplemented with Part 4 under Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 
 
Article 30. Contract on performing economic activity within the scope of the IP 
1. The contract on performing economic activity within the scope of the IP is concluded between the 

management company and the business entity which is intended to obtain the status of IP tenant. 
2. Essential terms of the contract on performing economic activity within the scope of an IP are as 

follows: 
1) kinds of activity, works and services which are carried out following the terms of the contract on 

performing economic activity within the scope of the IP; 
2) predominant use of the labour of employees-citizens of Ukraine; 
3) conditions, capacity and procedure of creation and improvement of engineering-transport 

infrastructure objects and other objects at the land plot of the tenant; 
4) period of the contract; 
5) investment obligations of the tenant; 
6) finance relations of the parties; 
7) responsibility for not performing the obligations by the parties; 
8) procedure of prolonging and termination of the contract on performing economic activity within the 

scope of an IP; 
9) rights and obligations of the parties; 
10) procedure of dispute-solving arising between the parties. 
3. Objects of engineering and transport infrastructure of the IP and other objects located within the 

scope of an IP, which is granted to a management company for use (control), are not given to the property 
of tenants. 

4. The tenant does not have a right to transmit to the third parties its own rights and/or obligations 
following the contract on performing economic activity within the scope of the IP. 

5. The contract on performing economic activity within the scope of the IP is terminated in case of the 
termination of the period for which it was concluded unless the parties have agreed otherwise. 

6. The contract can be terminated ahead of the schedule in the following cases: 
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1) essential breach by one of the parties of its obligations following the contract; 
2) liquidation of the tenant; 
3) liquidation of the management company. 
7. In case of liquidation of the management company, the status of the tenant remains the same until 

the signing of the contracts on performing economic activity within the scope of IP between the new 
management company and tenants within the period for which the IP was created. 

 
Article 31. Loss of IP tenant status 
1. The business entity shall lose the status of IP tenant from the day of termination of the contract, 

concluded with the management company, on performing economic activity within the scope of IP and/or 
termination of the rights on land plot and/or all other objects (parts of objects) of real estate within the scope 
of an IP. 

The business entity loses the status of IP tenant in case of violation of the requirements established by 
this Law. 

{Part 1 of Article 31 has been supplemented with paragraph 2 under Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 
2021} 

The status of IP tenant is preserved, in the case when the new contract on performing economic activity 
within the scope of IP is concluded by this tenant in connection with the termination of the contract on the 
creation and operation of IP, as well as in case of liquidation of the management company. 

{Part 1 of Article31 as amended by Law No. 818-VIII of 24 November 2015} 
2. The management company is obliged, within one working day of the day of loss of the status of IP 

tenant by the business entity, to inform the competent government authority in writing and to make an 
appropriate record in the list of IP tenants. 

3. If the IP is included in the Register of IPs, the competent government authority is obliged, within one 
working day of the moment of receipt of the appropriate notification from the management company, to 
inform in writing the central executive authority, which performs state tax policy, the central executive 
authority, which performs state customs policy, and relevant local state administrations about the loss the 
IP tenant status by the business entity. 

Information about the loss of the status of IP tenant included in the Register of IPs shall be entered by 
the competent government authority in the Register of IPs and posted on its official website no later than 
one working day after the receipt of such notification. 

{Part 3 of Article 31 as amended by Laws No. 818-VIII of 24 November 2015, № 1710-IX of 7 September 
2021} 

4. The business entity that has lost the status of IP tenant performs its economic activity, as well as 
within the scope of IP, on a general basis. 

5. The loss of IP tenant status by the business entity does not restrict his/her rights to obtain such a 
status in the future, but no earlier than within six months, under conditions of compliance with the 
requirements of this Law. 

{Part 5 of Article 31 as amended by Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 
 
Article 32. Legal regime of property of economic activity of IP tenants 
1. The objects of infrastructure, created by the management company within the scope of an IP, belong 

to the management company on the right of ownership, unless otherwise provided for in the contract on the 
creation and functioning of the IP. The use of such objects is carried out following the contract on performing 
economic activity within the scope of IP between the management company and tenant. 

2. In case of alienation of the land plot into the property of the tenants, the infrastructure objects 
located on it shall not be transferred to the property of the participant unless otherwise provided for in the 
contract on the creation and operation of IP. 
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3. In case of termination of IP activity, the legal regime of the property of IP initiator, management 
company and tenants is determined following the requirements of the legislation and the contract on the 
creation and operation of IP. 

 
Article 33. Accounting and reporting of IP tenants of economic activity within IP 
1. Business entities that receive state support following this La, are obliged to keep separate accounting 

and tax accounting of economic activity within IP. 
 

Section VIII 
GOVERNMENT INCENTIVE FOR IPS 

 
Article 34. State incentive for the arrangement and functioning of IPs 
{Name of Article 34 as amended by Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 
1. State incentive of IP arrangement and functioning can be carried out at the expense of state and local 

budgets and from other sources not prohibited by law. 
{Part 1 of Article 34 as amended by Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 
2. The competent government authority, the Council of Ministers of the Autonomous Republic of 

Crimea, local state administrations and executive authorities of relevant local councils, in the manner 
prescribed by law, annually submit proposals to the draft of the State Budget of Ukraine and draft decisions 
on relevant local budgets for financial support of IPs. 

3. To create and operate IPs for management companies, initiators and tenants at the expense of the 
state, local budgets and other sources not prohibited by law: 

1) full or partial compensation of the interest rate on loans for the arrangement and/or implementation 
of economic activities within IPs in the manner prescribed by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine; 

2) funds are provided on a non-refundable basis for the arrangement of IPs and/or ensuring the 
construction of related infrastructure (highways, communication lines, heat, gas, water and electricity, 
utilities, etc.) necessary for the creation and functioning of IPs in the manner prescribed by the Cabinet of 
Ministers of Ukraine; 

3) compensation of expenses for connection to engineering and transport networks is carried out 
following the procedure established by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine; 

4) tax and customs incentives are provided following the legislation. 
{Part 3 of Article 34 as amended by Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 
{Part 4 of Article 34 has been excluded under Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 
 
Article 35. {Article 35 has been excluded under Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 
 
Article 36. {Article 36 has been excluded under Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 

 
Section IX 

LIQUIDATION OF IPS 
 
Article 37. Reasons for IPs liquidation 
1. IP can be liquidated in the following cases: 
1) no contract on the creation and operation of an IP has been concluded within two years of the date 

of the decision to create it, except in the cases specified by the law; 
{Paragraph 1, Part 1 of Article 37 as amended by Law No. 818-VIII of 24 November 2015} 
2) economic activity is not carried out within IPs by its tenants for three years. 
 
Article 38. The procedure of IP liquidation 
1. The decision about IP liquidation is made by the initiator of creation. 
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2. Liquidation of an IP is not a reason for the management company’s or its tenants' liquidation. They 
can continue their activities as business entities on a general basis. 

3. Liquidation of the management company of state or municipal property is carried out in the manner 
defined by the legislation. 

4. In the case of IP liquidation, rights for land plots not given to the property or management company 
or tenants are transferred to the IP initiator.  

 
Article 39. Referral of disputes to international commercial arbitration 
1. Disputes arising from civil and commercial legal relations, including contractual legal relations, by 

agreement of the parties may be referred to international commercial arbitration or arbitration following the 
law. 

2. The parties of this dispute may be the IP initiator (except for public authorities and local 
governments, which, following the Constitution of Ukraine, exercise ownership of land on behalf of the 
Ukrainian people and are empowered to dispose of land), management company or tenant. 

{The Law has been supplemented with Article 39 under Law № 1710-IX of 7 September 2021} 
  

Section X 
FINAL AND TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS 

1. This Law shall become effective one month after its publication. 
2. Amendments shall be made to the following legislative acts of Ukraine: 
1) in the Land Code of Ukraine (The Official Bulletin of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, 2002, Nos. 3–4, 

Article 27): 
a) to be supplemented with Article 66-1 which reads as follows: 
“Article 66-1. Lands of IPs 
1. The lands of IPs belong to industrial lands. 
2. IPs shall be created on land plots with an area of at least 15 hectares and up to 700 hectares”; 
b) Article 93 shall be supplemented with Part 9 as follows: 
“9. In case of IP creation at lands of state and municipal property, the land plot is given for a lease for 

the period not less than 30 years”; 
b) the second part of Article 134 after the paragraph 23 shall be supplemented with a new paragraph 

as follows: 
“lease of IP land plots to management companies of these IPs”. 
In this connection, paragraph twenty-four shall be regarded as paragraph twenty-five; 
2) in Article 287 of the Customs Code of Ukraine: 
after part 5 a new part shall be added to read as follows: 
“6. While importing into the customs territory of Ukraine, the following shall be exempt from customs 

duty: 
machinery, equipment, and accessories to them, materials not manufactured in Ukraine, which are not 

excisable goods and are imported by the initiators of creation-business entities, management companies of 
IPs for the arrangement of IPs; 

machinery, equipment, and accessories to them, materials not manufactured in Ukraine, which are not 
excisable goods and are imported by IP tenants to carry out the economic activity within the scope of IPs. 

Lists of such equipment and accessories to them, materials are approved by the central executive 
authority for ensuring the implementation of state policy in the field of investment activities and 
management of national projects in the manner prescribed by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine. 

The released funds shall be applied by relevant entities for: 
1) arrangement of IPs, including using cutting-edge, energy-saving technologies; 
2) establishment of cutting-edge technologies related to the economic activity within IPs; 
3) increase of production output and reduction of expenses by types of economic activity provided for 

by this Law within IPs; 
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4) performing scientific and research activities within IPs; 
5) repayment of credits and payment of other borrowings used for the arrangement of IPs and 

performing of economic activity within its scope, as well as for the payment of interests for such credits and 
borrowings. 

In connection with this, parts 6–7 shall be considered as parts 7–8, respectively; 
in part 7 after words “in parts 1–4” supplement with words “and 6”; 
3) Part 4 of Article 40 Law of Ukraine “On regulation of city-planning activity” (The Official Bulletin of 

the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, 2011, No. 34, Article 343) shall be supplemented with clause 10 as follows: 
“10) objects within the scope of an IP at the request of IP initiators, management companies, tenants”. 
3. Within 3 months following the date of publication of this Law the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine 

shall: 
prepare and submit for the consideration to the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine proposals for amendments 

to the legislative acts arising from this Law, including amendments to the Tax Code of Ukraine regarding the 
establishment of preferences to provide state incentives for the creation and operation of IPs; 

bring its regulatory acts in line with this Law; 
develop and approve the procedure of determining the list of equipment, accessories to them and 

materials that are not produced in Ukraine provided for this Law. 
 
The President of Ukraine 

21 June 2012    No 5018-VI  

http://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/3038-17
http://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2755-17
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ANNEX 5: INTERNATIONAL 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

(REQUIREMENTS) AND 

PREREQUISITES FOR EIPS 
 

 

“An international framework for EIPs (2021)” defines the recommendations (requirements) and prerequisites 
for EIPs consisting of four aspects – park management, environment, social and economic – which are as 
follows: 

Park management recommendations 

Park management services relate to the fulfilment of the required roles, mandates and capabilities of the 
park management, which are to manage infrastructure and provide a range of services, namely an effective 
park management company that handles planning, operations management and monitoring, as well as 
providing and facilitating common services and infrastructure to resident firms to ensure smooth operations. 

Monitoring EIP operation is an important mechanism to track progress against EIP environmental, social and 
economic performance targets in a transparent and accountable manner. This includes the carrying out by 
the park management company of monitoring of operational activity and achievement of operational targets, 
establishing measures to deal with climate change adaptation and disaster preparedness. 

Planning and zoning are key components of an EIP development process that includes the consideration of 
economic, environmental and social aspects through multistakeholder processes with relevant stakeholders 
(government agencies, the private sector and the local community). On a national level, a national master 
plan (or equivalent planning document) should be established for EIP development by the relevant 
authorities. This should include an analysis of risks, infrastructure, utilities, transportation network, 
environmental and social issues, internal parkland zoning, a buffer zone around the park, a procedure to 
safely locate high-risk industries, a plan for efficient (and ideally low-carbon) energy, water distribution, as 
well as waste treatment or management facilities, a plan for industrial symbiosis, including through 
associated infrastructure and shared facilities, and cluster synergistic industries. 

According to the International recommendations for EIP, a thorough spatial planning and zoning process is a 
key component of an EIP, particularly for greenfield EIPs and in the case of retrofitting existing parks. This 
includes the consideration of economic, environmental and social aspects through multistakeholder 
processes with the relevant stakeholders (for instance, government agencies, the private sector and the local 
community). As part of the planning and designing process of greenfield IPs, the location and potential 
impacts of the park, its development and resulting activity need to be carefully considered by the relevant 
stakeholders. A comprehensive master plan needs to be developed, encompassing environmental and social 
considerations. It is recommended that the master plan be developed by the relevant authorities (such as 
governments, landowners and planning agencies). It should be applicable for both planning and operations. 
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The master plan (or equivalent planning document) for any new and existing IPs should be developed and 
reviewed periodically (and updated if required), including the following core elements: 

• a range of risk and impact analyses, including environmental and social issues, including an 
environmental impact assessment, an impact mitigation plan and a resettlement action plan, if 
required; 

• essential and efficient infrastructure, utilities and transportation network, including a structure plan;  

• waste management;  

• internal parkland use and zoning, a buffer zone around the park, a procedure to safely locate high-
risk industries and zoning to cluster synergistic industries. 

 

Environmental recommendations 

Environmental and energy management and monitoring include the operation of both environmental 
management systems and energy management systems, which should be in line with internationally certified 
standards. These should also be capable of monitoring park performance and supporting resident firms in 
the maintenance of their firm-level management systems. 

Energy. This recommendation includes implementing opportunities to improve the efficiency of industrial 
processes and buildings. The EIP should ensure a high level of energy efficiency in all shared and common 
services under the control of the EIP management company. EIPs should seek to displace fossil fuels through 
the integration of low-zero carbon/renewable energy generation, where technically possible and 
cost-effective. EIPs should take stock of their carbon footprint, with reduction targets set annually and 
monitored for achievement. The management company should have in place a strategy to avoid/minimize 
greenhouse gas emissions through energy efficiency measures, industrial symbiosis, waste utilization and use 
of renewable energy sources. 

Water. EIPs should ensure sustainable water use, efficiency and treatment. EIPs should responsibly source 
water, considering local water scarcity issues and sensitive water reservoirs. They should also plan to increase 
water efficiency for participating companies and for EIPs as a whole. Wastewater must be appropriately 
treated and water circularity promoted. 

Waste and material use. A Waste Management Plan should exist within the EIP to ensure effective waste 
management, reduction and reuse activities at EIP and company levels. The EIP management company 
monitors and accounts for all waste disposal and ensures environmentally sound disposal. All hazardous and 
toxic materials need to be appropriately stored and disposed of, which can be facilitated through a recording 
and monitoring system for hazardous waste. 

Climate change and the natural environment. The EIP management company should be aware of 
environmental impacts and undertake appropriate actions to mitigate any potential risks. Climate change 
requires anticipation of the local and international effects of climate impacts and the prevention or 
minimization of any potential damage. In this context, the EIP should seek to mitigate greenhouse gas gases, 
as well as air and point-source pollution. 

Social recommendations 

Social management systems include customized and fit-for-purpose management systems at park and firm 
levels to address relevant social, occupational health, safety and grievance procedures and impacts. 

Social infrastructure is to be provided in EIPs or their surroundings for workers and the local community to 
function properly. This infrastructure can include local shops, restaurants/cafeterias, recreation areas, 
medical facilities, banks, post offices and emergency fire facilities, as well as potential access to community 
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roads, bus services, power, water and water treatment infrastructure. Social infrastructure includes issues of 
gender equality, youth, minority and disabled employment and security and human resource development. 

Local community dialogue and outreach are to strengthen the trust and relationships between industries 
and local communities. 

Economic recommendations 

Employment generation. An EIP should seek to maximize local revenue linkages, employee growth potential 
and community satisfaction. This can be done through local employment targets, providing employees with 
skill development opportunities, employer-jobseeker databasing and matchmaking and longer-term 
employment security through the provision of long-term or permanent contracts, workplace health and 
safety, good working conditions and monitoring and enforcement of labour standards. 

Local businesses, SME promotion and linkages. EIPs provide opportunities for the establishment of SMEs in 
parks that can, in turn, provide services and add value to other (larger) industries operating in the park. EIPs 
can also provide strong economic development benefits through the promotion of linkages with local 
businesses as suppliers to the EIP and its participating companies. 

Economic value creation means that “investment-ready” EIPs are more attractive, as they present lower risks 
and investment costs to companies. Integrating cost-effective, energy-efficient technologies and 
management processes can provide competitive advantages. 
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